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How to Feed Winter Birds
Have your bird feeders all
ready? November is a good
month to refurbish, construct,
and locate feeding stations. It is a
quiet month for bird watchers —
an in-between-month. The birds
travelling to the deep South and
beyond have left. Those birds
planning to stay in Maine have
not felt the breath of winter yet,
and are still in the north country.
But all that can change in an
instant, and vary greatly bet
ween the northern and southern
sections of the state. I recall, on
my first trip to Presque Isle,
some 15 years ago, waking up
November 1 to find 3 inches of
snow on the ground. So “Be
Prepared” could well serve as a
motto to those people who are
inviting their bird neighbors for
dinner.
Readers who belong to Maine
Audubon Society undoubtedly
read the article dealing with the
highly
debatable subject of
artificial bird feeding. For those
who did not — a very brief
synopsis.
Arguments against
establishing feeding stations in
general related to the fact that
we who feed are diminishing the
wild birds’ chance of survival —
heavy concentrations of bird
population makes them more
susceptible to disease, more
vulnerable
to
predators,
destroying ability to*forage for
themselves, and the diet we
supply denies them essentials
found in natural foods.
Points for continued feeding
were based mainly on developing
man’s
awareness
and
un
derstanding and appreciation of
the natural world. The defender
of the practice expresses the
viewpoint that bird
feeding
stations have little effect on the
“survival of the fittest” and
interruption of the balance of
nature. Given the premise that
once a person publishes a
feeding station, W | operation
will be continued thiAighout the

winter, I shall cast my vote for
bird feeding. Each reader must
make his own judgment and act
accordingly.
Now that the decision has been
made to operate a feeding
station, it’s time to assemble
types of feeders one must have to
attract a variety of species.
There are birds who are con
firmed ground feeders, others
who will come to window feeders

The
Bird
Nest

By Margery Hall Johnson
point in time we are fighting the

not minding the semi-closed in
feeling created by a roof and side
enclosures. Still others prefer a
hanging feeders, where they
may feed from the outside. Some
hanging feeders are equipped
with perches, others the birds
simply cling to the sides. It all
depends how you wish to serve
suet as to what type of feeder
you use. A chunk of suet can be
strapped to a tree, or put in an
onion bag or a soap dish and let
hang.
If there are raiding
squirrels in your area, a holder of
heavy mesh wire, plastic coated
to protect eyes and legs of birds,
may be firmly secured to a fence
post. If suet pudding is a favorite

of yours, that can be easily
dispensed in paper muffin tin
liners fitted into holes drilled in a
wooden shelf, or even bottle caps
nailed to a hanging log can be
filled with the suet delicacy.
Placement of feeders is of
utmost importance. The first
essential is that the feeding area
be near cover. Food without
cover is useless. The cover
should be such that the birds are

not exposed to their enemies and
have a place to flee in case of
danger. By the same token, the
cover should not provide a hiding
place for the neighbors’ cats and
provide a vantage point from
which they can ^pounce. At this
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battle with three cats in our patio
and at the present time are
losing the war. I shall have to
come up with some deterrent
before regular feeding regimens
begin. I don’t want to lose neigh
bors, but neither do I want to
lose birds. And despite what
anyone says, there never was a
cat who didn’t like to capture
birds! Feeders should be hung
away from the direction of the
prevailing wind, and preferably
in a sunny location, for obvious

reasons.
As to what to feed, the best
advice is to buy different seed
and by trial and error discover
what
your
particular
bird
population prefers. This is a

MEL'S
SPORTS
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• Fishing
Equipment &
Tackle
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• Pioneer
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• Camping Equipment

COME SEE US FOR
THE BEST IN
CHRISTMAS VALUES
We’re right across
from L.L. Bean

124 Main St.
Freeport, Me. 04032
(207) 865-3277

better way than buying the
prepared mixtures and having
much left over by the selective
visitors. There are a few basics,
however: 1. cracked corn, or
other cereal grains, 2. sunflower
seeds and/or peanuts, 3. thistle
seed, and 4. suet. Water and grit
are always needed. Usually they
are available in some form or
other during the winter, but if
you want to make the birds’ lives
easier, provide these two items
for them. Extra delicacies such
as oranges, grapes, cornbread,
even cake crumbs, will be
devoured rapidly. If you really
feel you want to cook up a special
piece de resistance, you might
like to try this recipe I found in a

Continued on next page
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How to Feed Winter Birds
Continued from previous page
house organ printed by the Days
Inns when we were in South
Carolina. Members of the
Atlanta Audubon Society
heartily recommend it. It is
called “Margie’s Porridge”. Mix
well, 2 cups of cornmeal, 2 cups
ground suet, 2 cups of sugar, 1
cup of flour and about V2 cup of
water. Cook for about 25 minutes
in a double boiler, stirring oc
casionally. Pour into a 9x12 wellgreased pan. Allow to harden.
Cut in chunks as needed. One or
two tablespoons of peanut butter
may be added.
In order to retain the
metabolism rate necessary to
produce the heat which keeps
them alive, the birds must eat
regularly and a lot. By ob
servation, we found there are
two preferred feeding times for
small birds — the first light of
day and late afternoon. They
may feed intermittently at other
periods, but their main meals are
early morning, after a long
winter night, and late afternoon,
in preparation for a cold night.
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As a result we always fill our
feeders before we go to bed, and
when we look out our patio door
in the morning, there always are
some ground feeders there to
greet us.
I’m not going to get into the
controversial subject of nuisance
birds and squirrels. Each feeder
watcher will have to solve that
problem himself. However, I
have read in two different books
about using a phonograph record
as a baffle. You must have some
old 78s around the house. Or a
rock and roll you would rather
not hear ever again. Try it out.

The record may be used on a
pole, above and beneath the
actual feed holder. Or, if you
have feeders suspended on a
wire, hung between two poles or
trees, place the records a sen
sible distance from the uprights,
so the squirrel cannot jump over
them. With either of the two
feeder types, the squirrel will
find it impossible to climb over
the disc. It will completely
“baffle” him.
Good birding to you.
Margery Hall Johnson
15 Colonial Village
Falmouth, Maine 04105
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Acid Rain Dooms Maine Fish
• When it comes to environmental affairs, Bob
Cummings of the Gannett papers in Maine has no
peer as a reporter. Bob has a way of getting to a
big story before other reporters even know it is
there. Consider the following recent headline on
a Cummings story which appeared in the Sunday
Telegram:
“Acid rain: Pollution from rains dooms fish
populations in many Maine Lakes.”
Of course, the immediate reaction, as far as we
have been able to determine, is a big “Ho-hum,
another disaster.”

dioxide mixes with moisture in the air and falls
as acid mixed with rain. Most of this acid rain
comes from the Ohio River Valley, an area of
heavy development by industry, but some of it
comes from Maine’s paper mills and coal or oilfired electric plants.

It is too bad that we have had so many threats
to' our lives lately that we hardly pay any at
tention to the new ones. But this is a serious
matter. According to Cummings, “Dozens —
perhaps hundreds — of Maine lakes won’t be
capable of supporting fish life in a few years.”

So what? Well, the so what is that the
Adirondack lakes in New York have already
been hurt by this acid rain. In fact, trout and
salmon have already been wiped out in 170 of the
Adirondack lakes. About 140 lakes in Ontario
have suffered a similar fate. The acid rain
problem has not escaped noticed in Maine. For
over a year now environmental groups and
university researchers have been worried about
the effect of acid rain which has long been known
to fall here. Some lakes are already believed to
be suffering from acid rain.

To explain the problem, the acid comes from
sulfur dioxide gas which escapes when fuel oil
and coal contaminated with sulfur are burned in
power plants and by big industries. The sulfur

Acid rain doesn’t produce fish kill offs, so its
effects are not spectacular. What does happen is
that the natural chemical balance of the water is
upset. They become so acidic fish are not capable

of laying eggs which hatch. In a few years, no
fish are left.
In the past the solution to problems such as
sulfur emissions has been simply to build higher
smoke stacks to get the pollution way up in the
air where it would be diluted. But what goes up
must come down, and we are spewing too much
filth into the air.
Correcting the problem won’t be easy or
cheap. Present estimates are that it would cost
between $5 billion to $7 billion to reduce sulfur
dioxide emissions, and most of us are tired of
paying more and more to live in a chan world.
But we must. The alternative is to eventually
poison all our lakes and ponds to the point we
have no cold water fishery left at all.
This is an issue which won’t go away. It will
get worse. We say that there are immense
benefits, both socially and economically, in
maintaining a clean environment. The price may
seem stiff, but it must be paid. What we will lose
in the long run if we ignore this problem will cost
us all a lot more. (HPV)

Fishways for the Kennebec River
The Kennebec River fishways are a hot topic
again.
The Kennebec River symposium, sponsored
by the Maine Naf ^Ml Resources Council, fanned
the embers of ti I long running controversy
again, and we see that the Maine Fish and
Wildlife Department is continuing its historic
opposition to the fishways.
For a long time we have been ambivalent
about fishways for the Kennebec, not quite sure
there was any great benefit to their installation.
Now we are firmly convinced they are a good
idea.
There are a lot of reasons. Prime among them
is that the lower Kennebec is a lot cleaner these
days, so much cleaner, in fact, that fish kills may
be a thing of the past. The new (read cleaner)
Kennebec has been a virtual magnet for people.
The boating traffic has been unprecedented. And
people are fishing the lower river in surprising
numbers. And why not? There are white and
yellow perch, smallmouth bass, eels, sucker,

carp, smelt, alewives and shad all swarming
back in the lower river.
So why not put the fishways in? Well, one
reason we keep hearing is that the carp will go
upriver and destroy habitats in upstream lakes
and ponds with their bottom rooting. To that we
say, hogwash! Carp were introduced into a great
many Maine lakes and ponds in the past. They
didn’t take. Maine, with the exception of the
lower Kennebec, has lousy habitat for carp.
Another reason we hear is that it won’t do any
good to get Atlantic salmon up river because all
of the good spawning area is now under deep
water or otherwise ruined. We don’t believe that
is true, knowing that salmon are already
spawning in tiny Bond Brook which can be
reached from below the first dam. Even so, when
this state is producing a million salmon smolts a
year in its two hatcheries, we don’t see why a
few thousand can’t be put into the Kennebec
each year.
Then there are the other anadromous and

catadromous species. Already there is a thriving
commercial eel fishery on the lower Kennebec. If
the dams weren’t in the way, there would be a
lot more upriver. The same is true with
alewives. Thousands are now spawning each
year below Augusta. And the shad are expected
to make a big comeback in the river any time
now. Smelt would go up river further as well.
And what about striped bass if they ever become
numerous again? The potential for big fish runs
up the cleaner Kennebec is immense, but no fish
get beyond Augusta.
It would cost some real money to build the
fishway and we don’t like projects that simply
spend money to build things. But in the case of
fishways on the Kennebec, the money would be a
wise investment in the future.
We hope th& Fish and Wildlife Department
will stop dancing around the issue and recognize
that it is time the Kennebec River had some fish
ways. (HPV)

Let’s Keep Youth in Hunting
Have you noticed lately that hunters are
getting older? This isn’t just an illusion. Fewer
youngsters are getting into the hunting habit.
When was the last time you took a boy or girl out
hunting with you?

Maine has a super hunter education program
which has schooled thousands of our children in
gun safety, conservation and the hunting ethic.
But all that training goes to waste if the kids
never get a chance to do any real hunting.
To be certain, children can put a real cramp in
a person’s hunting style. They don’t like to sit
motionless for hours on a cold stump, slosh
around swamps or wander miles back on rough

log hauling roads. Similarly, they often move at
the wrong time in a duck blind, or talk when they
shouldn’t. But if you’ll just think back, you’ll
recall there were times when you and I were
guilty of the same things. Back when you and I
were young, someone introduced us to the joys
of hunting and put up with our inexperience and
youthful exuberance so we could have the op
portunity to develop into dedicated hunters.
Now it is time to return the favor. Take your
kids hunting with you this year, teach them the
great traditions and lessons that a hunter learns.
If you don’t have children of your own, see if you
can “borrow” somebody else’s so they will get
the chance you had.

You might find it harder to bag that big buck
with youthful help along, but you’ll also
rediscover the excitement and curiosity that
only the young possess.
While you are urging the oldsters to take
along the youngsters, we would also like to
invite young hunters to send us letters telling us
about their hunting experiences. We’ll publish
those letters to let others know how enjoyable
young people find hunting, even in this age of
plastic and noise. Include your name, age, and
school.
Young hunters should send their letters about
hunting to: The Maine Sportsman, Box 365,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
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Professional Forester’s Viewpoint

Prejudiced Opinion
state are welcome. I feel Mr.
Smith’s opinions are prejudiced
and unwarranted. If he is a
hunter as he state his efforts
should be placed toward
preserving the rights of all
hunters, rather than be directed
against one form of hunting.
Robert DeRorda Sr.
70 Main St.
Cold Spring, N.Y. 10516

Revenue Ideas
You may ask what this might
do to our already decreasing
western and northern deer
herds. All I can say is look at any
state that already has this law
and you will see the pressure of
bow hunting to a deer herd is
almost too insignificant to
consider.
Secondly if the 1980 moose

To the Editor:
Your comments regarding
hunting in the September issue
are not in keeping with my
understanding of the sport.
First, if you hunt only to kill, I
suggest that you would make a
better butcher than editor of a
sporting publication. I cannot
think of a single hunter of my
acquaintance who thinks that
shooting an animal is all there is
to hunting.
If I know of one such hunter, I
certainly would not hunt with
him or her. Finally, when it
comes to hanging together, or

Deerskin gloves to sell and trade.

Victor traps and trapping supplies at
discount prices

WALTER BEAN
Tel. 746-3746

Edward LaRue
Molunkus Maine 04451

Choosy Hunter

I Buy
Fur, deerskin and cattle hides
My own chunk fox and coyote bait
ready Oct. 1 (Not Mailable)

8 Spring Street

season is a success in 1981 some
permits should be allocated for
non-residents. A couple of moose
taken by non-residents would be
more than balanced by the
thousands perhaps hundreds of
thousands of applications at the
$5 each price.

East Millinocket 04430

EDITORS NOTE: Mr. Merrill
would have us believe we can
treat the forest as if it were a
giant garden. He don't believe
that. The best forest is one that
is a mixture of trees, different
kinds of different ages. Deer and
most other wildlife can't eai
mature spruce and fir. Massive
herbicide and pesticide spraying
is just asking for long term
trouble.

The Maine Sportsman invites readers to comment
on all issues of interest. All letters must be signed. We
will publish as many letters as space permits. Letters
should be no more than 200 words. We reserve the
right to delete portions in the interest of space. Send
all letters to: The Maine Sportsman, Box 365,
Augusta, Maine 04330.

R & R TAXIDERMY
117 State Rd., Eliot, Me. 03903
Telephone 439-2881

ROLAND FERNALD
Taxidermist
State and Federal
Taxidermy Licenses
QUALITY WORK
AT A REASONABLE PRICE

hanging separately, I am choosy
about my company. I am not on
the side of the slob hunter or the
sportsman who does not care
how the hunt is carried out.
Erid Root
RR2
Gray, Maine 04039

EDITOR’S NOTE: The editor
will stand on the statements he
has made in the past 113 issues of
the Maine Sportsman when it
comes to what hunting is about.
We would point out that the
purpose of hunting is to kill
something. To pretend otherwise
is a lie. But, there is a big dif
ference between hunting and
butchery. Mr. Root and too many
other hunters miss the point.
Bear hunting was the topic at
hand and bear hunting cannot be
compared to deer hunting. The
animals are nothing alike and
their habits are vastly different.
That’s why we say other hunters
who have little or no un
derstanding of bear hunting
should not be quick to criticize
those who do.

WE BUILD ’EM
THE WAY YOU WANT ’EM!

To the Editor:
I have lived in Maine for two
years having come from New
Jersey. It distresses me to hear
of the financial problems of the
Fish and Wildlife Department
since I moved to Maine primarily
because of the great hunting and
fishing.
It also distresses me that a call
for general funds will be made as
a solution to this problem. I feel
this would only give the non
hunters and anti-hunters more of
a hold over the body that
governs our sport.
As an avid sportsman and
professional guide I feel there
are two simple methods for
increased revenue by the Fish
and Wildlife Department without
the need for general funds.
One would be to allow the
taking of one deer during the
firearms season and one during
the archery season. The added
incentive of the chance to put
more venison in the freezer and
the possibility of a trophy animal
with a primitive weapon would
cause archery license sales to
soar among residents and non
residents alike.

Wilford J. Merrill
Solon, Maine 04979

GUN CABINETS

used carcasses are not left in the
woods as stated. The baits at the
end of the season are cleaned up
and hauled out of the area.
In addition, during all of my
years of bear hunting, I have not
come across one tourist wan
dering through the woods during
hunting season.
Since I am an out-of-state
hunter I would like to think my
monetary contributions to the

disasters like fire and farming;
sure they are short lived, but
that is part of ecology.
Now I will say a bit about the
budworm. I don’t think any
forester enjoys having to use
insecticide, but it is the best tool
we have. Research has yet to
develop a practical “natural
tool".

MANY
STYLES
FROM
$69.00

To the Editor:
I am a non-resident hunter of
the State of Maine. I have been a
bear hunter for more than 15
years and enjoy hunting the
Maine woods. I consider myself
an experience and well-informed
woodsman.
I find Mr. R. B. Smith’s letter
(July 1979 issue) suggesting that
the use of bait is cruel to be
ridiculous. Although baits are

farmer and the rose gardener.
This forest crop I am talking
about has to be produced in an
economical manner: therefore
chemicals must be used sparingly
or our forester stands a chance of
losing his job one way or
another. If he spends too freely,
his company may be out of
business; i.e., bankrupt.
Another little point, a
“Diversified Forest is the only
Healthy Forest"; not so; there
are thousands and more
thousands of acres of Spruce/Fir
forests in Northern and Eastern
Maine. To make their acres into a
“Diversified” forest would create
an unnatural forest. It might
even be attempting the im
possible.
Nature has always created
pure stands in the forest. They
naturally follow ecological

PlbELYNE INC

small acreages of forest land by
corporations and private in
dividuals has to be either an
economical enterprise or a hobby
(albeit an expensive one) such as
Baxter State Park with
Governor Baxter.
Now, a forester managing a
private forest is trying to
produce a crop for whoever is
paying his wages and he is also
trying to get the next crop
planted and growing, even as
any farmer, vegetable gardener
or flower gardener. He has to
keep the weeds out of his forest
— believe you me, there are
weeds in the forest — and one of
his important tools are her
bicides just as they are im
portant for the farmer and
gardener. He also has to keep the
insects and the diseases from
ruining his crop even as do the

Rte. 302, No. Windham, Me. 04062
Tel. (207) 892-4105

Now, I am a professional
forester. I graduated from the
University of Maine in 1938 with
a BS degree in forestry. I have

made my living in the Maine
woods or industries associated
with it ever since. I have done all
that I could afford to do to keep
abreast of advances in my
profession. I also take my
recreation in the Maine woods,
and on the lakes and ponds and
streams. (I guess you could call
me a sportsman)
Another thing, I am an
ecologist. I don’t call myself a
professional ecologist, because it
is impossible to be a forester
without having a considerable
knowledge of ecology. A forester
managing a forest has to know
how different plants; i.e., trees,
react with each other. He also
needs to know something of
wildlife management. So much
for my qualifications.
The ownership of all except

Builders of Quality Pine Furniture
for Over 30 Years

To the Editor:
I have always read your
editorials with a great deal of
interest. This time, I am im
pelled to write. Part of your
article in "The Good and Bad of
Glenn Manuel" got to me. I am
very interested in your picture of
the man. But your opinions on
the use of herbicides and
pest icides are something else.
You betray a very surprising
ignorance for a person in your
position. You are espousing the
arguments of the most rabid
opponents of herbicides and
pesticides, and I don’t think that
you are that ignorant and
unreasoning a person.
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Deer and Spraying

MPGA Means Business
To the Editor:

MPGA — four letters with
little significance at present, but
watch out. MPGA stands for
Maine Professional Guides
Association, a new organization
with definite goals and stan
dards.
The MPGA is trying to

promote hunting. It is currently
trying to enlist all lodge owners,
licensed guides, etc., in the
organization. It will be to your
advantage if you are a guide in
Maine catering to the public for
hunting, fishing, white water
rafting, or anything which
contributes to the enjoyment of
our state. We can only combat

Tracking Bow
Shot Deer

To the Editor,
In regard to Dick Drysdale’s
article in the Oct. issue of The
Maine Sportsman, entitled
Techniques for Bowhunting
Deer, I would like to make this
comment. Dick says deer, when
struck with an arrow, bleed
internally the majority of the
time and leave a hard to follow
blood trail. This may be his
finding regarding the deer he has
taken with a bow*and arrow. I
have found the opposite to be
true in my bow killed deer.
I have taken four deer with
bow aqd arrow, and have had no
problem at all following the blood
trail of any of them. The first one
I got bled more than any deer I
had ever taken with a rifle. I

have also helped two of my
friends track their bow-killed
deer. I will admit one of them
was a challenge. She was hit high
in the mid-section and didn’t
bleed much, but even shot in the
mid-section, she bled enough to
find her the next morning. As
Dick says, don’t give up on any
bloody trail. A good tracking job
is as much a reward to the true
sportsman as the thrill of the
hunt!
I read every issue of the Maine
Sportsman at least twice, and
enjoy every issue. Keep up the
great work!

anti-hunting and anti-trapping
groups by being strong.
We are trying to promote
understanding between hunters
and non-hunters. We are trying
to set goals and standards for all
people who earn a living from the
public, and to have a place where
a person who feels he has been
wrongly treated by an outfitter
can make a complaint and get an
answer.
Please understand that we
want all guides in our
organization. Guides for salmon
and trout fishing, for upland
birds and game, guides and
outfitters, period.
Maine is an outdoor paradise
for a major part of the U.S. Let’s
keep it that way by working
together. You can do this by
attending the next meeting at
the Patten Community Center on
Sunday, December 2. At least
drop us a line and let us know
you are behind us. Mail any
question or suggestions to
Maynard Connors, Box 131,
Franklin, Maine 04634.

ATTENTION!
Skeet Shooters
and
Bird Hunters

Roy’s Riverside Camps
Furnisheu
Housekeeping
Electricity
Docking
Running Water

Rates
$9.00-$12.00
Daily Per Couple

Bohrmann
Knives

boats and sightseers, registered
a total of 256 deer, or 42 more
than the above area in the
sprayed area; and another small
town in this area, Lebanon, had
235 registered deer in 1978.
Another interesting fact is
that all of these sea coast York
County towns are within one
hour and 20 minutes of
metropolitan Boston.
Fred A. Herron
22 Dismukes St.
Kittery, Maine

Handmade
hunting and
camping knives

29 Portland St.
Yarmouth, Me. 04096
207-846-3385

Ed Harris
Molunkus, Maine

Norman L. Leeman
Sec./Treas.
Maine Bow hunters Assoc.
Palermo, Me. 04354

on Moose River, Rockwood, Me.

To the Editor:
As further proof the spruce
budworm spraying is driving
deer south, here are some
revealing figures;
The year 1978 saw the
following deer kills — Green
ville, 64; Rangeley, 28; Patten,
23; Grand Lake Stream, 45;
Princeton, 44; for a total of 214.
Meanwhile, little Wells, Maine
here on the coast with all of the
guides, of the salt water variety,
catering to fishermen, party

Sharpen Your Skills
SUNDAY 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
TUESDAY 5 p.m.-Dusk
3 Registered NSSA Fields

Phone 207-534-2231

Reg. Guide

Scarborough Fish

Build
one fire for
an entire
season!

& Game
Holmes Road
Scarborough, Maine
PUBLIC WELCOME

THE MAINE SPORTSMAN JACKET PATCHES

y^sh ley’s airtight cast-iron doors and excluXJksive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
you select! Amazingly economical, too, with
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 per cent!
Enjoy modern convenience
while you heat with in- /
expensive, readily
available firewood.
Americas Favorite
Install an Ashley
and save!
House Warmer

The Maine Sportsman jacket patches come in colorful outdoor shades. They
make ideal gifts and worn on your clothing indicate you are a real out
doorsman. Get one for each member of the family.

|

SEND ME_______ TROUT PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH
SEND ME ______ BASS PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH

I
I

SEND ME_______ DEER PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH
NAME____________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________

____

Make checks payable to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096

Your
Complete
Home
Furnishers

!

I

INC
Telephone 622-3765
43 BRIDGE STREET - AUGUSTA, MAINE
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Stuffed Venison Roast
Hardwood ridges and white
alder swamps of November. The
deer bring us there. Year after
year. It is the sport. Matching
wits with the most cunning and
wary of North American game.
It is the sport all right, and the
end result for the successful
hunter is fine eating through the
winter.
Stuffed venison roast was a
favorite of pioneers. The stuffing
made a roast go further, but just
as importantly, the stuffing
covered the meat and helped
keep it moist and succulent.
Venison tends to be dry. It has
40°/o less fat than beef. Of
course, this makes it better for
us calorie and health wise, but it
needs special care in cooking.
A moderate oven 300° gives
best results. Take the roast,
preferably a tender cut, and
pepper liberally. Cover with
strips of beef suet or salt pork
and place in preheated oven.
Lean, dry cuts such as rib roasts
may be improved using larding
needles and drawing bacon
strips, beef suet, or salt pork
through the meat, but if you do
that, calories!
Plan on roasting 12-15 minutes
a pound. This will give you a
roast medium rare to medium,
and that is the way to enjoy
venison — pink and not welldone.
While the roast is starting,
sautee one small onion, and a
couple stalks of celery. Add the
sauteed vegetables to six
crumbled pieces of bread, one
mashed or diced potato, an egg, 1
teaspoon of poultry seasoning,
parsley, salt, and pepper. Add
milk until desired consistency is

achieved. You may want a wet or
dry stuffing. Of course, when
stuffing venison, the stuffing lies
on the meat, not in it as with
chicken or grouse, so a wet
stuffing works best.
About 45 minutes before the
roast is done, take it out and put
stuffing on it, and if any remains,
put it around the meat. If salt
pork strips, bacon, or beef suet
were used on the roast, take it
off before covering meat with
stuffing.
Swedish potatoes are a superb
accompaniment to this dish.
Take one large potato for each
person, peel it, and then make
several paper thin slices across
the entire potato and almost
through it. Do not slice all the
way through the potato. To keep
from cutting the potato in half,
lay it between two wooden spoon
handles. The spoons will keep
you from cutting all the way
through the potato. Remember.
Make thin slices.
Bake for an hour in a 400° oven
or an hour and a half in a 300°
oven. Baste with butter and
parsley. The potato will spread
out a little, separating the slices,
and the tips of each will brown.
Fresh broccoli with a butter or
cheese sauce and small, whole
carrots with a butter sauce are
fine, colorful accompaniments.
Venison without biscuits is like
“a day without sunshine.” An
old-fashioned biscuit recipe
follows:
2 cups flour (unsifted)
2 teaspoons baking soda
2 teaspoons baking powder
V4 cup of shortening
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup of milk

Mix the dry ingredients. Add
the milk. Stir just enough to mix.
Then, add shortening, and again,
stir just enough to mix
thoroughly, and no more.
Bake in 400° oven for 15 or 20
minutes and serve, naturally,
with plenty of butter.
Round off the meal with a
bottle of red wine. You may want
Bordeaux, Cabernet Sauvignon,
or even Gallo Hearty Burgundy.
Eat, drink, and be merry.
Venison is the gift of the hunting
gods.
TRADITIONAL APPLE PIE
By Pat Doyle

THE CRUST (Either 9” or 10”
pie plate).
2 cups sifted flour, 1 teaspoon
salt,
cup shortening, 5 to 7
tablespoons ice water.
Sift salt & flour together, cut
in shortening with pastry cutter
(or two table knives) until the
size of small pebbles. Add water
and toss mixture until well
blended. Shape into a ball, roll in
wax paper and refrigerate for at
least one hour (3 hours if you can)
as the pastry rolls much better
when it is cold. When rolling use
floured surface, divide mixture
into thirds — one for the lower
crust, one for the upper and one
for Grandma’s pinwheel cookies.
THE PIE (Oven 400).
8 to 12 tart apples, pared,
cored and thinly sliced; 3A to 1
cup sugar; 2 tablespoons allpurpose flour; 1 teaspoon ground
cinnamon; Dash ground nutmeg;

HEADQUARTERS
for
Farm, Lawn, & Garden
Equipment
Log Splitters

Bedell’s Tackle Shop
6 St. Mark’s St. - Next to Dorr’s Marina
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
Tel. 474-8939

JOHN DEERE
SALES & SERVICE

GUNS AND AMMO

Hall Implement Co.

Boots and Shoes
PACKBASKETS

Fly Tying Material

2 tablespoons butter; 1
tablespoon lemon juice.
Line 9” or 10” pie plate with
pastry. Sprinkle 1 tablespoon
flour. Add apples sprinkled with
lemon juice. Mix remaining
tablespoon of flour, sugar,
cinnamon, nutmeg and sprinkle
over top of apples. Place top
crust, which has been ventilated
in the center with your own

FIREARMS SPECIALIST

Model No. 29
.44 Magnum

Browning, Weatherby, Remington, plus all other makers.
Rifles, shotguns and pistols. New and Used.
Complete line of Black powder Guns and Accessories.
Reloading Equipment, I stock many Ruger No 1. & 3 Rifles.
Many S&W, Colt and Ruger Handguns.

D.L. Fleury’s Sporting Goods Inc.
David L. Fleury
(Where The “Bomb Shell” is at)
Rt 202, Winthrop, Maine 04364

•

Foster’s Corner,
Windham, Me. 04082
207-892-6894

design (I use a long curving slice
with little dashes along each side
of the curve), over all. Trim the
excess pastry from the sides,
leaving about 1” excess. Turn
excess pastry under the bottom
crust and flute the edges using
thumb and forefinger of left hand
and forefinger of right hand.
Bake until crust is golden and
juice has begun to flow.

207-377-8277
Mon-Tues-Thurs-Friday
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Hawbaker Baits and Lures

Large Display of Knives
Hats and Jackets
Buy and Sell New and Old Traps
Ice Fishing Headquarters

SNOWSHOES

Did You Get Your Deer?
Maybe you need to improve your methods.
Could it be you are forgetting something?

Will Accept Americard and VISA

YOUR OUTDOOR
HEADQUARTERS
• Outerwear
• Camping & Fishing

• Footwear
• Dufflebags
• Backpacks

LET US HELP YOU

ENJOY THE
OUTDOORS!!
(207) 623-4381

Farciio

ARMY - NAVY STORE
182 Water Street
Augusta, Maine
04330
Open Mon-Sat 9-5
Thurs Night Til 9

Here are 22 Chapters of solid
information about deer hunting.
From past issues of the Maine Sportsman
we have compiled a book that can help
your deer hunting from pre-season pre
paration to cooking venison-all written
by experienced deer hunters and guides
from Maine who fill their deer tags year
after year. Whether you’re after a fat doe
for the freezer or a trophy buck for your wall, this book can help
improve your chances. It’s all here. Advice on guns, clothing and
equipment. How to use a deer stand, still hunting and snow tracking.
How and where to hunt the vast and uncrowded northern zone. How to
locate a 200-pound or better buck that will give you membership in the
Biggest Bucks in Maine Club and even a membership application
blank for that big deer. A helpful refresher course for the
experienced hunter or a great training aid for the novice.
Please send me ___ copies of THE MAINE SPORTSMAN BOOK of DEER
HUNTING at $4.50 each (Maine residents include .25 sales tax and handling)

NAME __
ADDRESS

Mail to:
Maine Sportsman
Box 507
ZIE
Yarmouth, Me 04096
Make checks or money orders payable to MAINE SPORTSMAN
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Scaipe! Scaipe! The Snipe!
Have you ever been on a snipe
hunt?
Maybe when you were a little
tad you went away to summer
camp and one night, while sitting
around the campfire, one of the
counselors told you he was going
to go out snipe hunting that very
night and he asked if you’d like to
go along. Ignoring the barely
controlled laughter from the
more experienced boys, you said
sure thing. You were given an
old burlap bag and the counselor
led you off into the black woods,
far enough from camp so you
couldn’t hear or see anything.
Then he told you the way to
catch the snipe was to bend over,
hold the bag open and call out
softly, “Here snipe, snipe,
snipe.” Then he left you, holding
the bag, so to speak.
You did as told, but no snipe
came and after a while the
weight of the dark began to get
you and your voice began to
crack. Just then the bushes
around you gave a mighty shake
and a loud roar sounded out. You

dropped the bag in fright and
away you ran, and as you
streaked through the bushes,
you could hear much laughter
behind you.
You’d been had. Conned.
Fooled into falling for the old
snipe hunting gag.
Well, there really is such a
thing as a snipe and if you don’t
believe me, just check the latest
issue of the waterfowl hunting
laws and you’ll see there are
season dates, bag limits and the
whole works.
Genuine snipe hunters use
shot guns and No. 8 or 9 shot, not
burlap bags, although sometimes
it appears the bag would be just
as handy as the gun. And if many
a young hunter has been fooled
into going on a nocturnal snipe
hunt, just as many shotgunners
have been made to look foolish by
the antics of the real McCoy.
If you’ve hunted ducks for any
length of time, chances are
you’ve run across some snipe,
even if you don’t know it. The
snipe is a short-legged, long-

IN ON
FISHING FUN
WITH

POWERED ICE DRILL
Prices start
at

$19995

Compact, modern design. Light
weight. Easy-to-handle. Irresistible
to ice-fishermen of all ages!
Powered with a quick-starting gas
engine complete with centrifugal
clutch and safety features. Jiffy
ice-cutting blades available in 5",
7", 8", 9" and 10" diameters.

See your dealer or write Feldmann Eng. & Mfg Co. Inc.,
Sheboygan Falls, Wl 53085 for details

WARD'S FUR CO.
W {terville-Fairfield Center Road

Fairfield, Me. 207-873-1855
BOYD AND SANDRA WARD
(One Mile North of I95 on Norridgewock Rd., Rt. 104)
All Brands of Traps & Supplies at Discount Prices

SPECIAL
SALE
#11/2 Montgomery Coil
Springs Traps
$24.00 per doz.__
Buyer of Raw Furs & Deerskins
Distributor of Montgomery Traps
Dealer Inquiries Invited

THE MAIN!
f

billed shorebird that looks like a
dark woodcock. You’ll find them
in pretty much the same places
you will ducks. If you are
walking along the water’s edge,
pushing through the weeds or
wild rice and practically step on a
little bird which jumps up in your
face, flying like a bat and
screaming, “Scaipe! Scaipe!”
that’s a snipe.
Snipe present some very
challenging shotgun op
portunities. The best time and
place to hunt them is at high tide
right at the water’s edge. You
won’t see them on the ground,
but it’s no matter because they
won’t run. Most often they will
simply wait until you almost step
on them and then they will zoom
off screaming that raspy call so
close you’ll be too startled to
shoot, at least the first Jew
times.
Once'you get a snipe into the
air, it ought to be a sucker shot,
but they seldom are. Quite often,
they won’t rise any higher than
the top of the grass and they’ll
only fly around the first good
clump of something and put back
down. If you are going to get a
shot at a bird like that, you’d
better snap it off quickly. A gun
with a wide open choke is not a
bad idea either.
Other times, snipe will zoom
away over the open water but
will fly in and up and down,
herky-jerky pattern and then
you’ll watch your pattern crash
into the water above, below, in
front and behind the bird.
One of the nice things about
snipe is that if they haven’t been
shot at very much they often
won’t go very far and will
sometimes fly a good distance
only to return to the same
general area and you can get
multiple flushes to make up for
your misses-. At times even this
can prove embarrassing.
There was one occasion when I
was walking along the edge of a
little island I knew was favored
by snipe and I kicked one out of
the rice. It flew straight out into
the bay and I pulled up on it and
made two classic shots at it, both
of them hitting the water behind
where the bird had been a second
before. I was shooting a 20 gauge
side by side and I just held the
gun as I watched the little
bugger fly low over the water.
When he was about 300 yards
out, the snipe suddenly veered
upwards and quicker than I can
tell it he was headed back at me.
There I- was, having just at
tempted to put two loads of No.
9s in his feathers, standing in
plain sight, and the snipe came
back and landed at my feet.
That really rattled me, but I
wasn’t about to give up. I finally
got going and broke open the
gun. I fished out the two spent
shells and looked down to see if

WHAT’S THE MAINE WAY?
It’s a cookbook like no other you’ve ever read. This 100-page cookbook was put
together by the wives of two game wardens It covers everything from deer to bear
to eels and snapping turtles The book is entirely devoted to the kinds of game
and fresh water fish a Maine sportsman would take with recipes that are practical,
lime-proven common in Maine kitchens.
The book comes with a convenient loose leaf binding, so it lies flat when you
use it. Very convenient The book is sprinkled throughout with illustrations by
Maine Game Warden John Ford.
You’ll want one for your own kitchen and they make great gifts for those hard
to please friends and relatives. You could tuck some away now for the next
gift-giving seasqn.

Please send me_____THE MAINE WAY Cookbooks at $3 each

Pine Tree Rambler

By Harry Vanderweide, Editor
he was still there. He was. Boy,
was I going to fix his wagon. I
began rummaging in my hunting
coat pockets for two more light
loads. As I did, I knocked a shell
out and it almost hit the critter in
the head.
That was it. He’d finally got
the message that I meant him no
good and off he went. Scaipe!
Scaipe! Scaipe!
There is one more aspect of
snipe hunting that I should
advise you about. If you are at all
like me, most of your snipe
hunting will be done when you
are out after ducks and the action
has died out from the early
morning flights.
You know how it is. You’ve
been sitting in a blind for almost
an hour and haven’t seen
anything bigger than black-tailed

squeetee fly by, so you are
restless. You've brought along a
few light loads for just such a
contingency and head off to see if
there are any snipe about.
Now. I can t say whether you
will find any snipe. But there is
something I can guarantee.
About the time you get too far
away from any cover to hide, but
not so far away that you can’t sec
your decoys, a small flock of
ducks will come out of nowhere
and drop right into the middle of
your decoys.
And there you’ll stand. Wrong
size loads in your gun and no
cover around for you to use to
sneak up on those ducks. Just
about then is when you can
expect a little brown bundle of
feathers to jump and say,
“Scaipe! Scaipe!"

The

Indian Store
Moosehead Lake
Greenville, Maine
Established 1927

•
•
•
•

Indian Handicraft
Moccasins
Baskets
Jewelry

Creative
Maine
Taxidermy
is accepting:

Gameheads
Fish
Upland Birds
Waterfowl &
Small Mammals
SEE MY WORK BEFORE YOU DECIDE
• all mounts professionally prepared for years of
enjoyment.
• wide variety of woods, panels, finishes, and brass
plates to compliment any trophy.
• TANNING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE.

NAME________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ ZIP_________________

?;,

o! Maine fish and game recipes

Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096
Maine Residents add 58 cents postage 17 cents handling — Total .75

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 A.M.-9 P.M.
CALL BEFORE COMING

RFD1, KENNEBUNK, ME. 04043 TEL. (207) 499-2680
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Expert Puppy-Picking Advice
I bought my first dog in 1929
when I was eleven years of age.
I had accumulated the vast
sum of five dollars by working
for a neighboring farmer during
haying season, and after much
deliberation, decided to
squander my entire fortune on a
dog.
I don’t really remember much
about the purchase: 50 years is a
long time, but I’ll never forget
the happy, carefree days my dog
and I spent together.
He was a black cocker spaniel;
not one of the droppy-eared, sad
eyed cockers that are bred for
show purposes, but a little
pointy-nosed perky-eared
hunting dog.
I knew absolutely nothing
about dog training, but it turned
out that it didn’t matter. After I
shot a couple of partridges while
he was with me, he took over the
job of training and became the
best bird dog I ever owned.
For six happy years we en
joyed hunting together, and
then, the bullet of a careless
target shooter ended our idyll
forever.
Since those halcyon days I
have owned many dogs, but
somehow I never got to pick one
from a litter. My subsequent
dogs have either been bought
sight-unseen from halfway
across the country or have been
given to me fully grown by
someone who no longer wanted
them.
A few months ago 1 broke a
lifelong tradition. I picked out a
puppy from a litter of six!
Now, I suspect that, like
myself, there are many dog
owners who have never selected
a puppy from a whole bunch of

The Queen, what you get when a puppy grows
older.
puppies and I am sure that these
isn’t necessarily twice as good as
unfortunate souls would ap
a $100 one.
preciate the advice of an expert.
Visit the kennel of your choice
First, several batches of pups
and bring your checkbook. If
must be located and phone calls
you’re as soft hearted as I am
or visits made. Be sure to ask the
you’ll wind up with a pup at your
price of the puppies. This is
first stop.
important. After all, a $200 dog
When at last you are standing
beside the wire enclosure and a
myriad of little wet noses and
thrust through the mesh of the
fence, all begging to go home
with you, you must be hard
RFD #2 Cummings Rd.
So. Portland, ME
hearted and act very
Tel. 773-6027
professional. Inspect each pup
thoroughly. Of course this will be
1 Mile From Maine Mall
impossible while the pups are
enclosed so ask to have the
Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
owner release them for your
observation.
Sat.-Sun. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Ah, there’s one who is pointing
something in the grass! That one
WITH OVER 10 YRS. SUCCESSFUL
should be a good one. Oops,
BOW HUNTING EXPERIENCE TO ASSIST
guess he just had to wee-wee and
wasn’t pointing after all. The
THE HUNTING ARCHER
field is now literally filled with
pups and you can’t tell one from
Jennings Full Service Dealer
another so better put them back
Custom Aluminum & Cedar Hunting Arrows
in the pen. It is now time for
phase two. Pick up each puppy
With Vanes or Feathers
individually and rub your hand
over their bellies. I’ve heard that
puppies sometimes have hernias
and although I wouldn’t
recognize one if I saw it, it seems
like a good thing to do. Open
their mouths and look in. Looks
like an alligator in there!
A wood-burning hot water
Although you didn’t know what
heater: (Hot water in 15
you were looking for, it must
make a hell of an impression on
minutes. Now available in
the owner. All dog men
three sizes.)
recognize an expert like you and
AT
I when they see one!
Ask about shots. They give
The
dogs shots for everything
nowadays, leptospirosis, unBLACK STOVE SHOP
dulant fever, trichnosis and
many other diseases common to
the canine family.
Off Rte. 201, Vassalboro, ME
A check of the dog’s pedigree
Tel. 207-622-6040
is now in order. Ask to see the
papers on the sire and the dam.
or
To the initiated, this can be a bit
1394 Lisbon St., Lewiston, ME
confusing. You’ll be confronted
Tel. 207-784-6144
by names such as “Captain
Jenks, of the Horse Marines” or
STOCKING
“Black Thunderbird, out of Gas,
by Easy Street.”
200 STOVES
Holding the papers in your left
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5. Fri. til 8
hand, stroke your chin with your
right and murmur “Mmmm-

GUN
SPORTS
By Monty Washburn
Hmmm." This will sound more
impressive if you accent the last
syllable thusly, “MmmmHMMMM!”
Now hand the papers back to
the owner and pick out your pup.
This may seem to be the most
difficult part of the process, but
there’s really nothing to it once
you know how. Observe my
method.

After the pups were all back in
the enclosure, noses and paws
once more thrust through the
mesh of the fence, I noticed one
little female vigorously working
at the bottom of the fence. Her
eyes were cast beseechingly
upward and one paw was waving
furiously as if to attract my
attention. That’s the one that
came home with me. Yes, I
picked my pup with my heart

instead of my head, but she is no
less loved.
By this time I think you may
have gathered that I know next
to nothing about dogs, although
I’ve never been without one since
that first little spaniel I worked
so hard to get.
I wish to extend my special
thanks to Ray Millett of
Skowhegan who graciously took
the time to look at the pups and
give me his opinion on them. I
also wish to apologize to
“Wiggie" Robinson, our Gun Dog
columnist and promise not to
invade his domain in the future.
By the way, “Wiggie,” it’s
O.K. by me if you write a gun
article.
Dogs, I love ’em, and the
empty voids of outer space would
be no less lonesome than my
home minus a dog.

B&L ARCHERY

The Wild Bird Trial, sponsored by the Maine Bird
Dog Club was held at the Moosehorn Wildlife Refuge
in September. A total of 24 woodcock and 25 grouse
were moved in two days. Judges were Jim Smart of
Skowhegan and Basil Hawkins of Fredericton, N.B.
Winners were, from left, first Westerkamm Peter,
owned and handled by Joe Dahl of Skowhegan;
second, Mahar’s Grouse Scout, owned and handled by
Larry Mahar of Baring; third, Mahar's Samba, owned
and handled by Larry Mahar, shown by Mrs. Mahar.
(Bob Nichols photo)

The
Aqua Heater

Winners of the 15-inch class at the Waterville
Beagle Club’s recent trial in Vassalboro, from left,
first, White Frost Mars, owned by E. Stanley White of
E- Lebanon, N.H.; second, Gino’s Minuteman, Eugene
O’Shea; third, Cookie’s Noble Doubt, Beverly and
Richard Jenson; fourth, Twoie Two, Pauline Werner;
fifth, Di’s Callahan, Jack O’Connel. (Dave Maltais
photo)
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Aroostook Deer Cover Changing
Nothing remains static in
nature. Deer cover is no exception. Right now the
Aroostook woods are changing
faster than ever before and this
is a fact that every venison
hopeful should consider.
Don’t think of the changing
woods as a totally negative
thing. It isn’t. The harvesting of
wood has left more fringe cover
than deer prefer. Thus, the
population of the whitetail is
definitely on the way up. There
are many more deer right now
than there were five years ago.
Some of the reason for larger
numbers of deer has got to be
credited to the luck we have had
with easy winters. Other parts of
the state have not been that
fortunate,
but here in the
southern part of the county the
winters have favored the deer.
That doesn’t mean we have not
had cold or snow. We have had
plenty of both.
What has made the difference
has been the timing of the snow,
rain,
crusts,
and
extreme
temperatures. When the snow is
soft for long periods of time the
deer will have a very hard time,
especially when the depth of the
white stuff gets over belly high.
The same is true for the crusts. If
they will support a deer then all
is fine. When the crust is in
between it is miserable to walk
on, just as it is for you and I.
Over the past few years the
balance of winter has been ex
cellent. That means that more
does will survive to produce
offspring. Remember that a
healthy deer herd can increase
naturally by 40°/o each year when
the conditions are good. When
they are faced with adverse
habitat, unfavorable weather, or
bad luck the deer herd may show
decreases instead. That means

Southern
Aroostook
Dave O’Connor
Star Route, Box 36-B
Sherman Station

Chauncey Patterson of Staceyville got this buck
behind his own farm. It dressed out at 228 pounds, one
of the giant bucks taken last year in Southern
Aroostook. (Dave O’Connor photo)
poor hunting ahead.
We have seen the lows of the
early parts of this decade fade
away as each new season has
shown that more deer are
around. I can remember similar
things happening at the tail end
of two previous decades. That
brought good to excellent deer
kills in both cases.
Still, as has happened time and
time again, the weather can play

an exceptional role in the success
of the hunt. With all the deer in
the state crowded into a small
area we could still have a poor
kill if it is dry, noisy, and mild
over much of the season. People
might blame the professional
biologists, but the real cause was
not the lack of deer — just their
lack of traditional behavior.
I find that I hunt the same way
year after year. Even when I

Scout Terra.

Down East International Trucks Inc.

35 Bedford Street
Portland, Maine
Telephone 772-7448
Located next to U of Maine

Morrison Motors Inc.
2 River Road
Mexico, Maine
Telephone 364-3777

foreseeable future, to get better
and better.
Why?
Selective
cutting,
especially as it is now being
carried out, is a constant source
of feed and new growth for the
deer herds. As this annual
culling takes place the deer get
an expanding habitat. Mature
forests grow a good crop of
woodpeckers but little else in the
wildlife arena.
Mixed growth and uneven
aged woods are ideal for moose,
bear, deer, grouse, rabbits —
and just about everything else
that depends on feeding on
browse. We have never had it so
good.
The exception to the changing
woods is the clear cutting of
some sections. This is not helpful
at all. At least it isn’t good for
wildlife until a few years have
gone by and the natural growths
are returning. Large expanses of
open land does not encourage
wildlife. It hinders.
Deer still follow the chain saw
and will continue to do so for the
free meal. They can get tops of
trees that were 50 feet in the air
a few hours before. It doesn’t
take long for deer to adapt to
that fact. I have seen whitetails
in the spring actually stand right
there in the cutting operation
while men were working with
heavy equipment. You won’t find
much of that in the fall, but it
does show the attraction that
deer have for freshly cut browse.
While everyone will be hun
ting deer as usual this fall they
will also be thinking about the
moose hunt next September.
Just about everyone I know will
apply for a permit and a lot of
them expect to win. If they don’t
there will be some very disap
pointed potential moose hunters.
I know of one veteran deer
hunter who has already been out
scouting for moose. He has done
this “moose looking” without' a
gun, but it goes to show how
serious this first moose hunt will
be taken by those who do ac
tually get a permit.

SPEAR FUR COMPANY
Raw Furs “Needed"

A ball on the weekend.
There’s one pickup out there that plays as hard as It works.
Scout Terra — the four-wheel drive pickup that man
handles mud, snow and sand.
Terra combines a six-foot cargo bed with a 2000-lb. pay
load. And has more lockable in-cab storage space than any
standard size pickup.
Come see us about a Scout Terra. One test drive is all It
takes.

know better, or should know
better, I still revert to deer
hunting traditions that I have
found successful. For instance,
early
morning walks
along
logging roads where deer usually
return from feeding at night. I
also like to hunt on snow,
especially in the green swamps
that ring the state.
While
these methods are
usually effective there are times
when I should try something
else. In years when the beechnut
crop is larger than average I
should hunt ridges. I rarely do,
even when I know better.
This year the beechnut crop
will just be average, but the
apple orchards are filled with
ripe fruit around our farmlands.
This
speaks to the
strong
possibility that there will be a
high kill around our towns.
Temper that with a weather
watch for frosts though because
a season of few heavy frosts
means less deer activity around
the apples. The deer prefer
slightly fermented apples and
softer apples. If the fall is slow to
turn
cold,
even
with
an
overabundance of the fruit, they
will wait until December to
tackle this favorite food.
The changing covers are best
seen wherever a woods road has
been recently active. More and
more wood is needed both for the
usual commercial purposes and
for the wood heater in your den.
Buying tree length hardwood in
Aroostook has become a common
way to save money on heating
oil. The homeowner does the
cutting up to stove length and
continues with splitting and
stacking. Current price of $35
per cord delivered to your yard
shows why the natives use wood
over oil.
This has had an effect on deer
covers. Small woodlots are being
cut by the firewood search.
These same lots would have been
overlooked just a year or two
ago. Not now. The overall effect
is that the deer covers will
continue,
at least
for
the

Scout*
leads the way.
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Morrison & Sylvester Inc.
1175 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine
Telephone 783-8549

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000

Muskrats
Raccoons
Red Foxes
Grey Foxes

5,000
2,500
2,000
1,000

Wild Mink
Fisher
Otter
Bobcats

To Fill This Order
WE MUST PAY TOP PRICES!
Write, Call or Ship to:

Bill Spear
3 Old Log Lane
Bellingham, Mass. 02019
Tel. 1-617-966-0190
CHECKS HELD UNTIL OWNER’S APPROVAL
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Secrets of the Whitetail Deer
In last month's column I ex
plored the history of the white
tailed deer in Maine and
discussed some of the problem
areas that are having a
detrimental impact on our deer
herd. This month we will
examine their life history and
habits and some of the more
recent discoveries made by game
scientists. There has been much
contradictory information
disseminated about the life and
times of Odocoileus virgineanus
borealis. Let us attempt to
separate the wheat from the
chaff.
There are 30 different sub
species of white-tailed deer and
we are certainly fortunate to
have 17 of these in North
America. Deer belong to the
family Cervidae which includes
caribou, moose, elk, bison, and
deer. This family group has no
incisors in the upper jaw. Maine
definitely has the largest deer in
New England. The hours I have
spent on deer checking stations
south of us provided me with
first hand evidence of this.
Much recent research has
centered on the breeding habits
of the white-tail. A doe, after she
has been bred, will have a period
of pregnancy or gestation of 195
to 200 days. Typically, if the doe
has borne young previously, she
will give birth to twins during
the month of June. Her young
will weigh from 4 to 7 pounds at
birth. Many of the female fawns
will be bred the next fall. Fawns
have no scent for about a month
so do not handle a “helpless”
fawn if you happen on one for the
doe might desert it. For a proper
explanation of why some does

0

Maine
Wildlife
By
Ken Smith

lamb in July and August, we
should examine the fall “rut."
The rut is determined by the
length of day and not falling air
temperatures. Shortening
periods of daylight result in the
release of the male hormone
testosterone into the buck’s
system. This causes the antlered
ones to seriously seek the
company of the opposite sex and
also to become careless. Does
have one day of osterus or “heat"
every 28 days. If not bred she
may cycle three times during the
fall. Should she find company on
the last cycle this would result in
the birth of an August lamb
whose survival chances are
remote.
To demonstrate the
remarkable reproductive
capabilities of the white-tail a
single buck is capable of in
seminating 30 does. A single doe
and her offspring could produce
42 deer in just four years,
assuming no mortality. This
prolificacy points up the absolute
necessity for an annual fall
harvest. It is impossible to stock

pile game. Without a hunting
season numbers would increase
to the point where most good
habitat would be destroyed, road
kills, predation, poaching and
habitat and disease would in
crease markedly, and a general
deterioration in the health of the
whole herd would result. Should
we experience several severe
winters the entire Maine deer
herd could be devastated.
Recent studies of deer range
indicate the animals are home
bodies and spend their entire
lives in an area of one and one
half square miles. Further they
have a core range of 40 acres
where they spend the bulk of
their time.
Deer are ruminants indicating
they have compartmentalized
stomachs and are cud chewers.
Their appetites are goat-like. As
browsers they prefer leaves,
bark, twigs, fruit, grasses and
mast (acorns and beechnuts/.
Top quality browse species
would include white cedar, red
maple, ash, dogwood, oak,
yellow birch, and cherry. They

How many mpg
doesyour
muffler get?

relish blueberries, raspberries,
cabbage, carrots, beans, chard,
sweet corn and even some
garden weeds like mustard, kale,
and lamb’s quarter. The fall rut
severely debilitates bucks and
they can lose up to one-third of
their body weight. Late fall and
early winter is a crucial period
for bucks for they must feed
heavily to recuperate sufficiently
to withstand the rigors of late
winter. As the snow pack
deepens, deer will continue to
travel in up to a foot of snow. In
two feet of snow, however, they
are wallowing belly deep and
must yard. If deer are chased by
dogs or coyotes in late winter or
during periods of extreme cold, it
can be fatal for the animal, even
if it escapes, it will run off crucial
fat supplies or develop
pneumonia. You will observe a
marked color variation in the
winter coat which changes from

Woody’s for Deer Hunting
Located on the border of
Northern and Southern zones.
Rooms...
Modern heated cottages on Moose River.
Guiding Service.

Tel. 207-534-7752
Woody and Elsie Martin, Rockwood, Maine

o
■

GREENWOOD MOTEL
Deer - Bear
In the heart of Moosehead
country where hunting is ex
cellent.
Accommodations
available. Make reservations
now.

GREENVILLE JOT.. ME.
04442
Tel. 207-695-3321

0
o

u

Your muffler can have an effect on your gas mileage.
Take a Walker muffler. Over the years, it helps
your engine run efficiently... which means you get
the most for your gasoline dollars.
Why? Because Walker designs exhaust systems
for each individual car. A Walker system actually
helps your car perform at its best.
So see us for a Walker muffler . and get a
sound investment for your
gasoline dollar

u
WALKER

Mufflers & Pipes
List Less 40%

Machine Shop Services available thru these stores
BIDDEFORD PORTLAND SO PORTLAND

<

CONSUMER
AUTO PARTS

BRUNSWICK AUGUSTA BREWER
BANGOR WATERVILLE PRESQUE ISLE
IN LEWISTON R I MITCHELL INC
IN N H CHAMP AUTO PARTS

STORE HOURS

MON.

FRI. 8 to 8

SAT. 8 to 5
SUN 8 to 1

the summer reddish-brown to
winter’s grizzled white. Maine
deer have three animal predators
to contend with: coyote, dog and
occasionally the bobcat. It’s been
reported that fisher can take
down a deer but documentation
is hard to find.
Parasitism and disease in our
deer herd is not a management
concern since Maine white-tails
are relatively disease free. Ticks,
fleas and flies plague them
seasonally. They are subject to a
few viruses and large wart-like
growths called fibromas. Some
are prone to a blood disease.
Most of us November stump
sitters are fascinated with deer
racks. There is no correlation
between antler development and
age. A three-year-old buck may
carry a trophy rack. Nature
considers them excess winter
Continued on next page

0
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MONTSWEAG J
VALLEY
GUN SHOP ’

COMPLETE GUNSMITHING
REBLUEING and STOCKWORK
REPAIR and SIGHTWORK
CUSTOM GUN CABINETS
CHECKERING and CARVING

JERRY GRENIER
RFD # 3
Box 309A
Wiscasset, Maine 04578
TELEPHONE 207-882-5506
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Secrets of the Whitetail Deer
Continued from previous page
baggage so they are shed in early
winter. They develop again in
the spring and are very sen
sitive. A velvet covering made of
vascular tissue provides some
protection and in late summer
the buck will scrub off the velvet
on small saplings. Those "rubs”
or deer blazes are used as
territorial
boundry
markers.
Bucks also will establish 20 to 30
scrapes in their home range.
These torn-up ground areas vary
in size from 6 inches to 3 feet in
diameter and serve to attract
does in heat.
The white-tail’s speed, agility ’
and jumping ability has been the
subject of many “why I missed
my deer last fall” stories. Rather
than tell you mine I’ll stick with
the facts. Top speed for mature
animals is 40 miles per hour, but
deer lack endurance for any
extended running. Leaps of 38
feet have been measured but
typically when moving, they will
bound 20 feet without effort and
can jump 10 feet from a standing
start. Their front shoulders are
not ball and socket joints; rather
their legs are attached by car
tilage which allows the animal
legendary maneuverability.

Deer senses have come under
much scrutiny from biologists
and hunters. Just how good are
they? Well, they’re excellent,
but
not
supernatural.
Take
hearing — one of their most
acute senses. It is complimented
by the fact that they know the
sounds of their territory and can
identify certain noises as readily
as you can the bark of a neigh
bor’s dog. Machinery sounds do
not seem to frighten them, but

should you stalk through a patch
of dry oak leaves and they detect
your measured tread they are
instantly alert. Game scientists
disagree as to just how keen
Odocoileus’ vision really is. They
lack cones in the retina of their

look for does to toe in and bucks
out. Track size is very deceptive
but deer tiptoe so the presence of
dew claw marks may indicate a
large animal. To anyone who has
trailed a deer it is obvious that
they don’t always follow the line

rivers when they are running
full. White-tails will cross here
but won’t hang in these areas for
stream
noise
muffles
en
vironmental sounds the deer
must stay attuned to. Deer will
often circle behind you when

eye so have no color vision. They
do have an abundance of rods so
are capable of seeing well in dim
light and can detect the slightest
motion.
Fluorescent
orange
probably looks a bright white to
the animal and is easily visible.
Since both the law and common
sense dictates we don blaze
orange in the field, who’s to
argue? Deer have poor threedimensional
sight
and
will
routinely run into fences, bushes
and trees. White-tails can detect
the odor of man at one-half mile,
but don’t really become alarmed
till we approach within 50 yards.
As for myself I never use after
shave, I hang my jacket in the
horse stall and use a deer scent,
and still they smell me.
Deer movements give a clue to
their impending reactions. When
they swish their tails back and
forth they detect no danger.
When their flag goes up they are
about to vacate the premises.
Sometimes they will stamp or
paw
the
ground
indicating
curosity, concern or anger. If
ears are held at a 45° angle from
the head they are calm. If their
ears are well back against the
head, they will run. Deer sounds
include snorts or grunts. Fawns
will bleat. Some hunters claim
you can stop a running deer by
whistling but it never worked for
me as my mouth was too dry to
muster a trill.
When tracking these critters

of least resistance. Trails often
veer for no apparent reason and
as the season progresses animals
will change trails. A good place
for a tree stand is the in
tersection of two well-traveled
paths. It’s foolishness to advise
nimrods to hunt upwind. You are
not always traveling in that
direction and neither do deer.
White-tails are most active
two hours at dawn and at dusk.
Their peak activity period occurs
during the rut. Look to observe
more animals on warm, dry,
clear
days
accompanied
by
periods of low humidity, as
opposed to cloudy, cold or
stormy days when they are far
less mobile. During periods of
inclement
weather or when
strong winds are blowing in from
the east, you will find deer on
west-facing slopes
in small

jumped. Should this happen to
you leg it down the trail for 100
yards and get into a tree. If,
after these calisthenics you still
have some wind left, you might
just get a crack at a trophy.
Follow up on every shot taken.
You owe that to the animal. A
deer that has been shot directly
through the heart may run 75
yards. Remember most hunters
will not venture more than onequarter mile from their vehicle.
You
place
your
own
in
terpretation on that. Deer will
defecate six or more times a day
so
dropping
piles
don’t
necessarily mean an abundance
of deer. To age your animal
check the teeth for wear. The
sharper the enamel surfaces, the
younger the deer; the more the
molars are cupped or worn, the
older the animal. A more recent
and
sophisticated
technique
requires that removal of a tooth

clearings where they can sun or
at least be more comfortable in
its absence. Just prior to or
during a major storm, deer take
to the conifers. Don’t try to be as
stealthy as Incas in the forest.
Move at a natural pace. Pause
often. Any lateral movement
against
a
vertical
tree
background will be promptly
detected by your quarry.
Thinking deer? Think small.
The average deer is three feet
high or less at the shoulder which
is the height to the bottom of
your side pants pocket opening.
Stay away from brooks and

and the making of a cross section
to check the annual growth
rings. A deer that reaches 10
years of age in the wild is on
borrowed time.
The average buck shot in
Maine is one and half years old
and field dresses at 130 pounds.

Does are two and a half and dress
out at 90 pounds. Big buck odds
(over 200 pounds) are not in our
favor for only 15 per 1,000 are
taken. Many of these trophies
are shot the last week of the
season.
Roughly 30 percent of Maine
deer are taken from stands, 60
percent while still hunting and 10
percent by stalkers.
Much good venison is wasted
by improper handling. A suc
cessful hunter should wash and
clean the body cavity thoroughly
and cool the carcass quickly. If
you transport the animal any
distance do not allow it to
become overheated. Hang the
animal head down as would your
local butcher. Make sure the sex
organs are removed and trim
around any bullet holes to reduce
spoilage, but leave the musk
glands on the hind legs alone.

WHITE FAWN TRADING POST
Now located at Twin Town Rendering Co.
741 Broad St., New Auburn, Maine
Tel. 783-1604

Buyers of
DEERSKINS — COWHIDES
RAW FURS
DEERSKIN GLOVES
TRAPPING SUPPLIES

J'jst in Time for Christmas Gift Giving
Grouse Foolish & Other Stories

r

Grouse Foolish & Other Stories
ORDER FORM (Your order will be
promptly shipped on
receipt of this order)

Please send me ______ copies of Grouse Foolish
and Other Stories at $7.95 each plus $1.00 each
postage & handling. (Maine residents add 40c each
sales tax.)

NAME ____________ Z______________________

ADDRESS _________________________________
_____________ __________________ ZIP_____
Make checks payable to: HPV Books, Box 365, Augusta, ME 04330.

is a lively and lavishly illustrated collection of some of the best
stories to ever come out of the woods and waters of Maine.
Written by Maine Sportsman Editor Harry Vanderweide.
Readers will join the author and “Old Bill”, his fishing and
hunting partner, as they explore the uplands, paddle the
ponds, fish the oceans, and wander the wetlands. Tag along
on their adventures where all it takes is a single errant grouse
to make them look foolish.
These are stories designed to delight the outdoorsman’s
heart, full of humor and insight. They don’t preach the
sportsman’s ethic, but show how it is lived, often with riotous
results.
Talented Maine artist John Holub
created 31 special illustrations
for the stories which have been
adapted from the author’s best
columns selected from 114 is
sues of The Maine Sportsman.
You’ll want a copy for yourself
and Others for gift giving.
Hardcover-Dust Jacket-514x8%-144 pages
“Harry Vanderweide has done it with class, and since the grouse is the
classiest of game birds, why not? Harry writes with casual grace and
puckish humor. ... a fresh and invigorating reading experience. You
won’t put your gun or the book down.’’ — BUD LEAVITT, Bangor Daily
News
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A Bad Year for Nature
Wanderlust
Cloe Catlett
North Leeds, Maine 04263
dous wastes are produced each
year in Maine. The problem is
that there are no “chemically
secure” disposal sites in Maine or
New England. Much of this
waste ends up in municipal
landfills, where it enters our
ground water. Enough chemicals
in our ground water will doom
us. The wastes are so toxic that
small amounts can present a
significant health hazard to
people and wildlife.

Most of us who write for and
read this magazine live off the
land in many ways. We hunt,
catch, trap, dig, and net much of
our meat, and we have gardens,
orchards, farms, and gather wild
foods and berries. We un
derstand man’s dependence on
nature for survival. We know
that food does not come from the
store, and that heat does not
come from the radiator.
We also know that if we
change nature drastically, she
will not continue to supply our
needs. We have gone perhaps too
far already in our alterations of
nature. We manufacture most
foods in unnatural ways so that
they give us diabetes, cancer,
high blood pressure, heart at
tacks, obesity, and dental
problems. Even our sources of
food in nature are being
downgraded and destroyed
outright.
In 1979 alone numerous “ac
cidents” that could have been
prevented occurred. Oil slicks in
the Gulf of Mexico from wrecked
tankers and leaking oil wells
made the water incapable of
supporting aquatic life. The
Three-Mile Island incident
changed water and air in the
area, and only time will tell how
the quality of human life was
affected. We are discovering that
people who live or have lived in
areas of nuclear testing have
been victims of higher incidence
of leukemia and other cancers.
Mid-summer reports of unbreathable air in larger cities
were not unique.
In Maine specifically, the kinds
of frequency of “accidents” were
appalling in 1979. A spruce
budworm spray plane crashed in
Eagle Lake in June, killing fish
and quarantining the lake from
use. Homes and gardens in
Washington County were ac
cidentally sprayed, rendering
the gardens useless and en
dangering residents who breathe
air and drink water there. In
June the Fish River was
downgraded, yes declassified,
from A-l to B-2 standards, so
that a copper find in Aroostook
County could materialize into an
industry. Those declassifying the
water did not explain the trade
off we were making. And of
course, Bald Mountain would
have to be dynamited off the map
to get at the copper. There are
people who want to repeal the
Bottle Bill, as if we had glass,
metal, and plastic to throw away.

In May, the rising Piscataquis
River flooded Guilford In
dustries, washing a large amount
of the carcinogenic and
mutagenic chemical TRIS into
the waterway. TRIS, an
outlawed flame retardant of baby
clothes, was stored in the
building because there was no
safe way to dispose of it. Raw
sewage is still dumped in large
amounts from the naval station
in Kittery into the ocean.
The UMO Land and Water
Resources Center has shown that
400,000 tons of tannery wastes,
industrial solvents, caustics,
acids, paints, and other hazar

And if Maine is endangered,
what about the rest of the world!
Possibly the most far-reaching
discovery of the year was made
accidentally in March, when Ray
Shadis discovered the unusually
high levels of radiation in the
water, milk, and food products
grown and raised in the
Wiscasset area. The radiation
had been leaking from Maine.
Yankee nuclear power plant;
how long no one knows.
Radiation is carcinogenic and
mutagenic, and very sinister
because we cannot see it, hear it,
smell it, taste it, or feel it, as we
detect most harmful forces in our
lives. But in spite of the insidious
danger, people are being per
suaded for economic reasons to
start Maine Yankee up again. Do
we realize the choice at stake?
Should we not turn our attention
to making nuclear power safe
and disposing of the nuclear

think about carrier pigeons
which have vanished from our
planet permanently. Think about
lynxes, American eagles, buf
falo, and least terns, whose
existence is endangered now.
Think about caribou, timber
wolves, and mountain lions, who
left Maine when they could no
longer live in conditions here.
The loon is an endangered
species in New Hampshire, our
next-door neighbor. Could this
danger extend to loons in Maine?
WILL WE BE NEXT?
Aren’t these animals warning
us?

waste safely before we rely on it
for living?
We cannot continue to hope
that each accident is the last
accident. Accidents continue to
happen, affecting the quality of
our lives, and we will gradually
ruin our state, our continent, and
our planet through our own
carelessness. Prevention of
accidents, large and small, takes
money, study, and interest.
We must curtail chemical and
nuclear wastes which are
damaging our land, water, air,
and threatening our lives. And if
you don’t feel threatened yet,

MAINE’S NEWEST ORVIS DEALER!
FLIES • FLY TYING MATERIALS

BOB LEEMANS
TROUT SHOP
807 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
FREE CATALOG

HARDY REELS • FENWICK RODS

WANTED
RAW FURS —DEER HIDES
NEW ENGLAND - NEW YORK - NO. OHIO
NO. PENN. - MICHIGAN SECTIONS
LEGALLY TAKEN AND TAGGED IF NEEDED

MUSKRATS ......... .......
BLACK RATS ...... .......
MINK ..................... .......
COON .................... .......
RED FOX .............. .......
GREY FOX ...................
COYOTES ............. ......
MARTEN ............... .......
OTTER ............. . .......
BOBCAT ............... .......
FISHER .........................
POSSUM ............... .......
SKUNK ............ .. ......
DEER HIDES ...... ......

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

.............. ........... $7.00
.............. .......... $7.50
............... ........ $30.00
............... ........ $50.00
............... ........ $75.00
.............. ........ $55.00
............... ........ $50.00
............... ........ $15.00
....t......... ........ $55.00
........ ...... $100.00
............... ...... $125.00
.............. .......... $4.00
............... .......... $2.00
.............. .......... $7.00

NEW ENGLAND TRAPPERS
SUPPLY AND RAW FUR CO.
International Field Champion Arrowhead Scooter,
owned by Frank D. Joyal of Marshfield, Mass., won
the 13inch class at the recent Waterville Beagle Field
Trial. IDavid Maltais Photo)

104 E. MAIN ST., CLINTON, CONN. 06413
203 669-9897 or 5366
SUPPLY CATALOG — $1.00 POSTAGE PAID
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106 Entries in Maine Bird Trial
The
fury
of
Hurricane
Frederick pounded relentlessly
on the roof of Norma Pinkham’s
Ribbon Room, as members of the
Maine Bird Dog Club gathered
for the drawing of their Fall Trial
on the evening of Sept. 14, 1979.
Heavy rains and winds gusting to
tree-bending force, were causing
apprehension in many minds as
to what the morning would bring
when the first brace of the Open
Shooting Dog Stake toed the
breadaway line.
Inside the Ribbon Room there
was an atmosphere that prevails
in Maine on many occasions. It
stems from the old saw, “If you
don’t like the weather in Maine
— wait a minute.” (Apologies to
Mark Twain.)
Co-Chairman Pat LaBree and
Stan Lucien had the drawing
completed in record time, and
the field-trialers headed
for
motels, campers, and the safety
of their homes to await the
passing of “Freddie”.
Sunshine and bright blue skies
greeted the early arrivals at
Pinewood Arabian Horse Farm
as the first of 106 drawn entrants
awaited the signal for the start of
the 8th. annual fall trial of this
successful Maine Bird Dog Club.
Judges Warren Sims of Easton,
Maine;
and Don Rowan of
Wayland, Mass.^ steadied their
frisky mounts, eager to get
away. Mud and knee-deep water
soon took the eagerness from
horse and handler; but Mark
Vigue, whd supplied the horses,
can be proud of their per
formance
under trying con
ditions.
The
course at
Pinewood
breaks away into typical Maine
woodcock cover, an aider growth
that spells disaster for many who
aren’t prepared for this tight
venue. More than one handler
has
lost
his
dog
at
the
breakaway.
President E f Robinson and
his loyal and hard-working Sec.Treas. (& wife) Mary — were on
hand and never idle, as they lent
their support wherever needed.
A gallery of over 300 people
viewed the two-day event under
sunny skies. For many it was

Sporting
Dogs
By Wilmot Robinson
style that was pleasing to the
eye.
Always
ahead
and
displaying tremendous intensity,
this youngster gave the judges
what they were looking for. Her
two
finds
were
handled
flawlessly. On one occasion it
was necessary for Kandi to
relocate, after indicating by her
actions that the bird had moved.
After a light tap on the head by
her handler, it was only a matter
of seconds before Kandi had the
gaudy pheasant pinned down. As
before, she remained motionless
for the flush and shot. It is of
interest to note that this classy
pointer took top honors in the
spring trials at Scarborough
where she won the coveted
Garfield
Wall-Clifton
Hale
trophy in the Derby stake.

Popular professional Bob Paucek is shown here with
Missey, 1st. place Derby winner, owned by Bob
Whiting of Scarboro, Maine. Missey is one of three
pointers from the same litter, all handled by Paucek,
that took all three Derby placements. (Photo by
Wilmot Robinson)
their first glimpse of a finished
bird-dog.
The Brownfield Development
profited from this trial as each
entry fee donated one dollar to
that project. Further monies
were raised by donations to a
drawing for a Winchester Model
101 — over-under 12 Gauge
Shotgun.
Jim
Clough
of
Woodstock,
New
Brunswick,
Canada was the lucky winner of
this beauty. An Original Barry
Norling
Woodcock
Weather
Vane became the property of
Robert Limatainen of Pittsfield,
Maine in the second drawing.
This has to be the largest
woodcock I’ve ever seen. Last,

but by far not the least, was a
drawing for a .357 Magnum
Pistol.
Gus
Pearson
of
Wiscasset, Maine held the lucky
ticket on this one.

The Running

To go on in the same year, and
in her first all age appearance, to
win the Open Shooting Dog
Trophy, is unprecedented and a
high honor.
Pegrit’s Top Hauncho, pointer
male, owned and handled by
Peggy Paucek of Buxton, Maine
was placed Second. The judges
were hard pressed to choose
between Hauncho and Kandi for
first place dog, and only by close
examination of each performance
were they able to split the dif
ference. It proved to be the back
course,
an often overlooked
factor in any trial, that led these
two capable arbiters to come up
with the answer. Hauncho was
great, but not quite up to the
pace set by Kandi, and therein

Continued on next page

The Birches
on Moosehead Lake
Restaurant — Lakeside Cabins
Northern Zone Guide Service
Special Hunters Rates

Open Year Round
P.O. Box 81-M
Rockwood, Me. 04478
207-534-7305

Open Shooting Dog Stake:
From a field of 29 entries,
judges Warren Sims and Don
Rowan were unanimous in their
choice of first place dog —
Buffalo
Hill
Kandi,
pointer
female, owned and handled by
Earl Robinson of East Holden,
Maine, Kandi was a bold run
ning, yet easy handling dog who
ate up the back course with a

BAIT RETAIL
Shiners, Sucker & Frozen Smelts
Nightcrawlers - Angleworms

Complete Line of Fly Tying Materials
Bulk Feathers, Tools & Accessories

Topographical & Depth Maps
Ammo, Hunting and Trapping Supplies
And Yarns For The Ladies

DAG’S BAIT SHOP

corner of Minot & Towle, Auburn
open 4: 30 a.m. to 10 p.m. — 7 days
_______________Tel. 207-783-0388_______________

RAW FURS
WANTED
Paying Top Market Prices
for Skinned or Unskinned
Furs
Large or Small Lots

Will Travel or Pay Postage

Traps and Trapping Supplies
at Discount Prices

BRUCE GOULD
Open Derby Winners (Left to right): 3rd. place —
Happy’s Ridge Runner with owner Carlton Scott; 2nd.
Place — Jinx, owned by Don Walsh and shown here
by Peggy Paucek; 1st. place — Missey, owned by Bob
Whiting and shown here by Bob Paucek, who handled
all three winners. These dogs are all littermates.
(Photo by Wilmot Robinson)

AND COMPANY
PLYMOUTH, MAINE 04969

Call: 257-4520
Bob King — 257-2830
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106 Entries in Maine Bird Dog Trial
this as a plus factor in deter
mining the winners.

Continued from previous page
lies the difference. In the bird
field a single find was recorded,
and again a perfect relocation
was carried out. Steady to wing
and shot, of course.
(This writer recalls that in
1972 there was only one dog
steady to wing and shot in the
entire trial. In this 8th renewal it
seemed that well over half of the
all age entries have been finished
by inspired owners. I mention
this as a credit to field trials, and
to the Maine Bird Dog Club for
its improvement of the average
birddog in Maine./
The nod for third place went to
Blackfield Ben, pointer male,
owned and handled by Peggy
Paucek.
This seasoned
and
experienced pointer proved to be
a hard runner, albeit he was
guilty of running the paths at
times, and did loop some of his
casts. But these were minimal
and merely prove that in the
judges opinion “this stake had
more good dogs with classy
performances than seen for a
long time.” Ben went on to the
birdfield where he racked up a
solid find that he handled with
perfect manners.
Several performances were
close to the winners, and in many
trials could have taken all the
marbles. Included in this group
were Zag, Chief of Arrowhead,
Rod, and Zeke, a classy pointer
that has been in the winners
circle many times.
Awarding the Rotating Silver
Bowl,
sponsored
by
the
Penobscot County Conservation
Association,
took
place im
mediately following the stake.
This handsome trophy has names
of some of New England’s top
dogs engraved on it, and must be
won three times for permanent
possession.

MICHAELS. ROBINSON
MEMORIAL PUPPY STAKE
A
change of venue was
initiated this fall for the 25
precocious youngsters to per
form for judges Mike Savage of
Stratton, Maine; and George
Clark of Calais, Maine. Comment
on the course was unanimous on
one count, it is too tight for
puppies. As judging is entirely
on potential and tractabiiity, it is
essential that the judges see the
puppies as much as possible.
Such was not the case on this
new course. With all due respect
for the trial committee, and with
many thanks to the landowners
for the use of this upland cover
that proved ideal for Amateur
Gun Dog Stake on Sunday, it
remains that the puppies must be
shown on cover that allows
greater observation of their race.
In the way of a history of this
Memorial, I wish to state that it
was in 1975 that my son,
Michael, met an untimely and
tragic death in a mill accident,
and my wife and I decided to
place the Memorial Trophy in his
honor. Mike was an avid bird
hunter and especially enjoyed
getting young dogs started. We
congratulate all past winners,
whose name plates are attached
to the back of the trophy, and
add our congratulations to the
current winner.
Vacationland Rebel, pointer
male, owned by William Leslie
Bean
and
Arlene
Bean of
Gorham, Maine, and capably
handled by professional Joe Dahl
of Skowhegan, Maine took top
honors in the Puppy Stake with
his near perfect performance.
Rarely does a 9 month puppy
exhibit the maturity that this
youngster did. Always ahead and
showing in the right places,

Second place dog was Jinx,
pointer female, owned by Don
Walsh of Weekapaug, Rhode
Island; and handled by the
seemingly untiring Bob Paucek.
Jinx did not show as much fire as
Missey, particularly on the backcourse, but two finds in the
birdfield spurred her on and her
style improved.

Winners in the Michael S. Robinson Memorial
Puppy Stake (Left to Right): William Leslie Bean,
owner of Vacationland Rebel, 1st. Place; Joe Dahl,
Handler of 1st. and 3rd. place dogs, holding the keeper
trophy. Timothy Lukas, handler, with Gay’s Autumn
Brook, 2nd. place dog, owned by Gay Muhlberg. Joyce
Robinson with the Memorial Trophy; kneeling, Wayne
Bean, owner of 3rd place dog, Samuel Boe Jangles.
(Photo By Wilmot Robinson)
Rebel was a hard running con
testant with high style.
At one time it was thought he
might have to be withdrawn
from the stake when he suffered
a nostril injury from collision
with brush or fence. A long tear
in his chest was grave concern
too, but the decision to let him
finish was made by handler,
owner and judges; and Rebel
went on as if he had received no
injuries at all. “An outstanding
performance,” was what the
judges called it.

(Following the conclusion of
the brace, Rebel was whisked
away to a nearby Vet office and
several stitches were required to
close the wound in his chest. The
nostril injury was superficial.)
Second place dog was the
classy
setter
female,
Gay’s
Autumn Brook handled by Tim
Lukas,
and owned by Gay

Muhlberg of Bangor, Maine.
In choosing between first and
second place dog the judges
could only say that the Setter
had just a shade less “grit” than
No. 1 dog. Handling response
was excellent, as it was in all
three placements.
A littermate to first place dog
garnered the third place position
as professional trainer Joe Dahl
returned to handle Samuel Boe
Jangles for owner Wayne Bean
of Gorham, Maine. This strong
running pointer male put down a
100% effort, albeit coming in
from behind at times.
In the close up position were
Luger, Tokens Misty Ghost, and
Kate.

Restricted Breed Stake
A disappointing entry of 13
dogs comprised this stake. A
census of clubs that offer this
stake,
as
reported
in
the
American Field, reveals that
they are becoming a thing of the
past. It is expected that a
decision to delete it from this
club’s offering, may be aired at
the upcoming annual meeting.
Bob Paucek and Earl Robinson
looked over the starting field and
came up with the following
decisions after a short second
series involving Easy Mister and
Short’s Lickety Split Radar.
The nod for first place went to
Radar, a Brittany Spaniel male,

owned and handled by Stan
Short of Benton, Maine. In his
initial running Radar exhibited
an eye-appealing, hard driving,
forward race It was easily the
best application of the stake.
Birdfield work was non-existant
due to an eager bracemate who
cleaned the field with several
bouncing finds and chases.
In the callback Radar had a
solid point and held staunch and
steady as feathered fluttered all
around him from the flush of the
Ringneck.
Second place was awarded to
Easy Joker, another Brittany
male owned and handled by Don
Towle of Norridgewock, Maine.
Joker is no stranger to the
winner’s circle, having placed on
numerous occasions. His ap
pearance this day credited him
with a moderate back course,
and easy handling. His one find
in the birdfield, was staunch with
steady manners at flush and
shot.
The judges chose not to award
a third place, in view of the poor
showing of the majority of
contenders.

Placed in third position was
Happy’s Ridge Runner, pointer
male, owned by Carlton Scott of
Wilton, Maine, and handled by
Bob Paucek. (This guy Paucek is
amazing, it’s no wonder Jerome
Robinson chose him as one of the
experts to feature in his new
training book “Hunt Close” —
Winchester Press — $10). Ridge
looked a bit relaxed as he
covered
the
back
course,
although he did a fair job of
extending himself to some birdy
objectives at times. His one find
lacked the intensity of his lit
termates who placed above him.

Amateur Shooting
Dog Stake
Don Rowan, Wayland, Mass.,
and Larry Mahar, Calais, Maine,
looked over the 23 entries in this
stake on the aforementioned
spearate course,
utilized
to
accommodate the large overall
entry in this trial. A shuttle
service kept dogs ready on the
starting line so that a smooth
flow of braces ensued.
The course proved to be better
suited for a stake of this nature
rather than as a venue to show

puppies.
A
suggested
im
provement would be to include a
bit more open cover for dogs to
show
intelligent
objective
running. The tightness of the
alder area resembles a typical
woodcock cover in Maine, and
indeed on at least a couple oc
casions wild birds (grouse and
woodcock) were moved.
Topping the field we find
Shani, pointer female, owned
and handler by Don Stanley of
South Portland, Maine. Easily
the best back course effort of the
stake Shani was always ahead,
showing in the proper places.
Her one find was flawless,
followed by a strong finish that
saw her hunting strongly when
the ’’Pick 'em up!” was ordered.
Second place dog was another
pointer, a male, Crystals’ Kit-OShea, owned and handled by
Allen Moyer of Franklin, Maine.
A fair back course effort was not
up to the par sat by Shani, Kit
handled like a glove with a
minimum of verbal commands. A
stop to flush of a wild bird, and a
solid find with steady manners
completed the score.
In third place is Bucki’s Baldy,
pointer male, owned and handled
by Jim Clough of Woodstock,
New Brunswick, Canada. This
hard-working
pointer
was
always out front and handled
well. The judges were hard put
to choose between him and
second place dog. The fine line of
choice is evidenced when the
difference becomes a few steps
taken at flush of a ringneck on
Baldy’s lone find.

Open Derby Stake
A trio of littermates took all
the placements in what the
judges termed a poor showing of
Fall Derbies. Judges for this
stake were Dave Pierce of Abbot
Village, Maine and Warren Sims
of Easton, Maine.
In No. 1 slot, head and
shoulders above the starting
field of 16 entrants, was Missey,
a classy pointer female, owned
by Bob Whiting of Scarborough,
Maine, and handled by Bob
Paucek of Buxton, Maine. For
the record, this talented and
popular professional handled all
three winners.
Missey had an excellent backcourse race, one of the best seen
at the trial, and was credited
with three finds in the birdfield.
There was some speculation by
galleryites that she had four
finds, hut the official judges’
score listed only three. A ten
dency to squat low in anticipation
of the flush was noted on two of
her finds, but on the third she
was extremely high on both
ends. As with all three winners
she was steady to wing and shot,
however the judges did not score

Buffalo Hill Kandi, young pointer female shown
here by proud owner-handler Earl Robinson, after her
win of the Open Shooting Dog Stake over a field of 29
starters. (A tail infection in her early years required
surgery and amputation of the majority of the ap
pendage.) (Photo by Wilmot Robinson)

NILSON’S
Sport Shop
426 Main Avenue, Hallowell, Maine
Guns
Ammunition
Reloading
Archery
Decoys

Ice Fishing Tackle
Fly Tying Materials
Down Riggers
Topo^Maps

Tel. 622-0994
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Southern Whitetails in Fair Shape
Throughout the past summer
few deer sightings were made by
this writer. An occasional track
was discovered while fishing
favorite
trout
and
salmon
retreats.
And
even
while
working the 'Uplands last month
for partridge and woodcock there
was a lack of fresh sign.
In past years it was common to
see whitetails crossing back
country roads and standing on
the edge of fields after dark. This
summer, however, I did not see
my first deer until September 14;
another was sighted October 6 in
Brownfield while traveling home
from the Fryeburg Fair but the
high
number
of sightings
characteristic of seasons past
seems to be common over much
of
York
and
Cumberland
counties. This does not mean,
however, that the deer are not
there; to the contrary.
While the Southern Maine
whitetail has kept his presence
obscure hunters should not let
this deter their hunting plans or
be discouraged. There is an
excellent crop of wild apples and
acorns on the hardwood ridges
this fall. Because of this there
has bedn no reason for the
whitetail to show himself. And
according to area game wardens
and biologists 1979 will be no less
productive than last season.
Some areas may show slightly
less deer than a year ago but on
the other hand several towns will
give up more than their share
keeping the two county average
about normal.
If anything is sure, the best
hunting will be found closer to
the coast and towns slightly
inland. According to Warden

Southern

Sebago
Al Raychard
69 Water St.
Saco 04072
weather conditions.
If
snow
arrives
before
Thanksgiving it will greatly
boost the number of successful
hunters; every indication points
to a white holiday which, if you
remember,
saved
the
1978
season. Without the help of snow
there is a good chance many will
find it difficult to locate deer.

At the beginning of the season
the hardwood ridges would be
the most logical areas to keep an
eye on. And if you know where
there’s any wild crab apple trees,
check them out as well. As the
month progresses the thicker
habitat such as the woodlands
and
thickets
surrounding
swamps will be the whitetails
main reclose; I like to watch
congested pine tree growths
where deer often rest during the
day.

The coastal towns of York and Cumberland counties
are good deer bets this month. This doe was taken in
North Saco last season. (Al Raychard photo)
Sargent
William
Vail those
towns south of the Saco River
are in good shape; this has been
the case for the past several
hunting seasons;
while set
tlements in the western hill area,
towns such as Limerick, Parsonsfield,
Brownfield, Hiram,

I

s-

Limington^
Shapleigh
and
Newfield are showing low deer
populations. Hunting in these
areas may be slow.
Phil Bozenhard, the regional
wildlife biologist agrees. “The
coastal towns are holding their
own as far as population goes’’
Bozenhard says, “but inland the
population is definitely down. If I
had
to make
a
pre-season
estimation I would say the
harvest will be slightly lower
than in 1978 with little chance of
being higher.”
According to both warden Vail
and biologist Bozenhard the
towns of Eliot, Lebanon, the
Kennebunks and Berwicks as
well as Biddeford and Saco
should show normal or slightly
higher than average success
figures. The territory covering
the towns of Waterboro, Win
dham, Scarborough, Gorham and
Gray are expected to be about
average. I believe the towns of
Buxton,
Hollis,
Dayton and
Standish will come through with
their share of deer as well.
In areas north of Sebago Lake
it is difficult to predict results. It
is a known fact deer are at an
alarmingly low figure throughout
Fryeburg,
Lovell,
Stoneham,
Bridgton and Naples. But some
excellent deer are taken in these
towns each November. It is the
numbers of whitetails harvested
which is low and success will
undoubtedly be determined by

Finding a game warden during
the month of November can be
like
locating
a
needle
in
haystack; literally impossible at
times. The following is a list of
area wardens in the Sebago Lake
area and points south. If you are
in need of a warden and cannot
reach them by phone, contact
local or state police and they will

get word to the warden by radio.
Wdn. Lt. Russell Dyer —
Steep Falls 675-3142.
Wdn.
Sgt.
Don Gray
—
Limerick 793-2984.
Wdn. George Chase — Saco
282-5083.
Wdn. Ralph Sarty — Sebago
Lake 642-3468.
Wdn. Nat Berry — Gray 9264833.
Wdn. Jim Brown — Freeport
865-6329.
Wdn. Sgt. William Vail —
Limerick 793-2647.
Wdn.
Robert Rondeau
—
Springvale 324-7022.
Wdn. Jacques Gusmano —
499-7541.
Wdn.
Charles Cochran
—
Limerick 793-2248.
Wdn. Cpl. Arnold Beleckis —
Kezar Falls 625-4941.
Wdn. Sgt. Donis Wheaton —
Bridgton 647-3735.
Wdn.
Bruce
Farrar
—
Bridgton 647-5472.
Wdn.
Mike
O’Connell
—
Naples 693-6006.
Maine State Police — Kittery
439-1141.
Maine State Police — Scar
borough 883-3473.
Have a productive hunting
season; be safe and know what
you’re shooting at.

DEERSKIN LEATHER
SHOP
and

WALDOBORO
LOCKERS, INC.
Rte. 32 (Just off Rte. 1)
Waldoboro, Maine
Tel. 832-5501

We process your beef, pork, lamb or deer and you
can rent a locker and store it by the month, six
months or a year.
Why not browse in our leather shop where we
offer handbags, billfolds, belts, hats, shoes, slip
pers, mocs, pewter and silver jewelry, and novelty
items.

DEERSKINS WANTED
Use them as credit toward processing your deer, any mer
chandise in our leather shop or we will pay cash.
Open Monday thru Saturday from 8-5

FISHERMAN’S LOGS
FISHERMANS LQ

BAHR’S TAXIDERMY

fresh water

Game Heads, Fish, Birds, Small Animals
LET QUALITY BE YOUR GUIDE

All trophies are
mounted with the best
taxidermy methods to
preserve them for
many years of beauty
and enjoyment.

;
I
j
i
!
|
i

Box 5, Cross Road
Porter, Maine 04068
Call before coming
625-8150
Hours usually 9 to 9
7 days a week

b

These handsome 9x6
hard covered logs lets the
fisherman record all the
necessary information he
or she wants for future
pleasure. Gives you: Date,
Locality, Weight, Water
Conditions, Length, Temperature. Rod, Reel, Line,
Leader, Lure, Anglers, No.
Killed, No. Released,
Comments. 64 pages with
space for photos. Deluxe
Ed. (as shown) $6.95.
Please add $1.00 for postage and handling.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
SPORTING LOGS

DEPT. MS11
Box 193, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181
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Grand Lake Stream Offers Variety
The Grand Lake Stream area
of Washington County has just
about everything most deer
hunters need and want.
For the do-it-yourself camper
there are not a lot of facilities,
but enough to accommodate
most. Starting in Princeton, just
12 miles from Grand Lake
Stream, there are facilities for
the big camping units who wish
to plug into an outlet. For the
smaller campers, and tenters
there are facilities at Long Lake
just a few miles from Princeton,
Elsmore Landing, which is just
six miles west of Grand Lake
Stream, and the Unknown Lakes
camping area which is another 10
to 12 miles west of Elsmore
campsite. These last three
camping areas are just
rudimentary areas with only out
house facilities. While they are
all available by, car, still the
many miles of back woods roads
are better transversed with a
truck especially if you are
hauling a load.
It may be interesting to
mention here that the paper
companies involved in this case,
which are Georgia Pacific and St.
Regis, provide these areas to be
run by the State for camping
convenience. They rather frown
upon leaving those areas and
setting up camps helter skelter
throughout their woods
operations. So if you are a
camper, please try to stay in the
designated areas in order to keep
fire danger and pollution at a
minimum.
For nimrods who enjoy a little
more comfort, commercial camps
are available throughout the
Grand Lake Area. Most facilities
are available during the deer
hunting season and range from
the Housekeeping plan to full
American plan. Guides are also
available and they can be ob
tained through the sporting
camps. For further information
regarding facilities contact the
Grand Lake Stream Recreational
Association, Grand Lake
Stream, Maine 04637 for a full
listing.
No matter how you decide to

stay in this pretty piece of
Washington County you will find
that the availability of hunting is
almost unlimited. Thousands of
miles of old and new woods roads
have opened fantastic areas in
which you can conduct your own
deer hunt. From Grand Lake
Stream to Beddington on Rt. 9 is
a 58 mile trip on some good and
terrible roads. Dozens of lakes,
streams and brooks are tran
sversed, all providing excellent
cover for both deer and bear.
The length of road has untold
side arms all of which are open to
the public and can provide ex
cellent cover for your annual
deer hunt. If you would wish to
go to Springfield on Rt. 6 then
simply hang a right at the “T” in
the road just west of Killman
Pond and your exit onto the
pavement will occur in the
Springfield area rather than on
Rt. 9. If you desire to travel on
these roads, make sure you have
a full gas tank, good tires and
plenty of time to make the trip.
Who is to say which are the
best spots to support a deer
herd? Areas may and do harbor
different populations of deer
each and every year. These
conditions can greatly be altered
by cutting of the area, over
browsing and of course our
newest problem the invasion of
the coyote. No matter where you
hunt it is always a pretty safe bet
that if you can find the com
bination of a beech ridge, cedar
swamp and perhaps a couple high
peaks, you will probably be able
to get into some deer signs.
Areas that have been recently
cut provide all kinds of new
growth especially on the hard
wood stumps which is an ex
cellent food source. Remember
too that fresh fallen timber also
provides quite a bit of feed from
the spent trees. However it can
be very dangerous hunting in an
area that is currently being cut.
If you are sure the tree har
vesters have left then check
around the cuttings and you will
probably find lots of deer sign.
Areas that are being and have

been cut by St. Regis exist from
the south side of Third Machias
Lake all the way around to the
base of Sabao Mountain and
some areas around Fifth Machias
Lake. All of these were remote
areas without roads until just a
couple of years ago and have now
been opened to anyone who
wishes to hunt those areas.
In this section of Maine the
long shot is fairly rare. Most of
the hunting is in wooded areas
with a 100-yard shot being long.
Most targets won’t be more than
50 yards away, with 30 to 40
yards closer to the actual
distance. And so the brush
bucking firearms such as a 30-30,
30-06, and .308 are big favorites
along with the .32 Special and
the 44 Magnum. Scopes, of
course, can be used, in thick and
thin and anyone who practices
with an optical eye piece — I
personally believe — will do a
better job than with iron sights.
Very low power, or zero power
scopes are the answer in this
part of the country. However,
hunting in a thicket brings along
the problem of wet and snow on
the scope, so care must be taken.
There is an ever increasing
number of people who have faith
in the so-called buck lures ad
vertised this time of year.
Judging from my experience I
would say the buck lures that are
available do not hurt your
hunting one bit. As a matter of
fact there are several accounts of
people that I know who have had
thrashing, pawing and hooking
bucks come to their area after
the buck lures have been applied
to a tree or on their clothing. It is
a good way to mask the scent of
your own body and certainly will

Grand Lake
Stream Area
Steve Takach
Grand Lake Stream 04637
in some cases at least provide a
shot when Mr. Buck grabs a
snootful of your sweet perfume.
Of course the buck lure works
because the buck and does are at
the height of their rut, or mating
season, during our deer season.
If you think that ail deer are
Bambi-like and always com
pletely docile let me relate a
story which was told to me by
David Tobey of Grand Lake
Stream last year.
Hunting the remote areas
between Fourth and Fifth
Machias Lake, Dave spotted a
buck’s head peering from bet
ween thick alders. It wasn’t a
very good shot and Dave slowly
raised his rifle and waited for the
deer to take another step. He
stood there with the gun raised.
After a while he realized that
something was wrong and the
deer was completely still and
hadn’t moved a muscle for four or
five minutes. As a matter of fact
his head looked like it was at a
strange angle, and then Dave
stepped forward without the
deer moving at all. The deer
wasn’t standing at all, he was
lodged up against the alders with
his head caught in the crotch of
two of these small trees. The
buck was very dead and was the

victim of a fight with another
deer. Approaching slowly the
telltale sign was quite evident.
Apparently the big buck had
become quite tired and had
somehow gotten sideways to his
adversary which was his
downfall. The many lines and
tracks all going in one direction
showed where the other buck
had literally punched through
the rib cage of the big 10 pointer
and had killed him on the spot.
The deer had hung up on the
alders and died in that position,
as the other deer rammed his
side and completed the kill. It
was rather strange to see a big
animal like this done in by a
creature that most people
consider docile. The other buck
was still in the area ready to do
battle as Tobey did hear him
walking, but he did not show.
It would have been very in
teresting to see what kind of a
deer it would take to do in that 10
point buck.
And so, it’s that great time of
year again for all hunters to get
out and really enjoy the annual
deer hunt. Be very careful and
remember always when you line
up that rifle only one thing
should be at the other end of that
sight — what you intend to kill!

Maps

NOW - the whole State in one large book.
Detailed and Accurate

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
for

65 large maps, each 11 "x15”, cover the entire state at a scale of

approximately Vi" = 1 mile, except in southern Maine which
BLACKPOWDER
CAMILLUSKNIVES
is 1” =1 mile.
TAC-1 RIFLES
WESTERNKNIVES Each
two-color map shows all roads, mountains, ponds, rivers,
WICKLIFF RIFLES
Roy Baker Custom Leather
swamps, streams, towns, cities and even individual houses ano
EUROARMS
CHACELEATHER camps.
The back cover of the Atlas is an easy four-color index for moving
BUSHNELL SCOPES
MARBLES ARMS
from one map to another.
FORSTER PRODUCTS
PLUS OTHERS
City Street Maps of Maine’s 20 Largest Cities with complete street
Dealers Check for Prices
indexes.

Fish species in all major lakes, ponds, rivers and brooks are shown
on the map.
Boat launch sites, campsites, ranger stations, customs stations
and gates are located, even in the North Woods
Canoe trips and hiking trails are written about in detail, with
rapids, portages and shelters plotted on the maps
And many articles on fishing, hunting, museums, bicycling, skiing,
access laws, parks, wildlife, history, resources and town pop
ulation statistics can be found in this book.

D.L. FLEURY’S SPORTING GOODS, INC.
Route 202, Box 331, Winthrop, Maine 04364

207-377-8277

-IMPORTANTThese maps have the most up-to-date, statewide coverage of
logging and skidding roads available.
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____ THE VERMONT ATLAS

ONLY $9.95 ea. or 2/$15.95
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P.S. We also have similar Atlases of New Hampshire and Vermont at the same price.
THE MAINE ATLAS

__THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ATLAS

ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR IDENTIFYING 85 FISH SPECIES
36” x 25” SUITABLE FOR FRAMING

Send to: PRINTS
Box C8 156 Park St., Orono, Me. 04473
2-3 wks. delivery

Available at sporting goods stores, bookstores, general stores, newsdealers or by mail.
Money back guaranteed if not delighted with the Atlas.
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e

Enclosed is $5.95 per Atlas, plus $1.00 shipping and handling per order.

•

For Maine deliveries, add 30c per book sales tax.
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Fall Feathers for Fly Tying
Have you priced barred wood
duck
flank
feather
lately?
Outrageous, huh? A lot of places
don’t even carry them. Of those
that do, some furnish prices by
request only due to the limited
and irregular supply.
Here in Maine we may not
have the abundance of waterfowl
available in the western and
Mississippi flyway states, but we
do have wood ducks. Practically
every Maine flytier can locate a
supply. If you don’t hunt ducks,
it isn’t hard to find someone who
does. The promise of a few
finished flies in trade is usually
enough to insure receipt of the
feathers from the next male
woodie that comes along.
Wood duck feathers and buck
tails aren’t the only potential fly
tying materials available to
Maine
hunters. There is a
veritable wealth of fur and
feathers for those who want to
look for it.
Take the lowly partridge for
example. (That’s grouse to you
nonresidents and, by the way,
east of Worcester and north of
Providence we pronounce it
“pah’-tridge.”)
Few
flytiers
realize that there are feathers on
a partridge that can be sub
stituted for small jungle cock
eyes. They lack the stiff, enamel
like quality of real jungle cock to
be sure, but the color and pat
tern is pretty cfose. The next

time you shoot a partridge, check
out the little feathers on either
side of the head directly behind
the angle of the beak. They
really are amazing likenesses of
the no longer available jungle
cock feathers. To stiffen these

feathers and make them more
durable, try lacquering them
between your
fingers
and
allowing them to dry before
using them. You may prefer to
reinforce each one by lacquering
a second feather to the back.
Gaudy ring-necked pheasant
feathers have been available to
American flytiers for almost a
century. Yet surprisingly, there
are very few standard fly pat
terns that call for any of the
great variety of different body
feathers on cock pheasants.
Nevertheless they make good
streamer shoulders and nymph
wing
cases.
Don’t
throw
pheasant feathers away without
experimenting.
In addition to male wood
ducks, there are many other
varieties of Maine waterfowl
with valuable fly tying feathers.
The primary wing feathers from
all ducks, regardless of species or
sex, are usable for the wings of
many wet and dry fly patterns.
Colors range from jet black in
male scoters (sea coots) through
various shades of grey to the dull
brown-grey of the mallard.
Male mallards are real prizes.
Their
breasts,
flanks
and
shoulders are covered
with
beautifully
barred
feathers
sometimes referred to as “pearl”
mallard
plumage.
Fly tying
books are filled with patterns
calling for these feathers to be
used as wings, fan wings or
shoulders. In addition, the white
tipped secondaries from the
wings of either male or female
mallards are the source of the
wings on the famous McGinty
trout fly.

Anderson’s East Grand Camps
7 Greenland Cove, Danforth, Me. 04424

HUNTING SEASON
Housekeeping Camps—Modern Conveniences
Boats—Motors—Guides—Non-Res.-licenses
Excellent Fishing for
Salmon, Trout, Togue
and Bass
Tel. 207-448-9360
Open April 1 to Nov. 30—Taking Reservations Now

Another choice prize is the
male green-winged teal. Of all
the teal that are shot during the
early part of the Maine water
fowl season, very few are in the
adult male plumage. This is
because
teal,
like
other
waterfowl, undergo a complete
plumage change in summer. The
male’s eclipse plumage is nearly
identical to the female’s. In the
case of both blue and green
winged teal, males do not revert
back to their normal coloration
until late fall. By this time, all of
the blue-wings have gone south.
Not all of the green-wings leave
Maine before the second season,
however. Once in a while a lucky
duck hunter-flytier will find a
flock in November or December
— especially in tide marshes. By
this time many of the males have
turned back to their barred
plumage. Their boldly black and
white striped body feathers are
used in the wings of Campbell’s
Fancy trout flies and for the
shoulders of Colonel
Bates
streamers to name a few.
Among the diving ducks en
countered in late fall are some
potential feather sources. The
white breast feathers from male
goldeneyes
(whistlers)
and
buffleheads
make
excellent
fanwings for Royal Coachman
dry flies. In addition, there is a
row of feathers along the flanks
of both species that I have been
experimenting
with
on
streamers. These black-edged
white feathers are fairly long and
pointed. I’ve made successful
bass flies from them and I’m sure
they’ll make a decent salmon and
trout fly when I find the right
combination.
Eiders
possess
fly
tying
plumage, too. In this case, it is
the adult female whose feathers
are most useful. Their rich,
walnut-toned body feathers with
bold black bars make attractive
streamer shoulders — especially
on the Lady Ghost pattern.
Last on my list is a group of
ducks
seldom
sought
by
waterfowlers.
Yet,
from
a
plumage standpoint, they are
among the choicest of all. Not so
choice on the table, merganser
males are among the most ornate
of all waterfowl. Coastal hunters
often pass up shots at red
breasted mergansers. The males

MAINE
FLIES
By
Peter G. Walker
of this species have beautifully
barred flank feathers suggestive
of a green-winged teal’s. The
inland hooded merganser is the
most spectacular of all. His
barred chestnut flank feathers
are quite unlike any other fly
tying feathers available from any
source.
Wherever trout fly
patterns call for bronze mallard
(from the adult male mallard’s
scapulars), hooded merganser is
a superior substitute. In ad
dition, when trying to imitate
particular mayflies, I’ve found
that hooded merganser flanks fill
a gap in the spectrum of natural
shades that we frequently try to
match.
Incidentally, all of the birds
that I have mentioned in this
column are edible. To be sure,
some are more preferable than
others. But even mergansers are
palatable when prepared right.

***
Ai W. Ballou of Winthrop
passed away recently at the age
of 85. The last of the Maine

casting
streamer
pioneers,
Ballou,
along
with
Carrie
Stevens,
Herb
Welch,
Joe
Stickney and *he other great
streamer
fishermen,
helped
create a fly fishing tradition
unique to Maine. Ai’s personal
accomplishments included the
invention of the first marabou
streamer. His pattern — the
Ballou
Special
—
deserves
recognition beside the other
great streamer patterns of the
1920s.
A consumate fly fisherman, Ai
Ballou specialized in brook trout,
landlocked and Atlantic salmon.
His den full of trophies and
mementos were the basis for
countless recollections of a
bygone era.

I was privileged to be able to
meet Ai and hear those won
derful stories from him before he
died. I am thankful for that
opportunity.
Stevens, Edson, Welch and
Ballou. They are all gone now.
But the tradition they started
lives on.

213 West Plain Street
Wayland, Mass. 01778
Tel. 1-617-653-9144

RETAILAND
MAIL ORDERS
Quality
since 1856!

FREE CATALOG

Outdoor Gear
Gifts & Sporting Prints
Fishing Equipment
Sportswear
Fly Fishing/Tying Schools
Hours 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

MS SHOP OF BOSTON, I

nc.

Taxidermy Agent

CALL OF THE WILD Taxidermy Studio
Natural and Life-Like
GAME HEADS
FULL MOUNTS
FISH — BIRDS
RUGS
State and Federal Taxidermy License
Professionally Trained
Quality Work
Visitors Welcome
My Work Is On Display
Open Mon. thru Sat. 1-9 P.M.

or by appointment

Westridge Road, Cornville, Maine — Tel. 474-5593
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Fast Tracking for Big Bucks
It is my opinion we will have a
more successful deer season this
November than last year. Ex
tremely poor hunting conditions
last season (warm and dry) kept
the kill down and allowed a
greater number of deer to carry
over into the winter. The winter
was corriparatively easy, as hard
packed snow allowed the deer
almost unlimited ability to
travel.
It seemed every heavy
snowfall was followed by heavy
rain, which settled the snow
which then froze solid. I’m not
saying we have lots of deer, we
don’t; but, things are looking
better. How good the season is
will depend on weather. If we
have snow the kill will be up
substantially, if we don’t then I
only look for a slight increase.
My guess is it will be a poor year
for bear. Lack of food will keep
the bear in the black growth and
cause early hibernation.
People say there are many
ways to hunt .deer and they all
have merit. In farm country or
near civilization this might be so,
but in the big woods there is one
method that surpasses the rest.
It is a method that not everyone
can attempt and requires a lot of
practice and the right conditions.
Once perfected it is far superior
to all types of deer hunting. I call
it fast tracking. Given the right
conditions, an experienced
hunter will kill close to half of the
tracks he sets out on. The catch
is, “given the right conditions".
The ideal is anywhere from
four to 10 inches of new snow and
the snow still stuck to the trees.
The snow should have stopped
early in the morning, the closer
daylight the better. Hopefully,
the day is clear and calm.
Now all you need to do is find a
big buck track and start after
him; just as fast as you can go. I
don’t mean sneak along, I mean
Hy.
The new snow underfoot and
on the tree branches will totally
muffle sound you make. To you it
will seem you are making a lot of
noise, but the snow on all the
trees act like a muffler or
silencer. Twenty feet away from
you almost all noise has been
absorbed and there is silence.
The calm weather will keep the
snow on the trees until well into
the day and the deer will be on
the move because of the storm
the night before.
You do not want to pick a doe
track if you can help it because
they are unpredictable. A lone
buck is usually headed in a
straight line; he is going from
here to there. This means that
when you finally catch up with
him he will have his back to you.
A doe usually is not going
anywhere in particular. She can
just as easily be walking back
toward you as away from you,
and since you are going as fast as
you can, the chances are good
she will see you before you see
her.
The reason you’ve got to go so
fast is that you’ve got to catch
the buck before he beds down.
It’s one thing to sneak up on a
walking deer and quite another
to do so on a bedded deer. The
fact is, the former is amazingly
easy and the other almost im
possible. A big buck travels
deceptively fast; if you just
walked easy he’d be gaining on
you; you wouldn’t be catching
him.
Last, but not least, I never
give up on the track until the
deer is jumped. This is why I said
“it is a method not everyone can
attempt.” The track can go for

miles and miles; it is very dif
ficult to gain ground on a big
buck. If you are lucky the track
could be minutes old, if unlucky
it could be several hours old.
Needless to say, going all out
through the woods, straining to
be quiet and trying to keep your
eyes up ahead is an ordeal. Fact
of the matter is, it’ll about kill
you. You know one thing though,
if you stay on one track you’ll
eventually catch up with him; if
you switch tracks you may never
catch up with any deer.
The idea is to catch up with
him, as fast as you can; after
about 11 a.m. you’re in trouble.
When he goes to bed he’ll usually
pick a spot to watch his back
track and all you’ll find is a deer
bed and running tracks. Catch
him on the move and it’s a dif

ferent story.
You can be stumbling along,
wheezing, red in the face, your
ears pounding and then right out
in front of you you’ll see the buck
walking along. While you can
hear all the noise you’re making,
he can’t.
Careful now, because he will
stop and look over his shoulder
now and then. After going over
two mountains and through
three cedar swamps, twisting
your right ankle, sticking a
branch in your left eye, and
hallucinating because of lack of
energy; this isn’t the time to
blow it. Just because that deer
weighs over 200 pounds and you
don’t have any idea where you
are, except it’s a hell of a long
way from where you want to be,
is no reason to hesitate. Shoot

Upper
Kennebec
Valley
Wayne Hockmeyer
Box 100, The Forks 04985

and worry about getting him out
later.
You say you’re out of breath
and can’t aim, there’s snow up
the barrel of your rifle, vour

scope’s fogged and he’s walking
off again. Well, it’s like I said, it
takes a bit of practice. There’s
his track — let’s get going, I
mean flv>

BRUNSWICK GUN SHOP
31 Bath Road, Brunswick, Maine 04011
[207] 729-8322

WANTED

ANTIQUE & MODERN

WHITE BIRCH
HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CO.
GUILFORD, MAINE
Contact: Fred Street, 876-2205

Bought, Sold, Traded, Repaired & Appraised
Ammo, Reloading Tools, & Components
•
Complete Black Powder Gun and
Gun Kit Selection and All Supplies
Large selection of Guns, Gun Kits, Reloading Equipment, Gun Cases,
Holsters, Belts, Compasses, Targets, Knives, Ammo, etc. for your own
use or Christmas gifts. We will be pleased to advise or help in any way.
Our customers are some of the finest
sportsmen/women in the world

INTRODUCING
THE 4 WHEEL DRIVE
SUBARU BRAT.
FUN ON WHEELS.

Our new Brat makes
going someplace more fun than
being there. With the mere
flick of a lever inside the car,
this unique vehicle shifts from
full time front wheel drive
to 4 wheel drive.
That means you can go
practically anywhere in prac
tically any driving conditions.
And to see
where you’ve
been, the Brat

has a wide open back complete
with 2 fresh air bucket seats.
What’s more, standard
equipment on the Brat includes
all the creature comforts you’d
want in a passenger car.
Even more comforting, the
Brat runs on the least expen
sive kind of gas you can buy...
regular-

SUBARU BRAT

■ Mileage may vary depending on the way you drive, driving conditions, the condition of your car and whatever optional equipment
you may have.

CLYDE BILLING, INC.
258 Riverside Drive, Augusta 622-6336
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Mixed Outlook on Downeast Deer
The pre dawn hours are still.
The table, covered with rifle
clips, maps, hunting knives,
whet stones, gun oil and empty
wine glasses, awaits the first
light of a kerosene lamp. This old
camp’s hunters turned in early,
but not before they had mapped
the next day’s hunt, talked of
other hunts and toasted each
other. Back together again after
a year’s absence, they were
ready for tomorrow.
Soon the old ram-down will
come alive with the sounds of dry
cedar
and
seasoned
maple
cracking and snapping, warming
the old camp. The smell of bacon
frying combined with the smell of
coffee perking will drag the last
hunter from his bunk. Once again
it is deer hunting time in
Washington County!
The deer kill in Washington
County last year was 1,557. In
1977 it was 1,812 and 1976 had
1,883 being tagged. The years
from 1972-1975 had an average of
2,259 deer being registered each
season. Even back in 1971 with
only a two week season, 1,649

were legally hung up.
The decrease from 1977 to
1978 is approximately 14%. The
percent of decrease from the
years 1972 through 1975 was 702
deer or 31%, using 1978 figures.
In 1968 the deer kill was 2,653.
Last year or 1978, 1,557 was the
registered total. We have had a
41% drop in 10 years!
Frank Gay — Wesley area:
For many years Frank hunted
with a 30-06 automatic. The last
few hunting seasons Frank has
been using a single shot 270. He
also carries just six shells. He got
a deer last season. This year he
predicts the deer kill will be
down.
Dick Ellsmore — Twp. 31
* area: Dick hunts with a 44
Magnum Ruger. He picked up a
nice buck last year. This year he
also believes the deer kill will be
down and estimates by 20%.
Doug Coffin
—
WhitingTrescott area: 308 lever action is
the rifle Doug carries. Yes, last
year he tagged a small buck. He
says the deer kill will equal that
of last year.

Authorized Distributor
ON DISPLAY AT

Mac Donovan — Mason’s Bay
area: Mac hunts with three guns
— a 30/06 automatic, a 308
automatic and a 30/30 model 94.
Mac hasn’t shot a deer in four
years. This year (thanks to a tip
from one of his sports) he feels he
will break the run. What is the
formula? “One drop of 3-1 oil in

the right eye before each mor
ning’s hunt.” The kill will be the
same, in his estimation.
Walter “Red” Berry — Seavey
Brook area in Northfield: Red
totes a 270. He didn’t kill a deer
last year. The deer kill, in his
estimation, will be below that of
last year.

Bill Parker — Day Hill, South,
Wesley: A 270 is what Bill has
carried for years. Yes, he hung a
small buck last year. The deer
kill will be down.
Bob Foster — 2nd Lake, East
Machias River area: Bob hunts
with a 308 automatic. He tagged
a buck last year. He predicts the
deer kill will be around 1,200.
Martha Jordan — the whole
County is her beat: Martha totes
a 32 Special. She says the deer
kill will be up as she and her
husband, Rick, are both going to
get a deer to fill their new
freezer. No, she didn’t get one
last year.
Don Vane — Wesley area: He

DOWNEAST
REPORT
Sherwood Chandler
Machias 04654

carries a 30/30 carbine. No deer
last year. The kill will be about
the same.
Ken Smith — Twp. 19, E.D.:
A 44 Magnum is Ken’s hunting
gun. Yes, he tagged one in 1978.
The kill will be down.
Fred Hayward — hunting the
Marshfield area: Fred carries a
30/06 automatic. Yes, he hung up
a doe last year. The kill will be
less by 100-125 deer, according
to Fred.
Dennis Bowker — Twp. 31 Twp. 34: Hunted for the past five
years with a 22 Magnum, scope
mounted. He tagged a nice buck
last year. The kill will be down.
Bill Cherry, Jr. — Wesley —
Canaan Dam area: 30/30 Model
94 is his rifle. A nice buck fell to
Billy’s marksmanship last year.
The kill, in his estimation, will be
about the same.

DAY FUR COMPANY
Belgrade Lakes, Maine 04918

75 ST. JOHN STREET, PORTLAND, ME. 04102 • (207) 774-6191

Raw furs and deer skins bought
Trappers Supplies
Hawbakers Baits and Lures in Stock
Deer Skin Gloves, Moccasins
Outdoor Supplies Sold
495-3840 495-2078 495-2205

What do I hunt with for a gun?
A 44 Magnum on a Model 95
frame. Yes, I tagged a small one.
The deer kill for this year — at
least
150
below
the
1,557
registered last year.
Thirteen years ago in October,
the men in our hunting camp
established what has since been
known as “Father & Son Day.”
This has been a tradition since
that time and an annual event
much looked forward to by young
and old alike. At this time, the
young men in our families ac
company us for an overnight trip
into our hunting camp.

This year on the last weekend
in September, another annual
event was established. We took
the young ladies in our families
for an overnight at hunting
camp. Dick Ellsmore and his
daughter, Tracy, (age 11), Fred
Hayward
and
his daughter,
Katie (age 11), Gary Collins and
his daughters, Jennie and Cori
(ages 5 and 8 — also my son-inlaw and granddaughters), John
Hayward and his daughter, Jill
(age
5)
my
granddaughter
Christy Leavitt (age 9), my son,
Mike, and myself. What a great
chance to teach the girls about
the
outdoors
and
camping!
Recommend it highly — both for
the adults and for the girls as a
very rewarding experience. (Not
to tell the mothers — but the
girls said the steak was the best
they had ever eaten!)
One of the fellows who hunts
out of our camp occasionally is
Thurman Roberts of Woodland.
Thurman was originally from
Northfield.
Whenever I see
Thurman, I am reminded of a
story about his grandfather,
Fred Roberts.

Mr. and Mrs. Consumer
We would like to give you a few of the many rea
sons to shop the great family store in your neighborhood
- THE AG STORE - where the owner has your needs
and at competitive prices too!

— AG Stores feature weekly specials
— AG Stores feature nationally advertized brands
along with our Shur-fine and Maine Candy Kitchen labels.
— Your local AG Store is just around the corner.
With these days of gasoline shortages, we all know how
imporant that is.
— Most of all, AG Stores are large enough to ser
vice all your needs, yet small enough to remain court-

Tel: (207)-582-6500

Maine
Kitchen
Candies

This took place many years
ago when the deer were much
more plentiful. It seems Fred
had three or four deer coming
out every night and gathering
around his well house. This well
house was located about 100
yards from Fred’s back porch.
Consequently, he couldn’t see
them too well with his old car
bide light. He sent away to Sears
Roebuck and bought a new long
flashlight. Telling a friend about
it, he said, “That light is so
powerful, when I would shine it
down there on the deer, it bends
the alders right over.”
Phantom bucks are probably
the main topic of conversation in
most hunting camps. The tales
started for me many years ago,
first with my grandfather and
Uncle Pomp and continuing
through the years at every
hunting camp I have hunted
from. Through the seasons, the
size of the rack, the sudden
appearance
and
the
quick
disappearance, always left the
most
experienced
hunter
shaking. The horns have never
adorned a lodge wall and the
venison has never been eaten —
nor were they meant to be. So
some morning through the land
fog or some evening just at dark,
if there appears before you a
buck that defies description, fire
away — but you can’t kill a
phantom"!! --------------------------------------- *
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7-pound, 2-ounce Brook Trout Taken
I’m really pleased to be able to
report that the first hurdles in
the restoration of the dam on
Redington
Pond,
here
in
Franklin County, have been
cleared. The Carrie Stevens
Chapter of Trout Unlimited has
received a tentative go-ahead
from
the
Georgia-Pacific
Company. The land on which the
old dam is located was formerly
owned by the Hudson Pulp &
Paper Co. and was acquired by
Georgia-Pacific this past sum
mer.
In my capacity as president of
the Carrie Stevens Chapter of
TU I received a letter from Mr.
Raymond F. Kozen, Jr. in
forming me the project had been
o.k.’d
by
their
woodlands
division and the necessary legal
papers were being drawn up.
Once the legal matters are
behind us it is hoped that officials
from
Georgia-Pacific,
Inland
Fisheries
&
Wildlife,
Trout
Unlimited, the Rangeley Region
Guides
and
Sportsman’s
Association and the news media
will make a trip into Redington
to further assess the project.
Hopefully, the preliminary work
can be completed this fall and
actual restoration work will
commence next summer. More
on
the
project
as
things
progress.

**♦

While the 1979 fishing season,
for most of us, slipped quietly
into oblivion on Sept. 30, it went
into the record books for Neil
Tikander of South Paris. Fishing
the Kennebago River with his

Rangeley
Franklin Co
Phil Foster Box 672
Farmington 04938

Derril Lamb of Bowdoinham (left) and Lester Gidge
of Nashua, N.H., with a couple of canine friends and a
bag of woodcock. (Phil Foster photo)
brother Don in the early morning
hours of the 30th Neil tied into a
brook trout the likes of which
most of us don’t even dare dream
about.
After
hooking
the
monster, the battle continued for
some 25 minutes before it was
brought to net, which was
handled by brother Don. The fish
weighed in at an unbelieveable 7
pounds, 2 and a half ounces. The
weight was verified by local
Warden
Charlie
Adkins.
It
measured 26 inches in length and
had a girth of 16 inches.
The “secret weapon” that
fooled this memorable trout was

a variation of a Dark Edson Tiger
tied by Tom Ryan. The fish could
be the largest brook trout taken
in the state this year and of
course earns him a ticket to the
Maine Sportsman’s One That
Didn’t Get Away Club. It also
could garner prizes in the Field &
Stream annual fishing contest.
At this time the fish reposes in
the capable hands of renowned
taxidermist
Dave
Footer of
Auburn.
A warm sunny day ushered in
the early woodcock season here
in the Farmington area and
finding birds was not the easiest
I’ve seen it. The weather was
great however. A lack of sub
stantial rains had the birds
nearer than usual to the brooks
and streams where feeding was
easier. Grouse showed up in
great style that first week of
fering ample “duck soup’’ shots
but come the first of October and
things suddenly changed. They
all acquired Ph.D’s in self
preservation. I swear, they grow
smarter and fly faster every
year.
The boys riding the roads in
quest of the partridge up in the
Rangeley-Eustis area had great
success. Bud Cook, Farmington
Chevrolet
dealer and
two
companions got their limit of 12
birds in one day in the area.
Roger Verrill, Oquossoc wood

scaler, was seen with three
lovely birds taken during his
daily tours of the wood piles.
Charlie Capace, Concord, Mass.,*
attorney spent three days with
friends in the Kennebago Lake
area and had great shooting too.
Charlie takes his birds only on
the wing. While it’s not a crime,
by any stretch, to snipe one in a
tree or on the ground, Charlie
gets a lot of satisfaction in taking
them in flight, which ain’t no
easy chore as you know.
From the “Wouldn’t You Know
It
Department”.. .The
new
hunting and trapping lawbooks
finally
reached
the
license
vendors, late as usual. Com
missioner Manuel says there’s
going to be some changes. Amen
to that. Not only were the
booklets late, but a gross error
was made by someone along the
way. It shows an opening day for
non-residents to hunt deer as
Nov. 6th. Of course its Monday
the 5th with residents getting
the Saturday prior to.
And speaking of Commissioner
Manuel, I thought he did well
fielding the
questions
from
callers on Bud Leavitt’s show
back in October. It’ll be in
teresting to follow the progress
of the changes taking place in the
F & W Dept.
I mention at this point that

Bud Leavitt will be taking on a
real heavyweight on his program
on Nov. 5th when he verbally
spars with one of the “antis” who
will appear to defend his position
as an anti hunt, anti-trap in
dividual. The program will be
aired live over public television.
(Channel
10/
in
the early
evening.
I
have
received
acknowledgement from Com
missioner
Manuel
regarding
TU’s request to return the lower
end of the South Branch of the
Dead River to fly fishing only. A
hearing will be held sometime
this
winter
in
Stratton or
Rangeley.
As this is written the deer
season is some three weeks
away. My observations indicate
that the deer population is no
better than last year, if as good. I
have seen very few signs while
beating the brush for woodcock
and grouse.
The lack of beechnuts this year
could have the same effect on the
deer as on the grouse. They
should still be around the or
chards come opening day. May
you all make the “Biggest Bucks
Club” and not have to drag him
more than 100 yards. Good
hunting and be doubly sure of
your target before you squeeze
off that shot!

BLACK BEAR CAMPS
of ''JLujxta.ff JJaJii.

tfu:

TROPHY DEER AND BEAR
^Heated Log Housekeeping Cabins
AUTOMATIC HEAT & HOT WATER
$12 p.p. Two or More — 7th night free

EXCELLENT HUNTING
CHARLES DAILEY
STRATTON, MAINE 04982
Tel. 207-246-4641 or MA. Tel. 617-927-1000

FLY’S INC.
Pearson’s Sporting Goods
RFD 2, Box 2598, Farmington, Maine — Tel. 778-4885

ARCHERY

EAGLE
SPORT
SHOP
at Robinwood Plaza
Routes 2 and 4 East Wilton, Maine
Tel. 645-2500

GUNS, AMMO
and CLOTHING
WE HAVE BLACK POWDER
Firearms by Weatherby, Winchester,
Remington, Ruger, S&W — Buy — Sell — Trade

LOADING SUPPLIES
Buck and Case Knives
Compasses — Topographical Maps
Boats by Sorel, Timberland, Outdoorsman
NON-RESIDENT LICENSES

TRAPPING

Compound Bows
Recurve Bows
Game Getter Arrows
Finger & Arm Guards
Hunting Heads
Target Points
Camo Clothing Replacement String

T raps-Stretchers-Stakes
Chain-Dye & Wax
Gloves and Aprons
Urine-Lures-Pack Baskets
Fleshing Tools-Drags

HUNTING

RIFLES — Ruger 44, Marlin 336, Winchester 375, Winchester 94XTR, Browning 22’s,
Remington 742, Remington 760, Remington 700, Ruger M77, Winchester 70 XTR,
Savage 99E, Savage 99C
SHOTGUNS — Stevens S.S. 410, 12 & 20 GA., Charles Daly o/u 20 ga., Remington
1100’s, 870’s, Winchester 1300’s, 1500’s, Harrington-Richardson Singles, Savage
HANDGUNS — Ruger, Smith & Wesson, High Standard, Harrington-Richardson, Colt
Hunting Dog Supplies — Archery Range — Sighting-In Range — Knives — Ammo — Fishing —
Fly Tying — Clay Pigeons
GUNS — NEW — USED — BOUGHT — SOLD
VISA & MASTER CHARGE
For the Ladies
100’s Homespun Yarn — Embroidery Pieces — Needlepoint Yarn & Kits — Knitting Worsted —
Sports Yarn — Fingering Yarn — Hooked Rugs — Rug Yarn — 100’s of Patterns
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Sportsman’s
Calendar
Nov. 2. Southern Zone Bowhunting Season ends for
deer
Nov. 3, Southern Zone residents only firearms season
opens for deer.
Nov. 3, Upcountry over Maine Public Broadcasting
Stations, at 4:30 p.m. Subject, bottle and can
recycling, sponsored by International Paper
Company.
Nov. 5, Southern Zone ail hunters firearms season
opens for deer.
Nov. 4, Upcountry, WCBB-TV Ch. 10, bottle and can
recycling, 6:30 p.m.
Nov. 8, Upcountry, WCBB-TV Ch. 10, rock climbing,
9:30 p.m.
Nov. 9, rail and gillinule hunting season ends.
Nov. 10, Upcountry over Maine Public Broadcasting
Stations, at 4:30 p.m. Subject, rock climbing,
sponsored by International Paper Company.
Nov. 14, Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine membership
meeting, 7:30 p.m., Augusta Civic Center, subject
is coyotes with live coyote expected at meeting.
Nov. 15, Southern Zone Grouse hunting season ends.
Nov. 15, woodcock hunting season ends.
Nov. 15, Upcountry, WCBB-TV Ch. 10, hunting dogs,
9:30 p.m.
Nov. 16, Southern Zone waterfowl hunting opens, Vz
hour before sunrise.
Nov. 17, Upcountry over Maine Public Broadcasting
Stations, at 4:30 p.m. Subject, Dog Field Trials,
sponsored by International Paper Company.
Nov. 18, Free turkey shoot for archers, Freeport
Archery Club, off Bragdon Road, Freeport, off
Routt? 136, follow signs. Registration 9 to 11 a.m.
Sponsored by L.L. Bean, Inc.
Nov.*22, Upcountry, WCBB-TV Ch, 10, fall harvest,
9:30 p.m.
Nov. 24, deer hunting season ends, statewide.
Nov. 24, bear hunting season ends, statewide.
Nov. 24, Northern Zone grouse and pheasant hunting
seasons end.
Nov. 24, Upcountry over Maine Public Broadcasting
Stations, at 4:30 p.m. Subject, Cooking Wild Game,
sponsored by International Paper Company.
Nov. 29, Upcountry, WCBB-TV Ch. 10, Portland fish
market, 9:30 p.m.
Nov. 29, Sebago Chapter, Trout Unlimited meets,
7:30 p.m., Phoenix Room, Canal Bank. Speaker,
Richard Buck, chairman restoration of Atlantic
salmon in America. Lee Wullf salmon films to be
ck
Ng 1 30, Southern Zone pheasant hunting season
ciJses.
Nov. 30, Raccoon hunting season closes, statewide.
Nov. 30 Gray squirrel hunting season closes,
statewide.
Dec. 1, Bobcat hunting season opens.
Dec. 1, Upcountry over Maine Public Broadcasting
Stations at 4:30 p.m. Subject, Portland Fish
Market, sponsored by International Paper Com
pany.
Dec. 2, Maine Professional Guides Association
Meeting, Patten Community Center. For in
formation, contact Maynard Connors, Franklin.
Dec. 2, Annual Maine Bow Hunters Association
meeting, 1 p.m., Bank of Maine, Winthrop.

MF&W Supports Federal Aid
The Maine Fish and Wildlife
Dept, has joined a nationwide
campaign to achieve a major
expansion of the Dingle-Johnson
Act, a federal aid program
designed to assist states in their
fisheries management programs
on a 75-25 fund matching basis.
The plan, which was originally
proposed by a 1970 Dartmouth
College study, seeks enactment
of legislation imposing a 3
percent manufacturers’ excise
tax on all outboard motors, boats
25 feet or less in length (except
sailboats, kayaks, and
hydroplanes), and boat trailers.
It is estimated that these taxes
would generate nearly 100
million new fisheries dollars
nationally each year.
“What this means to the Maine
Fish and Wildlife Department,”
said Fishery Division Chief
Lyndon H. Bond, “is that federal
monies available to us on a
matching basis could increase by
as much as 400 percent!” The
Department estimates that the
Fishery Division will receive
between $300,000 and $310,000
in federal matching funds during
the 1979-80 fiscal year — without
the new legislation!
Bond added that the best thing
about this type of funding
program is that it is “inflation

based.” As costs of taxed items
increase, the tax revenue goes
up as well, giving the fisheries
management programs across
the country a “hedge against
inflation,” while at the same time
increasing the amount of federal
money available to them.
“In terms of our present
operations,” Bond said, “This
new legislation would represent
a substantial increase in the
federal monies available for
fisheries management and
hatchery operation, thus freeing

up state license revenues for
other areas of department
operation.” Bond added that the
new tax proposal would be a real
“shot in the arm” to the inflationburdened department.
The Fish and Wildlife
Department, Bond said, urges
sportsmen’s groups throughout
the state to voice their support
for this proposal, which would
greatly enhance the future of
fisheries and hatcheries
management programs in Maine.

GUNS & AMMUNITION
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
TUBBS SNOW SHOES
MOTO SKI SNOWSLEDS
COMPLETE LINE OF
SPORTING GOODS

•
•
•
•
•

PICKARD’S SPORT SHOP
JOHNSON MOTORS
802 Wilson St., Brewer, Me. 04412
TeL 989-4776

MOOSE HEAD
TAXIDERMY
Dick Osborne, Taxidermist
Route 154
RFD #1 Box 44A
Harmony, Maine 04942

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
9 to 9
Tel. 683-5511

GAME HEADS - RUGS
FULL MOUNTS - FISH - BIRDS
NATURAL & LIFELIKE

ATTENTION HUNTERS!
Winchester, Savage, Remington, H&R, Marlin

Complete Gun Department
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)
1. Title of publication: Maine Sportsman.
2. Date of filing: (September 27, 1979).
3. Frequency of issue: Monthly.
3A. No. of issues published annually: 12.
3B. Annual Subscription price: $5.00.
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(Not printers): Homewood Inn Road, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096.
5. Location of the headquarters or general
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ters): Homewood Inn Road, Yarmouth, Maine
04096.
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— Irving Richardson, P.O. Box 507, Yarmouth,
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editor: Harry Vanderweide, P.O. Box 365, Au
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7. Owner: All Outdoors, Irving Richardson,
Catherine Richardson, Homewood Inn Road,
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Large Selection of Ammunition

Woolrich & Pendleton Clothing
Winchester, Savage, Remington, H&R, Marlin
Complete Gun Department
Large Selection of Ammunition
HUNTING JACKETS & COATS — WOOL PANTS
RUBBER PACS AND INSULATED BOOTS
GLOVES — HATS — KNIVES — SCOPES AND MOUNTS
BINOCULARS — COMPASSES — TOP. MATS
BUCK LURE — HAND WARMERS — HOT SEATS
COMPLETE ARCHERY DEPT. — BEAR ALASKAN BOWS
IN STOCK

American
Hardware
STORES

— HOURS —
Monday thru Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 9:30 to 12 noon

YOUR LOCAL HUNTING HEADQUARTERS
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Bangor Area Deer Outlook Good
As area sportsmen ready for
the big game season, prospects
appear fair to good.
Altho’ last year’s deer kill
figures were down slightly in this
part of Maine, so were the
number of hunters. The com
bination of these two factors
might very well have helped the
deer herd. Then, when you
figure the mild winter of ’78,
you’ve got to start figuring in
plus factors. Of course, the
monkey wrench in the whole
business is the eastern coyote.
Nobody can put a finger on the
degree of effect it’s had on our
whitetails, but it’s got to be
detrimental.
It’s another short season. If
the
weather
cooperates,
however, I look for a slightly
increased deer harvest over last
season in both Hancock and
southern Penobscot Counties.
It’s an off year for beechnuts in
this area, but there’s a heavy
crop of acorns. Wild apple crops
appear down as well, apparently
due to the cold, wet spring.
We’ve had plenty of rain all year.
That means wet bogs and brim
full rivers and streams. A whole
different ball game from last
year’s
drought
conditions.
Should be quieter stalking, too.
Here’s one final report on the
1979 fishing season before we put
it to bed for another year.
Both East and West Grand
Lakes were hot for Landlocked
Salmon during the final weeks
before closing. I spent a day on
West Grand Lake near the end,
but missed the strikes on the
heavy fish, getting only small
ones. The golden head streamer
was a good fly there. The guides
like them tied on long shank
single hooks.
From there we motored to
Moosehead country for some late
season, river fly fishing. First
stop was Moose River below
Brassua Dam. We’d heard that
some heavy Brook Trout were
being taken there and found
those-rumors correct. While we
were
there,
several anglers
scored with from one to two
pound
Brookies.
Big,
dark
nymphs were what they wanted.

Bob Leeman
807 Wilson Street
Brewer

This visiting hunter had good luck last season
hunting in the Airline country. (Bob Leeman photo)
We missed the ones that wanted
our flies.
A look at East Outlet found the
water high, but clear and cold. A
couple of fishermen had hooked
big salmon while angling off the
dam with dry flies, but couldn’t
hold them. We tried it there for a
while but didn’t see anything.
Next stop was a quick look at
Roach
River on
Moosehead
Lake’s east side. Some big
salmon were showing to cast
streamers here and one five
pounder was landed while we
were there. The big, hook-billed
male
took
a silver
doctor
streamer fly cast above the dam.
From here we took the Scott
Paper Co. Road to Seboomook
Dam. Ordinarily this is an ex
cellent late season spot for game
fish. But, we found the gates full
open and the water just too high
and muddy to fish. A long trek
for nothing, but we did see a bear
and got some great photos of a

huge bull moose.
The next day we motored
further down the West Branch of
the Penobscot River and tried
our skills at several scenic pools
including both the “Big” and
“Little Eddy” pools. We weren’t
disappointed. Although most of
the salmon we took were on the
sub-legal size, the action was
superb. We got a real bonus
when we hit upon a certain pool
that appeared to be plum full of

active Brook Trout. In less than
an hour’s time, we caught and
released
a dozen or
more
Brookies from ten inches to two
pounds. One beauty that I
guessed to be in the four pound
category gave me quite a battle
before being lost. Most of the
tussles were in moderate to
heavy current.
The best fly at the West
Branch was a No. 8 maribou
muddler fished fast in speedy
jerks. Everything we caught on
the efitire trip was carefully
released. But my fishing partner
on the excursion, Bill Bowdoin of
Brewer, was a bit disappointed
when I tossed back a two pound
Brookie he had just taken. It was
one of the prettiest fish I'd seen.
The trout had a large, protruding
hook bill and his orange and red
sides were radiant. We did get a
picture of him before I let him go.
I was very impressed with the
number of shore anglers around
big Moosehead Lake. Most were
using live bait and bobbers with
good success for Lake Trout. One
stringer we looked at held two
four pounders and one in the
neighborhood of eight pounds.

When I returned home, I found
out my son, Bob Jr., had had

great action on salmon at Branch
Lake in Ellsworth. The fish
wanted frozen smelts right on
top. The site had been slow
fishing until the final few days.
Over 1,200 miles were logged
on the old wagon during that
final few days of fishing around
the state in late September. If
we hadn’t taken a fish, it would
have been well worth the trip.
The weather was clear and the
scenery along those waterways

is
unbelievable.
What most
surprised me was the absence of
campers, cars and hosts of
anglers. We encountered only a
few. Surprisingly, we didn’t see
a sole fisherman at the most
productive sites. But, I suppose
that’s why the fish were there
and cooperative.
The entire journey was filmed
and will be shown on TV Channel
2, Bangor, sometime in March,
1980.

AROOSTOOK
COUNTY
Bear Mountain
Lodge
Smyrna Mills, Me. 04780 Tel. 207-528-2124.

Located 12 miles north of Patten, Maine on scenic Route 11.
Housekeeping cabins available for bear hunters, fishermen,
and vacationers from May thru October. One cabin located
on beautiful Rockabema Lake.
Bear Hunts — May-October — Fishing — May thru
September — Grouse & Woodcock Hunting — October —
Deer & Bear (Archery) — October — Deer & Bear (Rifle) —
November.
Accommodations and guides available fpr moose hunting in
September - 1980.
All cabins fully equipped for any size party. Brochure and
references on request.

CARROLL P.GEROW
Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter

Be A Fox!
Save Money and Don’t Miss a
Single Issue of The Maine
Sportsman.

SUBSCRIBE
At Our Low Prices and you’ll
get the fact-filled pages of The
Maine Sportsman delivered to
your home every month.

DO IT
TODAY!

INSULATORS ARE NOT
FAIR GAME.
Once in a while a careless hunter will consider power line
insulators “fair game.” But would it be fair if shooting the
insulator knocked out the power supply to a hospital, a
business, traffic lights or even your own home on a cold
winter evening?
Hardly fair.
Remember, willful damage to
power facilities is a threat to
public safety, and under Maine
law is a crime punishable by fine
and/or imprisonment. So please
don't shoot at insulators . . .
they’re not fair game.

□ one year $5 — □ two years $8

NAME _
ADDRESS
ZIP
Send to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096
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How to Provision a Canoe
mean. About everyone has said,
or heard it said, that “everything
tastes better outdoors.” Well,
this is true, and this fact allows a
provisioner to get by with some
pretty
mediocre
food.
Pre
packed dried meals are the
epitome of mediocrity.
There is sufficient variety
right on the supermarket shelves
to satisfy the fussiest canoe
tripper. It wasn’t too long ago
that
about
the only
thing
available for an extended trip
was canned goods which were
mostly water — heavy! Old
guides
aren’t all
bent and
stooped from age — it’s from
carrying those cussed cans all
. over the woods.
A lot of supermarket mixes
and packages are made up with
dried food to be sure, but there is
a difference. This stuff is made
for the home table to compete
with
mama’s
“made
from
scratch.”
Some of my favorite meals at
home are the various casseroles
that my wife makes so well. I

Properly provisioning a canoe
trip is an art — no question about
it. I’m still working at it and
learning all
the time.
The
provisioner
must
balance
nutrition, taste, weight and bulk
while trying to come up with a
list of supplies that will make
everyone in the group eagerly
look forward to each and every
meal. The only way they’ll look
forward to the next meal is if
they enjoy the last one.
The
simplicity
award
for
camping food has to go to the
dried meals that come all pre
packaged for various size groups
— usually 2, 4 and 6 persons. All
you have to do is select the
correct size packet and buy the
right number. That’s it!
There are drawbacks through.
These meals are more expensive
than run of the mill supermarket
food — you have to pay for that
convenience. This stuff seems to
have a sameness about it which is
kind of hard to explain, but if you
ate a steady diet of it for a couple
of weeks you’d know what I

Custom
Deer Cutting & Wrapping
Custom cutting & freezer wrapping
of beef, lamb and pork

—Now smoking with hfckory —

Ballard
Custom
Meats
Myrtle Street

Manchester, Me.
x

Call 623-9084

decided there must be a way to
produce some of these in the
woods without too much time
spent in preparation and without
packing along her whole pantry.
I bought a package of Au Gratin
potato
mix
(use
scalloped
potatoes if you like them better
or for variety) and a can of Spam.
I made the potato mix according
to directions and laid Spam slices
into and around the top. The
whole thing was put into the
reflector oven in front of the fire
and in about 30 minutes there
was some good eating! The
potato mix calls for milk, but I
don’t carry it so I used just water
and margarine — you can’t tell
the difference. I plan on half the
recommended number of ser
vings on the box.
One of the advantages a
canoeist has over the backpacker
is the ability to take along a few
luxuries without too much extra
effort. My luxury in the food
department is a large cooler with
a couple of blocks of ice. This
allows fresh meat, solid butter,
crisp fruit and other little
goodies. By being careful not to
open the cooler any more often
than absolutely necessary, and
by keeping it in the shade as
much as possible, I can still have
traces of ice on the tenth day of a
hot summer trip. The secret is to
freeze everything solid before
leaving. In other words, packing
in as much cold as possible.
I have an aversion to carrying
empty containers home and yet I
subscribe to the carry in-carry
out ethic. So, I try to buy as
much stuff in burnable con
tainers as possible. Often the
choice is simple. I can buy
pancake syrup in glass or plastic.
The plastic burns and has the
added advantage of being less
apt to get broken. Sometimes I
repackage something if it will not
effect the keeping qualities. This
way I throw the container away
before I leave home.
I remember one trip this past
summer was 6 people out for 7
days. When I unpacked at home

Canoe Country

Gil Gilpatrick, RFD #1, Fairfield, Maine 04937
the only empties were two Spam
cans (regular Spam). Nothing
was left in the woods either.
The
aluminum
cans
that
spreadable
Spam
(good
on
crackers) comes in can be burned
to an ash. I may get some flack
on this, but I defy anyone to find
a trace of one of these cans that I
have burned. Pudding (Betty
Crocker, I think) also comes in
this kind of can. I don’t mean that
all aluminum cans will burn —
they won't. If they don’t take em
home.
Everyone should carry biscuit
mix. Dot (that’s my wife) and I
make our own at home, but there
are lots of mixes to choose from
on the market shelves. I use a
reflector oven, but this isn’t the
only way to bake biscuits. One
way is in a frying pan. Just put
the dough in the pan and put the
pan over the fire. When the
bottom of the biscuits are brown
take the pan off the fire and prop

it up so the to,»s face the fire until
they are browned.
Biscuit dough can also make
pie crust, cinnamon rolls, tarts
and who knows what else. Don’t
be
afraid
to
experiment.
Remember, those hearty ap
petites excuse a lot of mistakes.

How about it? Have you got
any easy and delicious ideas that
you will share with others? If
you’ll take the time to write them
down and send them to me I’ll

pass them on from time to time.
If we put our heads together
maybe we all can spend more
time on the water and less time
wandering supermarket aisles
looking for new items.
I almost forgot. Try Apple
Easy for a dessert. All you do is
add hot water and stir — great!
Two kinds.

There, I’ve given you some of
my hard earned “secrets.” Let’s
hear yours.

KENNEBEC GUNS
148 Water St., Hallowell, Maine

Julian F. Beale, III

04347

Tel. [207] 622-0110

NOW TWO GREAT T-SHIRTS TO WEAR

Yes, you now have a choice of two designs to show the world you are a
MAINE SPORTSMAN
High quality T-Shirts for all the family. You pick the size & colors you
want
Colors

Deer

Trout

Color

Size

Youth

Adult

Quantity

White, Yellow, Orange,
Gold, Brown. Mint, Kelly,
L. Blue, Royal B., Navy,
Red, Grey, Black, Brown.
Note: Brown, Orange and
Kelly not avail, in Youth
sizes 2 - 4.
Sizes — Youth 2-4, 6-8,
10-12, 14-16. Adult 34-36,
38-40, 42-44, 46-48.

Please send me________Maine Sportsman T-Shirts at $5 each.
(Maine residents add 256 sales tax for each shirt.) Allow 2 weeks for
delivery.

Augusta
Brunswick Lewiston Presque Isle Rumford
___________________________________
________________
622-0142 729-3197
782-2991
762-1221
364-4812
Bangor
Calais
Portland
Rockland
Waterville
ADDRESS __________________________________________________
947-4228 454-2854
773-2445 596-6587
872-8700
__________________________________________ ZIP____________
Biddeford Dover, N.H. Portsmouth, N.H.
Box 365 Augusta, Maine 04330
282-3012 742-4564
431-8744
NAME

Mail to Maine Sportsman,

In the Navy, a job means more than just a good paycheck.
It means the adventure of seeing places like Greece.
Spain. Hawaii and Hong Kong. It means becoming an ex
pert on exciting technical equipment in our submarines, on
our jets, and in our ships. It means doing a job that really
counts, with people who count on you to do it.
The Navy can give you training in more than 60 career
fields. Thlk it over with your Navy recruiter. He'll be able
to tell you what you can qualify for in the Navy:
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Mid-Coast Deer Outlook Good
A trip to the Fredricton, New
Brunswick, area in October
found good numbers of native
woodcock and many grouse in
the numerous alder and mixed
growth covers. However, Ron
Ashfield, President of the New
Brunswick Field Trial
Association felt the number of
birds was down a little. Each
year, more bird hunters,
primarily from northern New
England, are observed working
the coverts with bird dogs, as
more become aware of the
abundance of birds.

Travelling down through
Maine’s coastal region, Alan
Moyer, hailing from Franklin,
has been finding good numbers of
birds. Most of his hunting the
first part of the season was done
with a .22 caliber blank gun in
preparation for the Amateur
Woodcock Championship held in
New Brunswick. .His stylish
pointer Crystal Kit O’Shay was
named runner-up to the
champion in 1978.
In the Blue Hill area, John
Candage, another bird dog
owner, reports that he has found
the birds to be spotty in area
woods.
And Don Smith, from Cum
berland, commented “brutal,”
when asked about his success
during the first half ol the
season. The first week in Oc
tober 1978, Don recorded moving
58 woodcock and 15 grouse. The
first week in October of this year
he recorded moving 28 woodcock
and eight grouse, while spending
more hours in the field this year.

***

Wildlife Management Unit
Seven is the heart of the mid
coastal region. Approximately
one-third the total deer harvest
came from the mid-coastal
region. The habitat is ideal for
deer propagation, because it is
comprised primarily of farmland.
The winters are comparatively
mild in comparison to those
experienced in other parts of the
state. Last winter was relatively
mild for the deer in the area with
their major hindrance being with
roaming domestic dogs.
Conversation with John
Crabtree, revealed that the six
wardens in his division have
noted a good lamb crop last
spring throughout his area. Mr.
Crabtree mentioned that areas of
Waldo and Knox county have
perhaps the greatest con
centration of deer in his district,
but he added, observation in the
field indicated good numbers of
deer throughout the region.

There is an abundance of nuts
and apples this year in com
parison to last year. The good
acorn crop will attract the deer
to the ridges. Deer will not
travel far from the areas where
they feed. By locating an active
feeding area you can be assured
deer will be found in the neigh
borhood, with a little patience.

second week has the potential to
be as productive as the first if
more nimrods spent time in the
field.
There is a considerable amount
of posted land in the region and
good judgement is important.
You will find in many cases, by
locating the owner, he will often
be more than happy to grant
permission to hunt on his
property.
One consideration, when
preparing for a period afield
whether it be for a day, week, or
more, is dress. Modern light
weight garments can withstand
the penetrating November
winds. However, they do not
allow for the evaporation of
perspiration. In comparison, a
wool outer garment will
adequately permit the body to
ventilate, preventing trapped
moisture.
All rubber has excellent
waterproof qualities, however,
they provide minimal ankle
support and no ventilation. In
comparison, a heavily siliconed
leather boot is warm, but neither
will it allow for much ventilation.
Perhaps a good combination of
the two is a rubber bottomed,
and leather topped boot, which
affords many desirable qualities;
the bottom is waterproof and the

Mid-Coastal
Report
Daniel Nein
133 Bridgeton Road
Westbrook 04091
leather top allows ventilation,
and needed ankle support. Wool
socks in addition will make an
excellent combination.
A great deal of heat loss is
experienced from the head; thus
a warm hat, preferably
fluorescent orange in color is a
must.
Take along a good knife,
waterproof matches and a
compass. Also a high energy
snack, length of rope for when
dragging a deer, and a plastic
bag for liver and heart. Wooden
matches can be waterproofed by
dipping them in melted wax. A
small piece of candle can be
helpful when starting a fire.
Reviewing a topographic map
of the area you are planning to
hunt will provide valuable in
formation relating to direction,

distances, description and detail
of the area. It is often a good idea
to tell someone the general area
you will be hunting.
Much of the Maine woods have
been cut off, thus networks of
wood roads which facilitated the
crews, remain from these
operations. When coming upon a
woods road it is often difficult to
determine which direction you
wish to follow. One thing to
remember would be that when
these roads were developed,
heavy equipment push in toward
the woods, thus by walking the
opposite way the trees are
leaning, you will indeed reach
the main road. Now if the wood
road should join a major logging
road, the wood road will turn at
the union in the direction of the
main road.

SNOWSHOES

Statistics show, and it has
been noted historically, that the
hunting pressure decreased
noticeably the second week of
the season, then increases the
last week due to the
Thanksgiving holiday. The

for the entire family from

TITCOMB’S GENERAL STORE

GREENWOOD
ORCHARDS
SWEET CIDER
APPLES — Macs, Cortlands, Red and Golden Delicious,
Northern Spys, Spencers.
Also Plums and Pears
Pure honey, maple syrup, fresh ground peanut butter, farm
butter, eggs & cheese. Home made goodies.
We Accept Food Coupons
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

serving Maine Sportsmen for 30 years
FABER BRAND SNOWSHOES
Handcrafted in Canada from selected ash and full-grain leather.
Biggest selection, Lowest prices in Maine
All prices include $11.00 binding
Money Back Guarantee-Same Day Shipment
DEALER INQUIRIES ENCOURAGED

FARM STAND & CIDER MILL
Rt. 4, Turner

Tel. 225-3764

MERL'Sawt"

DUNHAM
We’ll Drill any type of

• MAINE CONVENTIONAL SNOWSHOE
_____ No. 1
_____ No. 2
_____ No. 3
--------- No. 4
---------- No. 5
______ No. 37
______ No. 37B
______ No. 37A
______ No. 38
______ No. 39

irk

WELL

9” x 29”
10”x33”
11” x36”
12”x42”
14”x42”
12”x 42"
14" x42"
12"x 48”
14”x48”
16”x48”

Kids Sm.
Kids Med.
Kids Lg.
Small
Med.
H.D. Sm.
H.D. Med
H.D. Lg.
H.D.XLg.
H.D. Xlg.

• HARNESSES

$36.95
$39 95
$42.95
$46.95
$50.95
$50.95
$57.95
$53.95
$57.95
$62.95

$18.95
$22.95
$13.95
$ 9.95
$11.95
$12.95
$ 1.00
f"
J

CERTIFIED BY

• ROTARY DRILLING
• STATEWIDE SERVICE
• GRAVEL PACKED
SCREEN WELLS

PUMPS SALES & SERVICE

• ALASKAN TRAIL SHOE
_____ No 58
10”x46”
______ No. 56
1O’’x56”
______ No. 57
10"x60”
______ No. 9
12”x60"

ial

r

wat

iot>on

• FHA & BANK
FINANCING

$55.95
$60.95
$63.95
$69.95

• BEAR PAW
______ No. 34
______ No. 33

WE ALSO SERVICE

FAULTY WELLS

285-3306
If no onswer 285-7758

MERL G. DUNHAM, INC.
MORRISON AVENUE
E. CORINTH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

Med.
Lg.
XLg.
XXLg.

I
I

ELg
L®

12”x26”
14"x30"

H.D.

$43.95
$57.95

►1
• GREEN MOUNTAIN MOD. BEAR PAW
______ No. 34B
______ No. 34A

11”x30"
10”x36”

Kids or Ladies
Mens

|
|

j

1
f
1
1
1
1
1

$50.95
$5295

J
1

$10.95

|

• MINI

1

564-2398 WEEKENDS

Prices subject to change without notice. -

-------------------------------------------------- j

All have curved loe except No. 34 Bear Paw
Please add $3.00 per order, freight—Special
Handling
Maine Residents 5% Tax
□ Check or Money Order Included
□ VISA □ Master Charge

Card Number

|
|

I
I
I
I
I
I
Exp. Date I

Name___________________________________ |

Address_________________________________ I

I
I
I
I
Telephone _------------------------------------------I
I
TITCOMB’S GENERAL STORE
I
ABBOT VILLAGE, MAINE 04406
I

City______________ State_______ Zip_______
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Getting Deer Hunting Attitude
I have been more successful
hunting deer with the bow than
with either rifle or shotgun.
Your first reaction to this
statement is probably an audible
chuckle, while inwardly you
think this writer is either a liar
or a combination of William Tell
and Robin Hood. The fact is, I’m
neither. But I have noticed there
are marked differences in the
way I hunt. The differences
depend upon the weapon I use.
All phases of the hunt are
handled differently, including”
the preparation.
When I step into the woods
with a bow in my hand my goal is
to get as close to a standing deer
as is possible. I want to be close
and I want an unobstructed shot.
And I usually get it. Why?
Because I’m prepared to hunt
slowly and quietly. I become a
part of the forest. As the Indian
Saying goes, “Walk little; look
much.” I do it. I prepare myself
mentally to look behind each leaf,
around every tree. I look first
before I edge around a turn in
the trail. I look in every direc
tion. So as not to snap a branch I
place each foot with care. There
is a difference in the sound of a
deer breaking a branch com
pared to the way a man does. I’ll
hunt from dawn ’til about mid
morning, rest in carpp, then hunt
the last three hours of daylight.
When I bow hunt I’m ever alert.
And usually exhausted at the end
of the day.
But when I use a firearm I
cannot hunt as intently. My
record of successes supports this
attitude.
I am not comparing the bow as
a hunting weapon against a
firearm. I am talking about
attitude of the hunter in general,
but using my hang-ups as an
example.
Because of the substantially
increased firepov ^jand effective
range of the firea m I feel I can
make mistakes and still connect.
The fact is, I see more deer
running. I glimpse the white
flash of a tail as it moves away
through the subdued light of the
woods. I see more of this as
opposed to the feeding deer I see
when my attitude is different. I
also have the advantage of a
greater distance of accuracy. As
a result, all I need to do is
identify the game, aim, fire and
faster than the eye can blink,
down falls the quarry. The truth
is, a glimpse of an animal
traveling through the woods is
not enough for me to make a
clean shot.
Each year four of us take a
week long vacation to bow hunt
west of the St. John River. To
hunt in this area we drive along
Route 161, traveling north from
Caribou through the towns of
Fort Kent, Allagash and Dickey.
A toll gate is a few miles west of

Northern
Aroostook
John Holub
Westfield 04787

Dickey. Once through this gate
one is on logging company roads.
These roads open the last
wilderness of New England.
Our camp is set up on the
shores of the St. John, always
where a brook enters to be
assured of a good supply of clean
water. That first evening in
camp, after a good meal, we
study the topographical maps to
plan the next day’s hunting
strategy. Each knows the area
the others hunt. Although we
carry compasses there was
always the chance of getting
turned around. Remember if a
bow hunter is lost, it does little
good to shoot three arrows into
the air to summon help. Our plan
is to hunt together in the same
general area. Each hunting a
favorite abandoned logging road.
By following these avenues one
can move quieter, see to a
greater distance game feeding on
the low growth which appears in
these sun-lit places.
After this particular morning’s
hunt, as we were returning to
camp we came upon two deer
feeding in the path about 60
yards ahead. They hadn’t seen us
as we discussed the possibilities
of one of us taking a shot. No one
wanted to. Partly because of the
distance. But more importantly
because there was a branch
which appeared to be in the path
the arrow would have to take to
score a lung hit, a chancy shot at
best so we watched the pair
amble off, disappearing around a
turn in the path. Two days later
the pair was successfully stalked.
A clean hit was made at 35 yards.
The spike horn dressed out at
110 pounds.
While hunting in this same
area the following year I filled
my license by taking a large doe.
I was hunting along the edge of a
large beaver pond. There, across

the pond appeared two deer. I
guessed the distance to be a little
over 100 yards. Too far to
chance. I eased around the
flowage to within 40 yards. At
this point the deer left the water
and came toward me. I took the
larger of the two when they were
within 30 yards. Chances are if I
had been hunting with a rifle, I
would have missed the deer.
Why? Because I would have
taken the shot across the pond. I
would have elected to chance the
long shot rather than risk a stalk
for a closer shot.

Another time I was hunting
between Mapleton and Ashland
along Route 163. I had parked
the car just off the road on one of
the many logging roads. The plan
was to follow the road and hunt
leisurely. It was late in the
season, a fresh snow had fallen
the night before bringing the
snow depth to about five inches.
I was using a 12 gauge with deer
slugs. The undergrowth was
thick and I wanted a missle
which would penetrate this
tangle and stay on course. About
an hour later I jumped three deer
from their beds. There was a
blur of white snow and white
tails. I took a snap shot at the
nearest tail. And there, in the
churned up snow, lay an im
pressive tuft of deer tail. The
tracks led straight away. I
trailed those deer for at least a
mile. In ail that distance they
never once slowed down.
Probably they are still running.
Had I let the deer run without
taking a quick shot, chances are
they would have stopped and
looked back to see if I was
following.
On past occasions I have
circled a jumped deer while it
was waiting for me to follow its
trail.

When I have little time and
cannot spent it traveling to and
from an area, I hunt the farm
lands near home. Much of the
land here is not posted. The
reason for this is because per
mission is first asked and is
usually granted.
On this occasion I was hunting
the back fields of a farm south of
Aroostook State Park and west
of Route 1. I was following the
game trail just inside the woods.
A light snow was falling and
there was fresh sign ahead. The
deer led me into a swamp where
it proceeded to circle and back
track, trying to confuse me. But I
stuck to the trail. I could hear its

CAP’N LARRY
is Central Maine’s
largest firearms
dealer
we will
BUY, SELL OR TRADE
See us now!
Cap’n Larry now
features the largest
inventory of rare
and collectible fire
arms. He will buy,
sell or trade

SPORTS CENTER
65 Worth River Road
Auburn. Maine

$189.95

Cr

Free bed rails, ladder & safety bar.

NORTHERN FURNITURE
DESIGNS, INC.
DINING ROOMS
BEDROOMS
LIVING ROOMS

“The Finest in White Cedar Furniture”
377 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine. Tel. 772-5268

and

Marine Center >
Off I-95, Newport

368-5851

Designed entirely of carefully
selected solid white cedar logs.
Beautiful hand-rubbed satin
lacquer finish.
Send for free catalog

Telephone: 782-6481

^ead Tr9/

RUSTIC LOG BUNK BEDS
Specially
Priced

movements ahead or to the right
then behind me. Toward dusk I
gave up and went home. As I left
the swamp I swear I heard that
deer laugh.
I knew while in that swamp
the deer wouldn’t allow me to get
a clean shot. The cedar growth
was dense offering no shot. Still I
persisted, relying on fire power
to do the job. I wonder what
might have happened if I had
been mentally prepared? Could I
have fared better if I had been
waiting for that deer on the other
side of the swamp? I’ll never
know. But I do know I could have
hunted with more thought.
Hunted with better planning.

JOHNSON OUTBOARDS
•
•
•
•
•

Starcraft
Smokercraft
Lockley Sailboats
White & Indian
Brand Canoes

• Browning
• Winchester

• Remington
• Smith & Wesson
• Ruger

Firearms, Boating & Camping
Supplies for Everyone
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Moosehead Wilderness Assoc. Grows
With deer season upon us it is
time to start thinking about the
winter to come. The deer herd is
in good shape this year and an
excellent season is surely at
hand. Snow and cold weather has
come early in the region this year
which promises to keep the
whitetail on the move.
The deer population is subject
to several different stresses each
year which combine and result in
control of their numbers. Winter
kill due to starvation, which in
turn is due to a loss of mobility, is
the major limiting factor.
Predation and disease are the
next most important limiting
factors. These factors combine
with man’s practice of hunting to
control a healthy population.
There has been in the past few

years a hot controversy con
cerning the effect of the eastern
coyote upon our deer herd. Many
people believe that the coyote
has reached a population level
large enough now to be a threat
to our deer population. Many
biologists claim that the coyote
will only kill sick and weak deer
but a talk with some of the local
trappers will produce different
opinions. I spoke with two local
trappers recently who have been
working the region for several
years now. It was generally
agreed that the coyote is here to
stay and he does kill deer in
significant numbers.
Control of the coyote will have
to come through hunting and
trapping. The intelligence of this
animal makes him hard to trap

SPORTSMEN
Always wanted to have your own hunting lodge?
EVERGREEN VALLEY RESORT in East Stoneham, Maine
offers ownership by the week/warranty deed for the week,
access to and use of 2,000 acres of mountains, streams
and marina on beautiful Kezar Lake, and some of the best
hunting and fishing in Western Maine.
Prices start at $1700 with as little as 10% down payment
— financing available. Call for appointment (207) 9283300, Ext. 5015 or write Evergreen Valley Resort, Inc.,
Time Sharing Sales Dept., Route 5, East Stoneham, Maine
04231.

A Hunter’s Choice
A New

Gun Cabinet

and hunt, but this is the only way
we can hope to keep his
population at safe levels.
Whether we like it or not, the
coyote is now a part of the
natural ecosystem.

***

Bird season has proven ex
cellent so far this season with
many fine grouse and woodcock
taken so far. This is a favorite
time of year for people to take a
ride on some of the several
logging roads in the area to catch
some fine colorful scenery and
perhaps a grouse or two at the
same time. Early morning and
late afternoon will prove to be
the best time to try your luck for
these fine birds.

***

The energy crunch has had its
effect upon the region this year
with many lodges reporting a
drop in business from last year.
This drop has been caused by the
lack of gasoline as well as by an
increase in advertising by other
states in New England and
Canadian Provinces. Tourism
has begun to turn into big
business.
A new organization has
emerged from the Moosehead
region for the primary purpose of
promoting the area in several
outdoor shows in New England.
The Moosehead Wilderness
Association was started by a
handful of people two years ago
and has since grown to 33
members from resorts and
campgrounds in the region.
I had some reservations about
such a group when it was first
formed because of fears of
overcrowding the region with
tourists and sportsmen. Now
with gasoline supplies low, the
need for an organization such as
the Moosehead Wilderness
Association has become ap
parent. Without dollars from
license fees and tax money from
tourists and sportsmen, our state
would be at a lost for funds to
help manage our woods, waters
and wildlife properly.
While some residents who do
not directly rely upon the tourist
trade will grumble and express
fears that their wilderness will
be spoiled, most of the area
residents rely on tourists and
sportsmen for their living. I
believe many people learned this

Moosehead-Allagash
John Williard Jr.
Box 81, Rockwood 04478

year that tourism is a clean in
dustry and very much a part of
our economy. If we do not help
people find and enjoy our state,
there will be less people who will
care to help us save our rivers
from dams and our woods from
the heavy axe.
The Moosehead region which
includes Jackman, Rockwood,
Greenville, and Kokadjo has
everything necessary for the
tourist and sportsman all in one
beautiful package. All we have to
do is help them get here. If
people do not come and enjoy
what we have there will be a
very real danger of more DickeyLincolns and huge clearcuts to
contend with in the future. It is
good to see people in the region
puli together to form this
association.

***

Winter is just around the
corner with many people won
dering what the energy situation
has in store for Maine. The
region is gearing up for winter
activities with several
snowmobile races planned. Ice
fishermen are looking forward to
the coming season.
I believe people will still get
out and enjoy our winter
wilderness although a move
toward non-consumptive
recreation is on the horizon.
People will still use snowmobiles,
although probably less.
Snowmobiles will eventually give
way to cross country skiing and
snowshoeing although the
changeover will not take place
overnight. The MooseheadAllagash region has some of the
most remote and beautiful
wilderness areas left in the
Northeast and people will get
here no matter how hard it may
become. The potential for winter
recreation in this inland
mountain and lake region is
fantastic and bound to grow.

***

MOOSEHEAD-ALLAGASH
NOTES
Dave Babb of the Brassua
Lake Campground which lies
near the Moose River reports

MIKE MEAGHER
GUNS—GUNS

that the fishing in the river has
been nothing short of fantastic
this year. Dave and I finished off
this season fishing near the
Brassua Dam where Dave landed
a four pound salmon and several
small ones which were released.
Dave reports that the trout
fishing has also been good with
the average running 12 to 16
inches.
The outlook for ice fishing
season at Moosehead is good.
The season will again start in
January giving us three months.
Those campsites, which I
reported on in one of my past
column, on Lobster Lake just
north of Moosehead Lake are
definitely closed now, although
some people still refuse to
believe it and continue to use
them. These sites are located in
the most beautiful part of
Lobster Lake and their removal
is nothing short of a crime. We
cannot let people just lock places
like this up. If they get away
with this one, what will be next?
Perhaps sites on Moosehead,
Chesuncook or the West Branch
of the Penobscot River. Where
will greed strike again? I would
like to get some input from
people about this and some
letters out to legislators.

The Army Corps of Engineers
have succeeded in getting
another $800,000 to continue
their study of the Dickey-Lincoln
Dam project on the St. John
River. Although most of the
people I have been in contact
with do not want the project,
which would flood 240 miles of
canoeable streams and rivers,
the Army is still pushing ahead
with plans. It makes one wonder
where the freedom is for Maine
people to decide the fate of this
fantastic river. After all it does
belong to us. The energy crisis
will not be solved through the
damming of every available river
in the country. This is mad
ness. . . .
All of the lodges and stores are
ready for the influx of hunters
this season and the access roads
are all in good shape. Gas sup
plies are also reported in good
shape.
* * *

Old Brunswick Rd.
Richmond

Prices Range From
$174.95 to $599.95

Everything For The
Outdoorsman

6 to 10 Gun — Many choices of Wood and
finishes to include burn in design on doors as
illustrated.

ROLLINS’
FURNITURE
Hours: Mon. - Wed.
Thurs. & Frl.
Saturday
Closed Sundays

9-5
9-9
9-6

Litchfield Road, Hallowell 622-1879
Turn onto Winthrop St. in Hallowell,
then left onto Middle St.
Middle St. changes Into Litchfield Rd.

737-2637

I would again like to invite
letters and comments from
people who have an interest in
the region for possible inclusion
in future columns. The hunting
looks like it could be good today,
so I will sign off and give it a try.

Sporting Goods
and Sportswear
223 Main Street
Norway, Maine
(207) 743-6602

Guns Bought, Sold
Traded.
Black Powder, Firearms
and Supplies
Pendleton, Woolrich, Maine Guide
Bass Footwear
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CRONK’S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.; Sat. 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. beginning Sept. 8; Sun. Closed
This is the month to get your equipment and get
organized for the biggest season in the entire history
of the fur trade. All our trapping lures, baits, deer
lure, dog training and breaking scents are nationally
known. Oscar Cronk is totally aware of his recogni
tion as a nationally known scent manufacturer,

trapper and outdoorsman. This is the reason he in
sists on quality lures, scents and outdoor equip
ment. The “Cronk Outdoor Test” is carried on
throughout Maine and other parts of America. We
supply professional trappers across the nation, from
Maine to Florida, into sunny California, all through

Canada, to the most remote areas in Alaska into
many of the foreign countries where trapping is
done. We have grown from a small start to one of the
leading lure manufacturers in America. Order with
complete confidence any item in this ad or from our
48 page catalog that will be sent free upon request.

SPORTSMAN’S NOTICE
Our famous deer lure, dog training and breaking scents and trapping
lures are nationally advertised and being carried by dealers who supply

have dealers in Maine as well as the rest of the United States and Canada.
If you are unable to find a dealer in your area order directly from us. Use
the handy order form below.

the nation with hunting, fishing and outdoor sporting equipment. We

CRONK’S MASTER
DEER LURE

CRONK S DOG TRAINING AND BREAKING SCENTS

CRONK’S TRAP WAX
This wax contains plenty of white refined
beeswax with the necessary amount of
paraffin, and a secret ingredient to pre
vent cracking and peeling off. One pound
treats 150 small traps or 50 large ones.
Directions included. Please add 2 lbs.
shipping weight for each pound.
Per pound $2.50

Made from the true mu$ks and secretions of the animals and
birds Give your hunting pal a break — let him know what
you want him to hunt or leave alone. I am one of the top
scent manufacturers in America. My scents and lures are
used extensively across North America I have owned and
trained hunting dogs for 25 years. Order with confidence
from a man that owns and trains dogs Please state if you
desire training or breaking scents when ordering

Breaki

Training

Mr. Deer Hunter, how many times have you spent a week in
good deer country with plenty of fresh tracks, droppings
and other tell tale deer signs and never seen a flag of a
deer. I’m betting the deer were very close to you at times.
Human odor is why so many deer hunters come home
empty handed. I have a skillful blend of deer musk and
other musks that are attractive to all species of the deer
family. This lure was developed after many years of re
search and study. It will arouse the curiosity even in the
big old bucks. I -have letters on file telling of instances
where, after being jumped, deer have doubled back for a
second time Hunters have reported having deer walk
straight towards them, with the wind blowing from them
towards the deer, while using Cronk's Master Deer Lure
Master Deer Lure ha$ been on the market for 17 years,
sales increase each year and a large percentage of these
sales are repeat orders. Only successful hunters order the
same deer lure again. This deer lure is used in every deer
producing state in the United States as well as in Canada
Free instructions with each order; tells what to do to be
successful and what.not to do. I guarantee this to over
come natural human odor and will attract deer to you from
a reasonable distance: All you need is the right shot and
this we leave to you. Comes with handy applicator
Regular Size Postpaid........................................... $2.50

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Rabbit - 'Coon — Fox - Squirrel - Quail
Bobcat - Coyote
Deer - Pheasant — Duck

Free instructions with all orders.
— $2 50, 4 oz. - $4 75, 8 oz. — $8 50, 16
Dealer inquiries invited

2 oz

CRONK’S SCIENTIFIC
RACCOON TRAPPING
by Oscar Cronk

This book on one animal is big
ger than most trapping books
covering trapping in general. Has
79 pages - 19 chapters and tells
how to prepare and organize a
trapline like a professional. Over
50 professional line drawings
and photos. Raccoon pelts are
high - cash in on the market now.
Catch 50 to 100 or more pelts in a
short time. This book tells you
how it’s done. Everything you
need to know is in this book.
Price $5.00

These lures have become famous across the fur lands of
America. Only U>p quality ingredients go into their making.

skunk essence .....................
Fisher 2, heavy type with
skunk essence .....................
Raccoon 1, all season ...........
Raccoon 2, fall & winter........
Fox 1, gland lure.....................
Fox 2, fall & winter .................

$2 50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

Fox 3, mating ...........................
Fox 4, winter ............................
Bobcat 1, all season ..............
Bobcat 2. fall ............................
Bobcat 3. land ..........................
Bobcat 4, late fall/winter.......
Mink 1, all season ...................

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

$2.75

Mink 2. fall & winter ..............
Otter, all season ....................
Coyote 1.gland lure ................
Coyote 2, food & curiosity ....
Coyote 3, mating....................
Coyote 4, winter....................
Allagash Fur Call, with skunk
essence, all animals
all season ..............................

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2 50

$3 00

$3.00
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

$3.00

Add 4 ozs. shp. wt. for ea. bottle.

MacGOWAN’S FREEZEPROOF DIRT METHOD
We are now offering the
famous MacGowan Freezeproof
Dirt Method to all of our custom
ers including those from the State
of Maine. This booklet tells
everything for the first time. Does
not contain, glycerine, calcium
chloride, peat moss, or salt or
other types of soil conditioners.
Unique in the trapping field.
Gordon MacGowan was the in
ventor, the true originator of this
method. With long haired fur being up in price, cash
in on this unique method and catch fox, bobcat, coyote,
mink, etc. when most of the trappers have pulled their
traps. Will stand two heavy rains and then the dirt
will fluff back dry after it stops raining, even if the
temperature drops to 15° below. Be prepared when
the season opens and out-trap your competition. The
first fox will pay for this method 10 times over. It also
tells how Gordon MacGowan made his favorite land
set. Priced so that every trapper can afford it.
Price Postpaid

$5.00

oz

— $13 50

TRAPPING WITH
GREAT TRAPPERS
by Donald
“Jack” Anderson

ARNOLD’S
PROFESSIONAL
FOX TRAPPING
by Walter L. Arnold

The
author of Good-bye
Mountain Man delves into past
history and brings out true narra
tives of the tough men who
created the historic fur trade and
helped shape the destiny of
America. The author traces trap
ping and the fur trade from the
King of Mountain Men, John Col
ter, to the tide water marshes of
New Jersey. Contains 72 pages.
Final chapter reveals what must
be done to save trapping.
Postage & Handling .50
Price $3.50

This is the booklet you
need to help solve catch
ing those woods wise fox.
Walter Arnold, the fa
mous wilderness trapper,
tells how to prepare land,
water and snow sets - to
make leak proof bait jar guide & stepping sticks.
Has 30 pages - 7 chapters
loaded with information
on overcoming freezing
conditions.
Price $5.00

BLAKE & LAMB
SKINNING KNIFE
Unexcelled for skinning furbearers or
dressing out game and fish. Brass lined,
nickel silver bolster, stag handle. The
blades are long, slender, true, skinning
blades, made from razor steel. Length of
knife when closed 4”, each blade is 3”.
This is a fine knife for the trapper, hunter
or hobbyist.
Shipping wt. 4 oz.
Price $6.50

CRONK’S LIQUID
FOX & COYOTE BAIT

Cronk’s Calls and Gland Lures
Otter, liquid ..... >..................
Beaver 1, heavy type .............
Beaver 2, liquid .......................
Muskrat 1. liquid ....................
Muskrat 2, paste type ...........
Muskrat 3. late fall ................
All Fur Calls, for all
animals ...................................
Fisher 1, liquid, with

Deer - Opossum — Rabbit
Fox — Coyote — Bobcat

CRONK’S
LOGWOOD
DYE

This is highly attractive to fox, coyote and is very easy to use. Use
half teaspoon to each set, will give out odor in freezing weather.
Shp. Wt. 6 Ozs. Per Jar $2.50

CRONK’S FOX & COYOTE BAIT
Take advantage of the fox and coyote’s curiosity and hungry
stomach. Made of choice animal meats, aged just right. A must for
the fox and coyote trapper.
Shp. Wt. 1 lb. Per Jar $3.50

The best trap dye known, as it contains only natural wood odor, a
necessity for trappers of elusive animals. One pound will dye three
dozen No. 2 traps a deep blue-black or a larger number a lighter
blue. This does a better job than the chips, also saves you money.
Please add 2 lbs. shipping weight for each pound. Per Pound $2.00

RED FOX
URINE
The best known human odor eraser
that's possible to use. We believe our urine is the
best on the market. I use a preservative that holds the foxy smell yet
still retains the natural odor months later if you haven’t used it.
Professionals use fox urine by the gallon.
4 ozs............................................. 8 ozs. Shp. Wt. $ 2.50
Pint ............................................. 2 lbs. Shp. Wt. $ 6.50
Quart .......................................... 4 lbs. Shp. Wt. $ 8.75
Gallon ...................................... 10 lbs. Shp. Wt. $24.50

ORDER BLANK
NAME
ADDRESS

TOWN

ALDRICH
CABLE

TRAP
Black Bear, Cougar
and Wolf Size

Safe humane snare type trap for the above men
tioned animals. Throws a 3/16” cable loop 421/2” in
circumference. Legal in Maine. Check your own
state of province for your law.
Shipping wt. per complete cable trap 4 lbs. Not
postpaid. Price $20.00 ea.

STATE

ZIP

SUBTOTAL

Make checks payable to:
Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies
Dept. 1096, Wiscasset, Me. 04578

Me. Customer’s Add Tax

Postage

TOTAL

Send
All Orders
to:

CRONK'S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Dept. 1096, Wiscasset, Maine 04578

o™
207”8o2 7032
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Always Believe Your Compass
This season the central area
deer herd is about on par with
that of a year ago. Coyotes have
thinned out the deer in some
areas, but don’t seem to be doing
the damage here that they have
done elsewhere in the western
part of the state. On that note I
would like to make one personal
comment on the coyote subject.
I have chuckled in years past
over the coyote situation and the
marly editorials and articles
written either debating whether
they really do harm deer. While

every winter you see pictures in
this publication and local papers
*of domestic dogs killing deer and
how horrible our family pets are,
rarely does one encounter the
secretive coyote causing this
feat. Remember the coyote is
actually a wild dog. If some local
pets can become proficient at
killing deer, which everyone
seems to agree they do, then
surely the coyote can become a
master of devastation, which
certainly he is. Ask someone who
spends a great deal of time in the

woods in winter, such as a bobcat
hunter, how many deer tracks he
crossed
with coyote
tracks
following. There is no doubt in
this writer’s mind, that the
coyote is by far worse to Maine’s
deer herd than mother nature,
bobcats or man!
The few coyotes present in
central Maine have not seriously
hurt the deer population here —

Central Area
Dick Drysdale
Rte. 2, Box 99A
Horn Hill Rd., Fairfield

yet.
This season the deer will be
found in the orchards to a much
greater extent than last season.

BarkBuster
A LOG SPLITTER FOR EVERY SIZE JOB

I

I

The Newest, Fastest Way to Split Logs
BARK-BUSTERS are designed, engineered and built for rugged, trouble-free service. You'll find
a BARK-BUSTER to fit any size job. The BARK-BUSTER 50 is a great unit for the homeowner. BARK
BUSTER 80 does the job for the commercial cutter or rental yard. Easier to operate, more
compact and economical than hydraulic units, this BARK-BUSTER 80 is a tough one to beat in
log splitting competition. The BARK-BUSTER PTO unit is built to handle the tough log splitting
jobs of a farm or ranch. Conveniently hooks up in minutes too tractor to get the job done fast,
easy and right!
AUBURN
Ray’s Small Engine
Phone: 782-0726

AUGUSTA
Mason’s Lawnmower
Phone: 623-8232

DAMARISCOTTA
Phillip’s Lawnmower
Phone: 563-3607

EAST WATERBORO
F.M. Abbott Jr.
Phone: 247-5278

FARMINGTON
BANGOR
Morneault’s Service Ctr.
Phone: 942-6005

BATH
Pratt’s Mowers & Service
Phone: 448-2585

BETHEL
Ernest Angevine
Phone: 824-8826

BRUNSWICK
Berube’s Lawnmower
Phone: 729-9242

CARIBOU
Bob’s Tune Up
Phone: 496-0402

CORINNA
Brown’s Power Equip.
L Phone:278-7252

Farmington Outdoor Power
Phone: 778-3421

KENNEBUNK
O’Brien’s Garage
Phone: 985-2085

LEWISTON
LaPointe’s Lawn & Garden
Phone: 783-8661

FREEPORT
Totem Machinery
Phone: 865-3006

GORHAM
Portland Kawasaki, Inc.
Phone: 854-9136

GRAY
Pleasure Power, Inc.
Phone: 657-4505

Gardner & Johnson
Phone: 255-3046

MADAWASKA
Daigle’s Midway Service
Phone: 543-7753

MADISON
Madison Tire & Auto
Phone: 696-5350

MILO
Chessa s Small Motor
Phone: 943-8890

NAPLES
HOULTON
Bill’s Saw Shop
Phone: 532-9402

JAY
B & E Enterprises
Phone: 897-4211

Schiavi’s Western Auto
Phone: 743-5151

PORTLAND
Don’s Equipment
Phone: 772-9050

PORTLAND
MACHIAS

FORT KENT
Daigle & Daigle
Phone: 834-3911

NORWAY

Naples Small Engine
Phone: 693-6793

NORTHEAST HBR.
Haynes Garage
Phone: 276-6247

Haggett’s Cycle
Phone: 773-5117

ROCKLAND
Bert’s Machine Shop
Phone: 594-7013

RUMFORD
Puiia Hardware
Phone: 364-3779

SACO
Harbor Cycle
Phone: 284-8840

SANFORD
Shaw’s Ridge Equipment
Phone. 324-5646

SOUTH PORTLAND
Yerxa’s Garden Center
Phone: 799-2241

WINDHAM
Windham Center Machines
Phone: 892-6563

There was an excellent apple
crop. The very warm September
and early October kept the deer
in fields more than usual. Bow
hunters throughout the early
going experienced
very
un
predictable movements of deer
because of the extra grazing
available.
There
are
some
acorns, but few beechnuts. I
foresee the deer hanging around
the orchards better'than ever
this November.
♦ * *
Getting lost in the Maine
woods can be a horrible ex
perience. Fortunately, it hap
pens to only a small percentage
of hunters each fall. The primary
reason for this misfortune is the
inability of the hunter to read a
compass. If you were to ask
every hunter you met how to use
the compass, the percentage of
hunters who couldn't explain this
would astonish you! Not picking
on the out-of-state hunter; but
my observations indicate their
inability to be greater than the
Maine native for the simple
reason that many have never
hunted in areas large enough to
require a compass.
Using a compass is truly a
simple operation. Anyone can
learn this in one short 10 minute
explanation. Through continued
usage, confidence will develop,
and in a short time you will never
fear getting lost again.
Just
how
then does
the
compass work? Everyone knows
the needle is magnatized and
points north. Most people also
know there are 360° on a com
pass. To me the degrees are
really unimportant. What is
important are the 8 basic points
or directions on a compass. Since
most everyone knows the four
basic points; north, east, south
and west, the next four are easily
learned. By combining the two
adjacent points like North and
East for example, you can get
the point northeast. Likewise,
half way between south and east
is southeast,
southwest and
northwest are formed in similar
fashion. By learning these 8
points, you are now in business.
Basically, all you need to do is
this. Before you enter a piece of
woods, take out your compass
and look at which way the road
you are on runs. Then look at the
compass and determine which
way you are going in. Then

remember only the opposite
which is the way out. Sound
confusing? It really isn’t. Say for
example you are on a road that is
basically running North and
South. You check this with the
compass. If you go off the road'
heading into the woods east, you
remember
the
opposite
—
coming out is west. Then just go
hunting; don’t even bother with
your compass until you are ready
to return to the roadv You can
hunt circles, straight ahead, etc.
When you get ready to leave, go
West. You will hit the road if you
can go in a straight westerly
direction. Check your compass

Continued on next page
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Always Believe Your Compass
Continued from previous page
often to insure the correct
direction, and always believe
your compass.
It is really a good idea to check
a map of the area you are hunting
also, and better yet, carry a topo
map of the area you intend to
hunt. Checking the outer
boundaries of where you are
hunting will further your con
fidence. If you check the map the
day before you hunt, you may
find, for example, that the piece
of woods you are hunting is
bounded on the west by a river,
on the North by a road, and the
road you are hunting from runs
southwest to northeast forming a
big triangle. You might also
determine that the piece of
woods is about 10 miles wide at
its widest point. You recheck the
road before you leave the car in

the morning and know with
confidence if you head in Nor
thwest you come out the opposite
— Southeast. You have a good
day hunting, and no worry about
getting out when the time comes.
Never read a compass holding
it next to your gun. As a boy I
learned this lesson myself the
hard way, coming out some two
miles from where I had entered
the woods. Taking a reading next
to your automobile, could cause
similar problems.
Mike Labbe of Sidney once
walked out of the woods some 17
miles from his truck simply
because the road on which he
took his initial reading ended,
unbeknownst to him, and he
overshot the end of it. A map
check would have rectified that
encounter.
Two Oneonta, N.Y., deer

Wilson's on Moosehead Lake

NORTHERN ZONE
Deer Season Open
Comfortable, well-equipped housekeeping cabins. Lo
cated on the shore of Moosehead at the East Outlet of the

Kennebec River. Add your deer to our game pole!

207-695-2549
Ron & Jane Fowler
Greenville Junction, Me. 04442

hunters shot a nice 8-point buck,
and forgot to take a reading
when they left the woods road to
follow the blood trail. Luckily a
third companion heard the shots
and came in to assist his buddies
only to find they were dragging
180 pounds of deer in the wrong
direction! Yes, a compass can
save labor and many wasted
steps!

Chuck Underwood, relied upon
a companion who “Knew the
woods” and didn’t remember his
compass. Always remember a
compass and don’t count on your
buddies. I remembered mine
when hunting with five
coonhunters from the Weeks
Mills area. We were hunting
“their” pet hunting territory; an
area in which these boys had
grown up. We had an awfully

long coon run. After the run I
followed the procession of
hunters for several hours
through a swamp. When it was
apparent they were turned
around and the leader admitted
they had no compass, I
proceeded to take the lead. I hud
a compass, and I hud taken a
reading when they went into the
woods after the hounds. We
came to the road about a half
mile from the truck at four in the
morning. Several times along the
way they swore my compass was
wrong. Even when we hit an old
chopping road, they "knew”
where they were and started up
the road in the wrong direction.

read and point the same way.
you’ll know which direction is
out! If you don’t mind toting
along a couple of extra ounces all
day, that is a good idea.
Good luck in the woods.

Always believe your compass.
If you are a doubter, buy a
second one and tuck it in your
coat as a spare. When they both

MOVING?
We don’t want you
to miss a single issue
of
the
Maine
Sportsman.

TO KEEP US COM
ING send both your
OLD and NEW ad
dresses to:
Maine Sportsman
Box 507
Yarmouth, Maine 04096

L L. Bean

The Hunting Season’s
open at Bean’s.
MAINE HUNTING SHOE"
A Maine tradition with full
grain cowhide uppers treated
to resist water for life. Bottoms
are rubber with famous chain
tread design on outersole.
Colors: Tan or Brown uppers.
Men’s whole sizes only: 3 to 14 D
(narrow); EE (med ); and FF (wide).
Even Heights: 6" to 16’
Prices start at:
$33.25 ppd.
Women's whole sizes only (9”
height) 5 to 11 med only $36.75 ppd

GUNS
• GUNS —Buy, sell, trade...What do you need? We’ll get it!

• AMMU •^4’ION —stocking over 300 calibers. Specializing in
hard-to jet calibers. Yes, we have 38-55.
• COMPLETE GUNSMITHING —Factory type reblueing,
stockwork, repair, sight work, etc.

• TAXIDERMY—Specializing in deer heads, bear heads and
game birds.
• WANTED— Buying WWII German, Japanese and Italian war
relics...pnedals. helmets, daggers, swords, etc.

BIG DISCOUNTS...CHECK OUR PRICES
LEE’S GUN and TAXIDERMY
351 Main Ave., Farmingdale [Gardiner], Me.
582-2274

NON-RESIDENT LICENSES

.

GAME INSPECTION STATION

MILO

sport shop
West Main St., Milo, Me.
943-7465

THIS HUNTING SEASON SEE US FOR:
Guns (including Browning, Ruger, S&W, Marlin, Remington,
Savage and more)
Ammo & Accessories
Buck Knives
Sights & Scopes
Leather Goods
Hunting Clothing (Woolrich, Duxbax, others)
Boots & Paes
Hot Seats

MAINE GUIDE SHIRTS
(men and women)
The accepted shirt for
guides, huntersand woods
men for many years, it’s made
of 85% pure wool with 15%
nylon.
Colors: Red and Black plaid
Men’s sizes: sm. (14), med (15),
Lg (16), Xlg (17)
$22.75 ppd.
XXIg. (18) XXXIg. (19) $25.25 ppd.
Women’s sizes: 8-18 $22.75 ppd.

JOHNSON GUIDE PANT
Vermont-made wool trou
sers of 80% new wool and
20% nylon. Reinforced stitch
ing at stress points, front
and rear pockets, suspender
buttons and 1 W” belt loops.
Color: Spruce Green
Men’s even sizes: 30 to 46 $23.75 ppd

WOODCHOPPER’S CAP
Our woodchopper’s cap of
warm soft Buffalo plaid ma
terial has wool ear flaps and
neck with quilted lining for
extra warmth.
Color: Red and Black Buffalo plaid
check
Sizes: 6% to 73/«
Woodchopper s Cap $9.50 ppd.
Available in Safety Orange fabric
(sizes: 7 to 7%)
$9.50 ppd.

L.L. Bean, Inc.
Located on Rte. 1, Freeport
Only 20 minutes from Portland
Open 24 Hours a Day ■ 365 Days a Year
Outdoor Sporting Specialties
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York County Deer Hunting Areas
A month or so ago I mentioned
that Leon and Simone Baril had
decided to retire from East
Carry Pond Camps. Since then
the Barils have been talked into
staying on and will be back next
spring to provide their unique
brand of hospitality to all their
guests. I am happy to know that
they will be there to welcome me
next year.

***

I’ve read many books on deer

hunting. Articles on how to track
a deer, how to see a deer in thick
bush, how to dress to keep
warm, how to field dress a deer,
and many others from A to Z on
the elusive white-tail. Now, after
having read all these words of
wisdom, why do I come home
empty-handed?
Even though these books tell
us everything there is to know
about how, where, and when to
hunt, they don’t tell us if we will

ATTENTION HUNTERS!
$19.95 Daily Includes all (Meals & Lodgings)
Maine’s Highest Producing Area

Write or Call
“Whittens” MOOSEHEAD MOTOR INN
Rockwood, Me.
Tel. 207-534-7778-7337 Nites
We consistently tag 100 deer weekly
“We have Plenty of Gas for all Guests of our
Lodge for the hunt and your return home'’

Make al’ reservations early

SNOWMOBILERS WELCOME!

TEA POND CAMPS
Clifton E. George and Family — Proprietors
Box #18 Eustis, Maine 04936
Phone: 207-243-2943

150 miles of trails centrally located
between Rangeley, Jackman,
and Lake Megantic.
OPEN YEAR ROUND

CAM

“Log cabins among the birches on secluded Tea Pond’’
AMERICAN PLAN

PACKAGE PLANS AVAILABLE

SCOTTY'S
FL YING
SER VICE
COMPLETE FLOAT PLANE SERVICE

Shin Pond — Patten, Maine

Closest Flying Service to the
Head Waters of the Allagash

OUTFITTING
HUNTING - FISHING
CANOE RENTALS
Non-RESIDENT LICENSES
CHARTER SERVICE
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Northern Maine woods Permits

Scott and Louise Skinner
Scotty’s Flying Service
Box 256 S
Patten, M^ine 04765
[207)528-2626

NEW-

GUNS

be lucky enough to get a deer.
For example, they tell us to hunt
the swamps in the early morning
or late afternoon, but what they
don’t mention is that when the
sun rises and you scan the area
you spot six or seven fluorescent
orange hunters who have read
the same book.

And what do you do when you
see four deer at a time and don’t
know which one to shoot! Why
doesn’t someone write a book
about that?
All the books tell you that if a
doe shows up that there will be a
buck not too far behind, but how
many hunters have waited and
gone home empty handed? And
how many hunters pass up the
first deer of the year to try for a
bigger one and don’t see another
one the rest of the season? In
clude me in that group.
Why don’t they mention that
one of the best times to hunt is
between eight and nine o’clock in
the morning? The reason for this
is that most of the hunters who
go into the woods early in the
morning to sit and wait, get up
and start moving around to
warm up or to come back to the
car for a cup of coffee and in
doing so start moving the deer
around.

York County Report
Wayne C. Hooper
50 State St.,
Eliot 03903
Wells probably has more deer
per acre than any other town in
Southern York County, and most
hunters will be on Route 9 or
along the Turnpike near Exit
Two and following the railroad
tracks. Sanford. Acton,
Waterboro, what can you say
about these areas except ex
cellent. Route 236 starting from
Sanford can be hunted along the
whole length until Kittery, but
the best areas are in SanfordNorth Berwick near Ell Pond, or
South Berwick opposite Black
berry Hill Farm Road in Eliot
from Marsh wood High School to
Kittery’s town dump.

There are many more hunting
areas in this southern section but
space does not permit me to list
them all.
Please be careful, remember
the next thirty days will provide
eleven months of memories and
stories to get us back to next
hunting season. Make them
pleasant memories.

AGUA HEATER

•

Wood-Fired

Hot Water Heater’
3 Sizes

Largest Size Gives 12.6 Gallons

at 180 Every 13 Minutes.

Wood Stoves
and

The Super
Patriot
Also
Others For Your
Camp or Home

YORK ENERGY SAVERS
R.F.D. #2, PORTLAND ROAD/ROUTE 1
SACO, MAINE 04072
PHONES 207-282-219
07-282-9125

Think snow!

— USED

Largest Selection in Western Maine
3UY—SELL—TRADE
• Ammo for All Guns • Decoys
• Archery

Kittery still has an excellent
deer herd on Gerrish Island
located down on the point. Also
in Kittery, Wilson Road should
provide fair hunting.

Route 91 heads west from
York to South Berwick and
connects with Route, 236. Along

They also mention how to hunt
in every conceivable type of
weather except one; hot and dry
when the woods are covered with
crackling leaves and each step is
echoed throughout the area.
Well, the reason they don’t
mention some of these problems
is that they are applying the
basics and you have to provide
the common sense and adjust it
to your own area.

The hunters in northern Maine
most likely wouldn’t run into six
or seven other hunters in the
swamp, and most likely wouldn’t
pass up an opportunity for a deer
just to wait for a bigger one. But,
in southern York County we do
and we have, and after the past
few deer seasons we should all be
able to hunt on dry leaves, as
we’ve had very warm November
weather.
But let’s get down to where we
should be hunting in this area
this year. As always, Mount
Agamenticus will provide ex
cellent shooting. The whole area
including second and third hills
hold a larger deer herd. But be
careful, everyone knows this and
hundreds of hunters will be in
this area.

this road you can find deer in and
around Brixham Road, the back
road to Mount Agamenticus,
York Pond and from the York
town dump all the rest of the way
to South Berwick.

•
•
•
•

Haven’t you done without a \
Tom long enough? ®

All models on display
Up to $100.00 off
Free set-up and delivery
Full line of snowthrower
accessories

TRAPS [We have them!]
Lures-Balt-Stretchers-Tags-Knives

TORO

Non-Resident Licenses
“Lake Region’s Most Complete Sporting
Goods Outfitters”

SPORTSMANS
EXCHANGE
72 Main St.

Bridgton, Me.
647-3763

Iffl

TOTEM

MACHINERY

ROUTE 1, FREEPORT, ME. 04032
TEL. (207) 865-3006
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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What Is Maine’s Best Deer Rifle
By KEN ALLEN
It had been lung shot. Bright,
frothy blood splattering and
splotching fallen leaves along the
hardwood
ridge.
The
trail
headed downward toward a
swamp filled with water. The
year had been wet.
We would find the deer in the
swamp, probably on a mossy
hummock. I was a kid, 12 or 13,
and hunting with my father and
his friend.

WANTED TO BUY

Logs, Stumpage,
Woodlots.
• Fair prices
• Prompt payment
• Reliable operators
MARRINER
LUMBER CO.
Church Road
Brunswick, Me. 04011
[207] 729-3901

settled across the ridges well
before dark. Wool felt good.
I had driven the deer onto my
father’s friend and his lever
action 30-30 rapped out three or
four shots like a semi-automatic.
He was a superb marksman.
Fast. His claim to fame.
After a half hour wait, we
followed
the deer into the
swamp, sloshing through water
and having trouble seeing blood
on the swale. We managed. And
came into a country of fir
thickets and mossy ledges. The
deer was bleeding a lot and easy
to follow on dry ground.
It was late afternoon, cloudless
and still. The moon was nearly
full and would rise early. Cold air

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC
Stale Pirk t. Recreation Commission / Auiusti, Maine

BENCH s FIELD®
DOG FOOD |

But, the wound clotted and
blood spots became fewer, and in
the gathering darkness,
we
trailed the deer with increasing
difficulty. The ledges and fir
thickets were a hard place for
tracking and we lost the deer.
Later, we left the unlucky
hunter at his truck and walked
home through the woods. The
moon was as bright and clear as
it ever gets, and the air was
snapping cold.
Odors were
sharp.
My father frowned upon 3030’s and similar calibers. He used
a .348, and that night, mentioned
a more powerful caliber such as
his .348 or a 30-06, .270, .308, or
something along that line would
have stopped the deer. He was
convinced.
The following morning, our
search for the deer was fruitless,
and for years, my father used
this incident as an argument
against lighter calibers.
I had watched too many
westerns, and even at that age,
was quick to feel my father was
wrong. Years later, I would read
a line from Charles Waterman.
He wrote, “John Wayne has sold
more rifles than Jack O’Connor.”
I would know what he meant.
There is a romance to lever
action carbines. It had caught
me.
Of course, there is more than

romance to their popularity.
They are light,-inexpensive, and
kick mildly. On top of that,
levers
are
much
faster
mechanisms than bolts. This is a
hard combination to beat in
Maine’s deer country. Hard
walking and short range shots
are the rule.
In a recent letter, Maine
Sportsman’s gun columnist
Monty Washburn said, “...The
majority of deer shot in Maine
are taken at ranges not ex
ceeding 60 yards, despite stories
to the contrary!” Of course, there
are exceptions. We have all
encountered them.
Because of close range shots,
carbines in
lever or semi
automatic are good choices. Good
choices for some hunters.
I used a 30-30 carbine during
my teen-age years, but my
father’s big caliber philosophy
eventually convinced me a 30-06
was the thing. Its versatility was
difficult to beat. Such a wide
range of cartridges. I traded the
carbine for a Remington model
740 Woodsmaster 30-06. After a
couple years, I sold it and went
to bolt action models, not an easy
choice for me. I shoot left-handed
and left-hand models are difficult
to acquire.
A bolt action 30-06 has worked
well for me. I am uninterested in
getting off a lot of shots in a
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Nicatous l9dge b Camps
Secluded Log Cabins and Lodge on 12 Mile Long Nicatous Lake

The Choice of Professionals

Remote — Relaxing

For Over Thirty Years

Hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing for the
Outdoorsman & Family

BENEFITS

FEATURES
Four protein levels
for various age and
activities of a dog’s
life
Complete'y
balance ^eeds no
supplem Iting

Weight control
High energy,
stamina
Feed up to
20% less
Excellent
coats
Less clean-up
less waste

Non-swelling

D. F. HASTINGS, DISTRIBUTORS

1 Write:

Nicatous Lodge & Camps
Burlington, Me. 04417

Housekeeping & American Plan

Open Four Seasons

SPORTSMEN’S EMERGENCY LIGHT
Waterproof
Unbreakable

Visible up to 1 mile
|asts up to 12 hours.
Great for camping,

635 Eastern Ave. - Rte. 17

hunting,

Augusta, Maine 04330
1 (207) 623-8551

or fishing.

DEALER INQUIRIES NOW ACCEPTED

From:

STONER UNLIMITED
P.O. Box 371
Freeport, Me. 04032
2.00 each; 20.00 per doz. Ppd. No CODs.

Bandas now has 3 treads designed
just for light trucks.

hurry. I take only good shots,
nothing
wild.
With
this
philosophy, it is unusual to shoot
more than once. Accuracy is a
must, and theoretically, nothing
beats
bolt
actions in
this
department.
The majority of my deer have
been close shots; the last two
embarrassingly close, not more
than 30 yards. A carbine would
have been more than adequate
for the job.
Yet, there have been times
when a long, accurate shot was a
must. A few years ago, I spotted
a big doe a ridge over from me.
All I could see was her head and
part of the neck. She was looking
straight at me about 125 yards
away, and the neck looked the
size of a pencil. Some dead-eye
marksman like Lawrence French
of Windsor would have taken his
familiar lever action carbine with
open sights and drilled the deer
between the eyes. Me, I was glad
to have a 30-06 with a scope. I
took careful aim at the patch on
her throat and severed the neck
bone cleanly. For me, it would
have been difficult shot with a
carbine.
Another time, I was watching
a deer trail crossing a swale and
hardwood swamp. A small buck
walked across its corner, and
before I had a chance to shoot, he

stepped behind some trees. All I
could see was a small portion of
his back directly above the
shoulder. I took careful aim, and
squeezed. The bullet struck his
backbone. Again, for me, it
would have been a difficult act
with a carbine.
I seldom need such precise
accuracy, but it is comforting to
know it’s there.
A rifle’s recoil is a con
sideration with many hunters.
This once struck me as odd. I
have shot everything from a .22
to .458 magnum, and honestly
felt no gun kicked enough to
bother. Yet, I am 6’3” and weigh
220 pounds. That is a lot of hulk
to absorb recoil. Recoil bothers
some people enough to cause the
flinchies. Lighter calibers are the
answer.
Dwight Gilbert of Windsor
uses a .243 Winchester model 70.
He
openly
admits
heavier
calibers cause him to flinch
where the .243 doesn’t. Each
season for over 20 years, he has
been shooting deer with it. One
memorable deer he shot was
over 300 yards away. He shoots
superbly with this caliber. The
light recoil philosophy works for
him.
Some people feel high velocity
calibers such as a .243 are poor
deer rifles in Maine. A slower
bullet is better for brush. High
velocity
hunters feel that’s
erroneous. Calibers with flatter
trajectories
may
be
placed
through holes in brush better
than slower bullets with large
trajectory curves.
Obviously, the high velocity
school uses this philosophy: Take
It is im
possible to consistently place
shots through heavy brush at
running targets.

only good, sure shots.

Bandag Commercial
Highway Tread.

Bandag Commercial
Highway Micro-Sipe Tread

Bandag Commercial
Traction Tread.

For long mileage applications
where majority of use is on
city streets and highways. De
livers lowest possible cost per
tire mile, high resistance to
cuts, punctures and other road
hazards.

For long mileage applications
where improved traction is a
strong consideration.
Patented Bandag micro-sipes
—hundreds cf tiny slits in tread
—act like “squeegees” on wet
pavement for quicker starts,
safer stops

A deep lug design for tough
service applications where ve
hicles spend considerable time
off-the-road. Especially good
for 4-wheel drive vehicles,
drive axles on route vans,
pickups, campers and light
commercial or utility vehicles.

SERVING MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT

One way or the other, most
fast bullets as well as slow
bullets are hampered by brush.
In the June, 1979 issue of The
American Hunter, Col. Charles
Askin writes about a test he
conducted with a 7mm magnum,
30-30, .300 Winchester magnum,
.338 magnum, .44 magnum, and
.458 magnum. Using half inch
oaken dowels constructed in a
way so it was impossible for a
bullet to pass through without
hitting three to five of them, he

Continued on next page
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What Is Maine’s Best
Deer Rifle
Continued from previous page
shot through the dowels and at a
target behind them. Three shots
were fired from each caliber, and
the only bullets to pass through
somewhat satisfactorily were
from the .458. The other calibers
mushroomed, key holed, or broke
up and would hit the target most
anywhere. The .44 magnum,
supposedly the ultimate brush
gun, performed worst of all.
When talking about brush
guns, shotguns, always come
into the conversation. Shotguns
seemed to be more popular for
deer when I was younger. With
me, I have built-in prejudices,
perhaps
unreasonable,
about
shotguns. Yet, even without my
dislike, shotguns have one short
coming difficult to argue. They
do not reach out.
A few years ago, I was driving
through a fir-thicket island in the
middle of a swale meadow. It was
thick.
Often,
I
would
be
crawling, but the deer were
there, making it worthwhile.
This particular day, I decided
to use my shotgun, an over and
under 12 gauge. This shotgun
had bagged many, many birds
and I thought it would be nice to
add a deer to its list.
Pushing through some fir at
the end of the island, I stepped
into the meadow and looked up.
100 yards away stood two deer.
One a lovely buck. Helplessly, I
stood
with
my
worthless
buckshot. They watched for a full
minute, and then bounded away.
I was sick about it. Broadside.
100 yards.
My feelings about deer rifles
are obvious. A hunter must
consider his type of hunting, the
terrain,
and
personal
capabilities. With these con
sidered honestly, there is no
right or wrong rifle. Just what
honestly works best for you.
Honesty is the key.
Weight or recoil of a rifle is no
problem for me. I am young
enough and large enough to
handle either. So I have chosen a
bolt action 30-06. It will ac
curately reach out when needed,
and do well in brush. It is a good
all around choice for me. One
night, I may be sitting on a
power line; the next, still
hunting a fir-thicket. You may
hate this choice of rifle, but it
works for me.
Maine deer rifles vary greatly.
The bucks in the Biggest Buck In
Maine Club last year are a good
example. They were bagged with
everything from a .22 magnum to
a .340 Weatherby magnum. That
is quite a spread.
There are many different
calibers in the Maine woods of
November, but according to the
sales’ figures of calibers and
ammo, there are a few perennial
favorites.
You may think the 30-30 was
Maine’s favorite deer rifle. I did.
I was wrong. There are more 3006 rifles and ammunition sold
than any other. In fact, the

ammunition. In calibers, .308
was fourth, .35 Remington was
fifth, and .270 was sixth. .308
was the fifth top selling bullet
and .35 Remington sixth best.
The Biggest Bucks In Maine
Club last year came up with some
interesting figures. Again, the
30-06 was tops with 128 trophies.
The 30-30 was a poor second with
91. But, the amazing figure was
the .308. It almost edged out the
30-30 and was just three behind
it. There must be many more 3030’s than .308 in the woods.
Many more. What does this
figure indicate? It is puzzling.
Are hunters using .308’s better
deer hunters?
Shotguns were next in line
taking 32 bucks. Close behind
was the .32 Special with 25, and

During the months that Gil
Gilpatrick
has
been
canoe
columnist for the Maine Sports
man we have become used to the
fact that he is not only a highly
knowledgeable canoeist, but also
a good writer and photographer.

Now he has authored a book
which displays those talents to

their fullest.
The book is Building a Strip
and it contains easy stepby-step instructions for building
four different canoe models in a
variety of lengths. A special
feature of the book is a packet
containing full-size patterns to
make the forms on which the
canoes are built. The book in
cludes 79
photographs
and
illustrations, along with Gil’s
carefully written text. If you just
follow along, you’ll end up with a
canoe that combines both the
aesthetics of wood and the
ruggedness of fiberglass.

Canoe

Gil’s qualifications to write
such a book are impressive. For
the past 10 years he has taught a
course called Vocational Con
servation at Skowhegan High
School. During that time he has

As a registered Maine guide,
Gilpatrick has specialized in
summer canoe trips for the past
several years,
often
taking
groups through the Allagash
Wilderness Waterway.

In Building a Strip Canoe, he
combines
his
first-hand
knowledge of canoeing with his
years of experience as a teacher
to produce directions which are
easy for even the beginning
craftsman to follow. Nothing is
left to chance because Gilpatrick
knows the questions that come
up during construction of a strip
canoe.
Whether it is a canoe for
whitewater racing or family
outings,
the
instructions
in
Building a Strip Canoe are a sure
guide making a craft which will
not only look good and paddle
well, but save hundreds of
dollars over the price of a
commercially built canoe.

Building a Strip Canoe was
published
by
DeLorme
Publishing Co., Box 81, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096. The price is
$7.95 postpaid.

LINCOLN’S CAMPS
Insulated Cabins
On The Shores of Moosehead Lake
Automatic Heat — Hot Water
Grouse — Woodcock — Duck
Deer — Bear — Coyotes
Non-Resident Licenses
GUIDES AVAILABLE
P.O. Box 295 — Rockwood, Maine 04478
Phone 207-534-7741

Kittery Trading Post

sent a list
of their top six selling calibers
and ammunitions. The 30-06 18
grain bullet was number one.
However, they sell so many 3006 bullets in the 150 grain load
that it was listed separately and
a strong number four. In other
words, two different sizes sold so
many they could be listed
separately and still the 180 grain
sold more than the 30-30.

At the Kittery Trading Post,
the 30-06 caliber and ammunition
outsold the 30-30, which was
second on the list. .44 magnum
was third in both caliber and

Paying Market Prices For Your Furs-

then the .35 Remington with 30
bucks. There were darn few
bucks killed with small high
velocity calibers such as .243,
250-3000, 22-250, 6mm, etc.
Sales figures around the state
show a definite preference for 3006, 30-30, .44 magnum, .308, .35
Remington, and .270. Some feel
the smaller calibers such as
6mm, .243, and .223 were coming
along well in the past few years,
but small in comparison to the
big six.
There is a caliber and model
for every hunter, and each one of
these
finds
its
way
into
November’s fir thickets and
hardwood ridges. Yet, Maine has
other perennial favorites, and
right now, the 30-06 is on the top
of them. And it’s dominating.

supervised the construction of
over 100 canoes.

COMPLETE DOG KENNELS
Manufactured to your specs.
• Free Estimates
• Shipped Anywhere
• Easy xo Assemble
Also strike cages for the front of
your vehicle

HARDWICK FENCE CO.
Division of Hardwick Corporation

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 28, Palmyra, Maine Tel. 938-2611
Visit Our Show Room in Palmyra, Maine
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WANTED RAW FURS
Deer Skins

C+D FURS
50 No Name Pond Road
Sabattus, Maine 04280
Contact: Craig Wood — Tel. 375-4296

RANDALL’S FUR
RAW FURS WANTED
DEER SKINS, COON, MINK; FISHER, OTTER
COYOTE, MUSKRAT AND FOX
BEST PRICES OFFERED

Route 202
East Winthrop, Me. 04343

CONTACT: BILL RANDALL

Gilpatrick Authors
Canoe Book
By Harry Vanderweide

THE MAINE SPORTSMAN

The Machias River
I
Outpost
I

T
J
A
IXTYAHT/ /72Z P
See our Winchester museum display of fine old
rifles, cartridge boards, art & related Americana —
nautical antique display — old railroad items —
taxidermy — birch bark canoe & raquettes, Cree
Indian style — antique duck decoys

TRADE GOODS FOR SALE

j
"

J
O

Fine Firearms, Antique & Modern
Snowshoes - Shirts - Blankets - Mackinaws^
Woods Clothes - Canoes - Paddles

jj

Ammunition - Pack Baskets - Axes - HatchetsOther trade goods to be announced
Weeknights Tues, thru Fri., 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Saturdays 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
“In the land of the pointed spruces’’
Located on Ridge Rd. (Marshfield)
Machias, Maine 04654
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SPORTSMAN'S TRADING POST
LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
We have the best selection of hunt
ing camps, acreage, farms, recre
ational property, homes, sporting
camps, lakefront property, income
property in North Central Maine, We
also have the largest most efficient
sales staff to serve you!
Hunting Camps
Burlington — furnished three room
camp on 1 Vz wooded acres,
$12,000.
Lincoln — furnished 14x24 cedar
camp with excellent shore frontage
on salmon lake. Leased 1/2 acre lot. A
good buy at $5,000.
Waite — (close to Princeton)
Unique property for the sportsminded person, cabin on 20 acres
located in the heart of great hunting
territory.

Mattawamkeag — small cabin lo
cated on 183 acres of land. Hunt on
your own property!!
Lee — Spacious hunting camp lo
cated on 5 acres in an area where
there is practically no development.
Camp is furnished, three bedrooms,
bathroom, spring, 2 sheds, plenty of
room for a large group.

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
Carroll — 30x70 huge log lodge with
view, centrally located on 20-25
acres of land.
Carroll — almost new camp located
in year round location. $9,000.

Camps — Own a Shorefront Retreat
Lower Sysladobsis — small cabin
on 11 mile lake, 130 ft. shore fron
tage, leased lot. A bargain at $4,000.
Enfield — two bedroom camp on
plowed road, excellent shore fron
tage on crystal clear lake. Also has
sleeping camp for guests.
Brookton — Executive year round
home on lake with acreage. Enjoy
lakeside living at its best!
Lincoln — Long Pond, furnished
three bedroom camp, secluded lo
cation. $11,500.

Lower Sysladobsis — owner says
make an offer on this beautiful 4
acre island. Log cabin is selfsufficient, great hunting and fishing
lake.

Bottle Lake — completely furnished
two
bedroom
camp,
garage,
snowsleds, boats and motors. This
lake is the gateway to a chain of
lakes consisting of 27,000 acres.

Attention!

ALL MAINE
BIG GAME HUNTERS
The Maine Antler & Skull Trophy Club’s

First Annual Records Publication
is HOT off the press
SEE pictures of RECORD Maine Big Game trophies
from our First Annual Big Game Awards Banquet
held last March in Gorham. LOOK at the listings of
trophy deer antlers and Bear Skulls from Maine. See
how big number one is. See what trophies took cur
rent award plaques. See who shot last year’s re
cords. THIS quality Big Game Records Booklet is
what Maine hunters are waiting for. It’s packed with
useful trophy information. Learn which county
headi^he list for highest number of bear or deer
entrie Jand names of hunters who took them, results

of our questionnaire and much more. Who knows,
maybe your trophy is pictured! To order your BIG
GAME RECORDS PUBLICATION simply send a
check for $5.00 plus 75c to: Maine Antler and Skull
Trophy Club, c/o Richard P. Arsenault, RFD 3, Tur
key Lane Road, Gorham, Me. 04038.

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
Lincoln — secluded camp on lake,
accessible by boat only. Only
$10,555.

Income Properties
Lower Sysladobsis Lake — excel
lent opportunity for energetic per
son, beautiful set of sporting camps
on salmon lake. Call for details.
Brookton — sporting camps with
home on excellent lake. Over 10
acres of land with 1000 ft. shore
frontage. Could be run year round.

Acreage (Build your own cabin)
East Winn — 200 acres of softwood,
brook, $29,900.

Tabinsintic, N.B. — 107 acres abut
ted by a river. $18,000.
Lee — 200 acres of prime land, rol
ling fields, mixed wood, almost one
mile of shore frontage on sparsely
populated lake

Hersey (near Patten) — 20 acres of
land, located in prime hunting
country. $11,500.
Drew — 150 acres that is very sec
luded yet accessible, grown up
fields, mixed wood, brook. Only
$19,900.

Lee — 111 acres of hardwood, good
internal road system, excellent
subdivision potential.
Lincoln —12 acres of land with long
frontage on river.
Enfield — 44 acres of mixed wood,
electricity, gravel road running
through it. There is 100 ft. shore
frontage on salmon and togue lake,
boathouse, small cottage, storage
shed, screenhouse. Great subdivi
sion potential.
Lincoln — 21 acres with 14 acres of
fields, rest wooded. $10,500.

Many small parcels of land ranging
from 5to 10acres. Some with owner
financing available.

This is just a partial listing. Send for,
call or stop by our office for a com
plete list.
We are open
SUNDAYS.

SATURDAYS

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE, 5
Lake Street, Box 66, Lincoln, Maine
04455. OFFICE NUMBERS — 207794-2460,. 1-207-794-8539. SALES
STAFF — (1-207 on all); Carleton —
794-2460; Beth — 794-8539; Laurie
-738-4151; Mary — 794-6784; Pam
— 738-4741; Sharon — 794-3370;
Peter — 732-3774.

BLOODHOUND FOR SALE
Bloodhound — AKC female, red,
almost 3, ready to start training or
excellent pet. $150.00. 603-7882049 evenings. Lancaster, New
Hampshire.

Advertise FREE or at Low Cost
You can tell 40,000 Maine and out-of-state
sportsmen what you have to buy, sell or trade.
The Maine Sportsman Trading Post has brought
results to hundreds of satisfied readers.
We offer free classifieds of not more than 20
words to subscribers on a one-time basis. This
offer does not extend to full or part time
businesses.
For non-subscribers and businesses the
minimum rate is $3.50 for 20 words or less. For
over 20 words, add 15 cents per word. Payment
must be made with your order.
The Maine Sportsman also offers low-cost
display advertising. For more information on the
Sportsmans Trading Post or other advertising
rates, call or write: The Maine Sportsman, Box
507, Yarmouth, Maine 0409S. Telephone
846-9501

Place my ad in the Sportsman’s Trading Post as Follows: [Print or type]
Buy ad for 12 months, get one month free! Deadline 15th of month.

and

AKC BEAGLE PUPS
Parents excellent hunters. Sire —
Countryside Singing Sam. Dam —
Mighty HiGinger. $75.00 each.
Sonny Payson, Readfield Depot.
685-4950.

HUNTERS
Lodging and 3 hearty homecooked
meals $20.00 per day. Crab Apple
Acres Inn, P.O. West Forks, Maine.
207-663-2218.

FOR SALE — TRADE
1979 Bass Boat, 1979 Cox Trailer,
1976 Evinrude 135 H.P. motor. Top
speed over 65 m.p.h. Best offer or
reasonable trade, land, sports car,
etc. Call Toby, 617-462-9539.

DEER HUNTERS
Reg. Maine Guide now booking for
Oct. 29 thru Nov. 24, deer hunt. With
many deer hung up season after
season. How about letting this year
be yours. Also, from Nov. 18 thru 24,
Thanksgiving special, will guide
two men for the price of one. For
more information call or write:
Kokad-Jb Camps, Kokad-Jo Road,
Kokad-Jo, Maine 04441. (207) 6952593.

HUNT
T 16 — R 4 & 5
Group camp rentals $35 weekly per
person. Hot showers, supplies,
lunches, store. Hede’s, Stockholm.
Maine. 207-896-5853.
HUNTING CAMP FOR SALE
Rustic camp on 3.8 acres in Green
field, Me. Excellent hunting and
fishing. Accessible all year. Wood
stove, screen porch, well and
spring. $7,500. Penobscot Real Es
tate 207-827-3619.

FLIES AND FLY TYING
Largest fly tying materials display in
the Northeast. Atlantic Salmon flies
specialty.
Free
catalog.
Bob
Leeman’s Trout Shop, (Tamarak
Motel) 807 Wilson St., Brewer, ME
04412.________ ____

HANDMADE KNIVES
Handmade hunting and camping
knives. Beautifully crafted of high
carbon tool steel with handrubbed
walnut or cherry handles. Send $1
for illustrated catalog. Bohrmann
Knives, 29 Portland Street, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096. 207-846-3385.

AIR TAXI
Millinocket Lake Flying Service op
erates two Cessna 180 float planes
daily from Ambajejus Lake. Also
canoe and boat rentals. P.O. Box
171, Millinocket, ME. 04462. 207723-8378.

207 368-9371

THE GATEWAY
DINING, DANCING, COCKTAILS
AND COFFEE SHOP

JUST OFF I-95
AT
JUNCTION 2-7-11-100

NEWPORT, MAINE
04953

HUNTERS
For the footwear to cover that extra mile, come to

NAPLES BOOTERY
Rte. 302, Naples, Me. 04055
• Tel. (207) 693-6751

We Carry Maine-Made
Herman Boots
•

Felt-Lined Leather Tops
Genuine Leather, Save $12
Reg. $32 Sale Price $20
8, 9, 10 Only

THE COAST GUARD:
In the Coast
Guard, “good
work" is a good
job well done.
Helping yourself
while you help
save lives and
property, keeping
our seacoasts and
waterways free of
pollution, and free
of accidents.
For you it can
mean a
recession-proof
paycheck, starting
at $419 a month
with your first raise
right after boot camp. It also means free housing, food,
clothing, medical and dental care. And 30-days of paid
vacation every year.
We’ll give you valuable career training, too. And even help
you continue your formal education.
If you’re between 17 and 26, and thinking about a future
with the Coast Guard, contact your local recruiter.

U.S. COAST GUARD
Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
[Make checks or money orders payable to The Maine Sportsman]

recruiting office

The Village Green — 477 Congress St.
Portland, Maine — Phone 774-5415
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4;30 p.m. - Wed. Eve. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
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SPORTSMEN’S DEN, INC.
Stephen Kovacs — Sumner Stowe
1805 Boston Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn. 06610. (203) 367-3564.
ESTATE LIQUIDATIONS AND AP
PRAISALS — No collection too
small or too large. WANTED: An
tique
and
modern
firearms.
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH SHOT
GUNS: Parkers, L.C. Smith, Ansley
Fox,
Winchester,
Remington,
Ithaca, etc. RIFLES: Winchester,
Sharps, Colt, Remington, Military
Rifles, etc. PISTOLS: Smith & Wes
son, Colt, etc.
We can find a home for your collec
tion.
ACREAGE FOR SALE

FARMINGTON AREA, 14 acres$4,900.
Long
road
frontage,
firewood, game cover. Close to uni
versity town, two ski centers, small
lake and good road. United Farm
Agency. 207-778-3986.
HARMONY, MAINE
7 room farm house, new barn, 14
acres, trout stream, oil or wood
heat. Secluded setting. $28,000 by
owner. 683-5403.

HUNT — FISH — RELAX
HUNT . Black Bear . May thru Oct.
Best Ruffled Grouse hunting in the
country. Oct.-Nov. 15. Grouse —
Woodcock — Ducks — Geese —
Deer Nov. FISH...Salmon — Togue
— Brook Trout — May.-Sept. RE
LAX...With the family in your house
keeping cabin which overlooks the
mountains from the shore of beauti
ful Bigwood Lake. Boats — motors
— canoes — topomaps — license —
private beach — gas. SPECIAL
FAMILY RATES!!!! Call or write:
Your hosts: JACK & KATHY
HEGARTY Reg. Guides Cozy Cove
Cabins, Bigwood Lake, Jackman,
Me. 04946. 207-668-5091.

MAINE LAND
A TOP INVESTMENT
THAT’S SELF STORING
SO. WALDOBORO — About 7 acres
rolling down.to Long Cove. 147' of
tidal shore and Rt. 220 frontage.
$8,000.

BREMEN — 11/2 surveyed acres with
view overlooking Broad Cove and
off to the Camden Hills. Soil tested.
$10,500.
FRIENDSHIP — 151/2 acres rolling
down to the Meduncook River. 400'
tidal shore, southeast exposure and
survey. $22,000.

WEST
WALDOBORO
—
16.8
wooded acres with over 1/3 mile of
tidal shore. Beautiful view. Contract
now for 1980 delivery. $24,000.
DAMARISCOTTA — Two acres of
pine and hardwood with 550’ road
front. Soil is tested and level.
$8,000.

NOBLEBORO — Acre sized, tall
timber lot with 150' frontage on
Damariscotta Lake. Surveyed and
soil tested. $12,000.
WARREN — 2.36 acres of woodland
with 436’ of sandy shore on South
Pond. East exposure, septic ap
proval, year round. $15,840.

NEWCASTLE — 23 acres of hilly
woodland with over 500' of shore on
Damariscotta Lake. Protected pri
vacy. $25,000.
PAT & PARKER SPOFFORD, REAL
TORS, U.S. #1, WALDOBORO, ME.
04572. TEL. 207-832-5270.

LOTS FOR SALE
Northern Maine camp lots at Upper
Shin Pond near Baxter State Park.
Excellent views of Upper Shin Pond
and mountains. Use of common
owned lake frontage. Size from 3 to
7 acres. Priced $4000 to $7900.
Financing available. Write for de
scriptive brochure. E. Henderson,
17 Wadsworth St., Thomaston,
Maine 04861.

JAY’S
««
TAXIDERMY K
Call or Write for Estimate

JAY HALL, TAXIDERMIST
Rt. 126 Washington Rd.
Jefferson, Maine 04348
Phone: 207-549-5004

Attention
Duck Hunters
AKC Registered
Black Labrador Puppies
Super Chief breeding. Sired by
Wamapum Touchdown Threat, son
of Super Chief. Ready to go Oct. 31

ALSO
FRED WESTERBERG

Used Lincoln canoes reasonably
priced. Ideal for the duck hunter
and fisherman.

SACO RIVER
CANOE & KAYAK
FRYEBURG — ROUTE 5 — 207-935-2369 — CALL ANYTIME

BEAGLES FOR SALE
Pups and adults. Good hunters.
AKC
registered.
Reasonable
Rangeley — 864-3849 evenings.
BLACK LAB PUPS
Registered black Labrador puppies
for sale. Excellent field trial pros
pects, dam is field trial champion.
Come and see them. Call 474-5829.

UNITED FARM AGENCY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
160 wooded acres located in the
Madrid area, has oak, beech, bear,
deer and small game, brook.
$23,000.00. 25% down, owner
financing. #216.

On Rangeley Lake a 4 bedroom log
home w/large stone fireplace, elec
tric heat, 21/2 baths plus 2 bedroom
home, electric heat, fireplace, 1 l/a
batns on 4 acres with 500' frontage
on lake. Houses in excellent condi
tion. $100,000.00, 29% down, owner
financing. #215.
A five year old camp on town road. 3
bedrooms, electricity, good view.
200 x433’ lot. Dixfield area. $11,200.
#173.
2 two room camps on 2!/? acres, 250’
road front on year-round road. ’A
mile to river, halfway between
Saddleback and Sugarloaf. Excel
lent hunting in area. $11,500.00.
#184.
60 acre farm, 15 tillable, rest woods.
8 room house, barn, utility building.
1625' frontage on state highway. 23
miles to Augusta. Many fruit trees.
$58,900.00. #211.
Beautiful log home on Carrabasset
River and close to Sugarloaf. Large
stone fireplace handles 4 logs.
150 x400' lot on year-round road.
Electricity and water. $34,000.00.
#213.
4 log winterized housekeeping ca
bins plus log 3 bedroom home on
large lake. Close to skiing. On state
highway. 4 acres w/200' lake fron
tage. $100,000.00. #176.
United Farm Agency, Inc. Regis
tered Real Estate Broker, Bob
Bowering-Representative, RR #
284, Box 2794, Farmington, ME
04938. 207-778-3986.

BEAT INFLATION WITH
OUR CUSTOM RELOADING
Save from 25 to 50% on ammuni
tion. Just bring in your brass and
we ll do the rest. Pistol in lots of 50
— Rifle in lots of 20. We also have
used brass, powders, primers, bul
lets & reloading tools for the
sportsman who wants to "do it
yourself.’’ Redfield scopes at 20%
below list. Guns sighted in on our
range. Quality supplies for the avid
hunter or fisherman. MR. SPORT,
INC., Route 9, Eddington, Maine.
Phone (207) 843-6008.

YEAR ROUND CAMP
EUSTIS RIDGE, MAINE
Camp and two buildings. Lot
100x100. Asking $9,500 or best of
fer. 892-8158.

truck equipment distributors

established 1899

ever wish you had a winch?

Contact us today for more information

MAINE BEAR HUNTING
Guaranteed results, booking bear
hunts 1980 season. Over bait.
May-Oct. Several camps in best
areas. Registered Maine Guides.
Boyd A. Ward, RFD 1, Fairfield,
Maine 04937. Tel. 207-873-1855.

BOOK
• FISHER TRAPPING’’
BY EDWIN RECORD OF MAINE
24 pages covering the Fishers
habits, diet, mating, tracking, ten
different sets, care and handling of
pets, etc. This book will pay for itself
many times over. Price: $3 00 plus
50c handling. Send order to Spear
Fur Company, 3 Old Log Lane, Bel
lingham, Mass. 02019.

BRITTANY PUPS
FOR FIELD — FOR SHOW
— FOR COMPANIONSHIP
Sire
is
DUAL
CHAMPION
GOLDTONE'S DOC who won the
1975 International Open Brittany
Championship and finished second
in 1975 and 1978 at the National
Open Championships. He is a su
perb birddog.
Dam is CHAMPION PISTOL PACK
ING KATE who won her champion
ship with 8 best of breed wins. She
is an aggressive and intelligent gun
dog.
The pups were born September 20
(6M & 3F) and are being raised at
Pistol Valley Brittanies in Bur
lington, Maine.
For pedigree and terms contact
owner: Barbara Witham, Seabritt
Kennel, 150 Grove Street, Oregon,
Wisconsin, 53575.
MONEY OPPORTUNITIES
$353.88 WEEKLY guaranteed.
$58.90 daily. Start immediately.
Homework. Free. Mrs. Carll, Star
Route, Wytopitlock, Me 04497

U.K.C. REGISTERED
ENGLISH HOUNDS
At stud G. Randall's
SUN" —
$50.00 grade or registered. Reg
pups available — 2 litters — $75.00
each. Tel. 688-4494.
FOR SALE
30 acre woodlot in Chesterville,
Maine. Has a new unfinished hunting/fishing camp & 2 outbuildings.
Year-round spring. George W Packish. Box 7, Teaticket, MA 02536.

FISHING MAGAZINES
I have many back issues, some quite
old. Write for free list H J Hughes,
PO Box 1036, Portland. Maine
04104.

FOR SALE
2.5 acre lot in Ripley Approved
subdivision. Town road Soil tested.
Right-of-way to common lot with
tennis court on Ripley Pond. Re
strictive covenants. Stan Paton,
Waldoboro. ME. 832-7677
IRVING'S — ANECDOPES
Fancied the women did logger Joe,
They waited for river drive to end;
Lacking Irving's Fly Dope not the
only woe,
There to greet him was an old girl
friend!
Irving s Fly Dope, Cdrinna, Maine
04928.

SUGARFOOT KENNEL
Retriever training for gun dog or
field trial. Two first rate littersof labs
due in November, ready to go at
Christmas. Dave Mosher, Burnham,
ME 948-2582.

A.K.C. ENGLISH SPRINGER
SPANIEL PUPS
Dam and sire both excellent hun
ters. Out of championship lineage.
943-8807. C.W Bolen, LaGrange,
ME.

on Moosehead Lake - Northwest Carry

Housekeeping Cabins
Store, Gas, LP Gas &
Flying Service.
Campsites Also Available
on the Famous West Branch’
of the Penobscot. Write

SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS
CAMPGROUND
ROCKWOOD, MAINE

Open May 15
Thru Hunting Season

GRIGNON’S TAXIDERMY STUDIO
Reimond W. Grignon
"Furs, Fins & Feathers’’

RFD #1, Box 42B
U.S. Route 2
Pittsfield, Maine 04967
207-487-2754

“Taxidermy in Motion”

YOU NEED
SAM
NEEDS YOU
HELP US FIGHT ANTI-GUN EFFORT
SAM is the only Maine voice to be heard, full-time, in
opposition to the current petition drive to bring about
further gun control measures.
You can help us oppose this threat by joining SAM. A
strong, unified effort can educate the public as to the
facts concerning this attack on hand gun procurement
by law abiding citizens.
The anti-gun adherents say this is first step. More re
strictions to be sought if successful in this current
effort.
YES, I want to help (put me on SAM News mailing list).
□ Individual memberships — $6 per year.
□ Family membership — $10 per year (include names
of all direct family members under 18).
Name
Address

170 Warren Ave., Westbrook, Me. 04092
Tel. (207) 854-9751
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SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS CAMPGROUND

HUNTERS
Booking now for the 1979 deer sea
son. Member— Maine Professional
Guides Association. Ken Goss, Sr.,
Beaver Island Lodge, P.O.B 1171,
E. Holden, Maine 04429.

w.a.messerco.

Now all 4x4 owners can have one,
easily installed.
• Electric and PTO
models available
• 8000 lb. line pull
• Comes with or without
front bumper

THE MAINE SPORTSMAN

Zip

_____________________________
______

_________________________________ ___

____ _____ _

Telephone Number

____

Send to: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta, Maine 04330
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SELLING FUR?
We are buying for export directly to European garment manufacturers and need large quantities of all raw
furs; deer, bear and cattle hides.
With our modern scraping operation, we can buy unskinned and rough-skinned raccoon, fox, fisher,
coyote and bobcat for the full price of finished hides. This allows us to make up uniformly-handled, high
quality lots. The coat manufacturers are willing to pay more for this type of merchandise and we make up
our processing cost. It’s good for you, good for us, and good for our customers.

TRAPPERS AND COON HUNTERS
Through the season we are open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. every day but Monday.

THERE IS ALWAYS A FUR BUYER ON HAND TO PURCHASE YOUR
FUR
We encourage you to visit our raw fur and trapping supply headquarters located on Route 1A in
Holden, Maine, just 3 miles out of Brewer. We have a full line of trapping and coon hunting supplies.
You are welcome to phone or write for our free supply catalogue.

MOWATT FUR CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412
MARK R. MOWATT, President
THOMAS L. STEVENS, General Manager

We will not publish a fur price list this sea
son. You may call anytime for market infor
mation:
1-207-989-6191
1-800-432-1723
(Maine toll-free)

OFFICE & STORE HOURS DURING SEASON:
(October 20 — December 21)
Tuesday thru Sunday
8:00 a.m. — 7:00 p.m.
CLOSED MONDAYS

— MAKE IT WORTH YOUR WHILE — DEAL WITH THE PROFESSIONALS AT MOWATT FUR —

TRAPPERS, COON HUNTERS, TRAPPING
SUPPLY DEALERS
We are wholesale/retail distributors of all trapping and coon hunting supplies.
VICTOR, MONTGOMERY & NORTHWOOD TRAPS, HAWBAKER’S LURES AND URINES,
MOWATT’S BAITS, PACKBASKETS, WOODEN & WIRE STRETCHERS, SIFTERS, STAKES, DRAGS,
ALDRICH CABLE TRAPS, LIVE TRAPS, GLASS & PLASTIC BOTTLES, TRAPPING BOOKS,
PEERLESSCHAIN, S-HOOKS, BRASSSWIVELS, WILSONGLOVES, NITE LITES & ACCESSORIES,
PREDATOR CALLS & TAPES, KNIVES, AXES, SUPERJACKS, RED VIKINGS.

— OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION —
We manufacture many of these items ourselves and carry a large, complete stock
at all times. Trappers, visit our store 2 miles from Brewer on Rt. 1A in Holden, or
call toll-free to order by credit card or C.O.D. No more waiting — all orders
shipped within 24 hours. Catalog available.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - BUY DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE

For all orders and inquiries call toll-free in Maine 1-800-432-1723. From outside Maine,
call toll-free 1-800-341-1562. From Canada and Alaska, call 1-207-989-6191 (this is not
toll-free). We will be happy to take phone orders Tuesday through Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
EST.
VISA/MC Accepted or we will ship C.O.D.

“We aim to please”

MOWATT FUR CORP.
Div. 1 - P.O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412

□ 1 am a trapper/coonhunter. Please send your new catalogue.

□ 1 am a trapping supply dealer. My business card or letterhead is
enclosed. Please send catalogue and confidential wholesale price list.

Name
Address

MARK R. MOWATT, President
THOMAS L. STEVENS, General Manager

Town

State

Zip

